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A: Cross-sectional area of brace member 
Be: Effective width 
C: Damage constant in McClintock-R.T. Model 
C1 & C3: Chord load factor coefficients 
D0: outer diameter of chord 
Dn , D: Damage parameter 
Dc: Critical value of damage at macro crack initiation 
E: Young’s Modulus 
E: Young’s Modulus 
Fa: Allowable compressive stress in column 
Fb: Allowable bending stress 
FS: Factor of safety 
Fu: Ultimate stress of chord  
Fy: Yield stress of chord  
K:  General material hardening parameters  
Ka: Effective brace-to-chord intersection length factor 
L: Characteristic length of element  
L0: length of chord  
M:  General material hardening parameters  
MBY: Moment at which full cross section yielding occurred in braces. 
Mc: Nominal axial load in the chord 





Mcrack: Moment at which first noticeable surface crack was observed 
Mmax: Maximum recorded moment during a test 
MP: Plastic moment capacity of joint 
MPC: Plastic moment capacity in the chord 
Ms: Moment corresponding to the serviceability limit  
Mu: Ultimate moment capacity of joint 
My: Elastic moment capacity of joint 
My: First chord yield moment 
P: Axial load in brace  
PBY: Axial load corresponding to brace yielding. The corresponding  
Pc: Nominal axial load in the chord 
Pcrack: Axial load corresponding to crack initiation  
PDL: Axial load corresponding to deformation limit of 0.03D0 
Pmax: Maximum axial load recorded during test 
Ps: Axial load corresponding to the serviceability limit  
PSL: Axial load corresponding to serviceability limit of 0.01D0 
Pu,: Ultimate axial capacity of joint  
PYC: Yield axial capacity of chord 
Qf: Chord stress modifier 
Qu: Geometry modifier 
S: Plastic section modulus of brace member 
S0: Material and temperature dependent parameters  
T0: thickness of chord  





Tp: Tensile force along brace-to-chord intersection 
We: Elastic work 
Wp: Plastic work  
Vp: Shear force along brace-to-chord intersection  
c: Joint elastic range factor 
c1: Effective distance factor between brace saddles 
d: outer diameter of brace  
fa: Axial stress in eccentrically compressed column  
fy: Yield stress of brace  
fu: Ultimate stress of brace  
fb : Bending stress in eccentrically compressed column 
fop: Chord stress as results of additional axial force or bending moment 
k: Hardening parameter of chord material  
k0: Initial joint stiffness 
kn: Joint stiffness in plastic stage w 
kT: Tensile force portion factor 
kV: Shear force portion factor 
m: Hardening parameter of chord material  
mp: Plastic moment per unit length of chord 
n: Joint stiffness hardening factor 
p: equivalent plastic strain (p= (2/3εp:εp)1/2) 
pd: Damage strain threshold  
pR: Fracture strain  
s0: Material and temperature dependent parameters  





t: thickness of brace  
uf: Effective plastic displacement at fracture 
uf0: one dimensional plastic displacement at fracture 
α: the ratio of chord length to chord diameter(L0/D0) 
β: the ratio of brace diameter to chord diameter (d/D0) 
δ: Chord deformation  
δbrace: Brace elongation  
ε: True strain 
εd: Uni-axial damage strain threshold 
εp: Plastic strain tensor;  
εR: Uni-axial strain at fracture 
εy: chord yielding strain 
φ : Joint rotation  
φ: Stress reduction factor for axial loaded column 
γ: the ratio of chord diameter to twice of chord thickness(D0/2T0) 
λ: Ratio of plastic work to elastic work 
τ: the ratio of brace thickness to chord thickness  
τmax: Maximum shear stress in chord 
θ: the angle between brace and chord axis 
θyura: Yura’s deformation limit 
σ~ : Effective stress 
σ1 & σ2: Principle stresses 
σcu: Compressive strength grout 





σeq: Mises equivalent stress 
σH: hydrostatic stress  
σnom: Average tensile stress in brace 
σtu: Tensile strength of grout 
στ: Normal stress  
Ψ: Local dihedral angle 
ν: Poisson’s ratio 
ρ: density of the material in the element  
∆: Global displacement at the loading point 
∆BY: Joint deformation corresponding to  PBY 
∆crack: Joint deformation corresponding to  Pcrack 
∆max: Joint deformation corresponding to  Pmax 
∆t: Maximum stable time increment size limit 
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Circular hollow section (CHS) joints are widely used in offshore steel platforms (e.g. 
jacket and jack-up structures) due to their attractive structural properties. Cement grouts 
have been used on these steel jacket platforms in pile-to-sleeve connections, for 
strengthening or repair. Complete infilled grout of tubular members offers benefits for 
both the intact and especially the damaged members, without any increase in the 
environmental loading acting on the members. Infilled grout of a dented tubular member 
can re-instate its original strength or provide enhanced strength for it.  A grouted tubular 
joint is the one in which the chord member is filled with cement grout materials.   It has 
been recognized that the infilled grout in a chord member offers an efficient and cost-
effective method to meet the strengthening or repair requirements for jacket structures.  
However, there is a lack of the guidance available in codes, guidance documents or the 
technical literature for this type of joints. Most of the researches in this subject have been 
conducted the individual joints commissioned by the Oil and Gas Companies with their 
geometries specific to the offshore platform joints requiring strengthening 
The objective of the present study is, therefore, to extend the understanding of the static 
behavior of fully grouted tubular joints and develop an effective joint failure model for 
the ultimate strength analyses of offshore structures. 
The whole study comprises two parts: the experimental investigations and the numerical 
simulations. Two series of experimental investigations have been conducted on the fully 
grouted X- joints under brace axial loading and in-plane bending respectively. A total 
number of 15 large scale tubular joints have been tested up to failure. Some unique 





characteristics of the fully grouted joints under the ultimate loads have been observed and 
evaluated. The test joint strengths have been compared with the predictions from the 
existing codes.  Two new failure models have been proposed for fully grouted joints 
based on the main findings from the experimental investigations. The corresponding 
design equations have also been developed and verified by the available test data. After 
the experimental investigations, a consistent modeling procedure has been established for 
the FE analyses of the fully grouted joints. This procedure has been verified by the 
present and the previous test results. A continuum damage mechanics (CDM) approach 
have been proposed for the simulation of the crack initiations in the fully grouted joints 
and the validity of the approach has been verified by the test results. A parametric study 
has been carried out for the fully grouted X-joints under various loading conditions.  The 
failure models and the design equations proposed have been further verified by the FE 
results. Besides, a set of formulations for the representation of the characteristic of the 





Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION  
1.1 Background  
Circular hollow sections (CHS) are widely used as structural elements for their excellent 
properties such as good mechanical behaviors in resisting compression, tension, bending 
and torsion loadings. Circular hollow sections also provide the optimal shape for wind 
and wave loadings due to their low drag coefficients. Furthermore, the significantly 
smaller surface area of a CHS member requires less protection and maintenance against 
corrosion as compared to an open section. Additionally, the aesthetic qualities of circular 
sections often please many architects. All these advantages have led to a broad 
application of CHS in bridges, railway stations, airports and particularly, offshore 
platforms. Among many types of offshore platforms, a jacket or jack-up platform is the 
most common one and a steel space frame is the dominant form for this type of platforms 
as shown in Figure 1-1. The most critical loadings on these platforms are the combination 
of wind and wave loadings, while the corrosion caused by the seawater is the main 
challenge for their maintenance. Thus, circular hollow sections have been chosen to build 
most jacket platforms for their excellent properties against these problems. 
        
Figure 1-1Typical jacket and jack-up Platforms  
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In a jacket platform, tubular joints are the dominant type for the connections between 
CHS members.  Such joints are constructed by directly welding the secondary member 
(the brace) onto the primary member (the chord). The configuration of a typical CHS 
tubular joint is shown in Figure 1-2, together with the practical non-dimensional 
geometric parameters.  Tubular joints are traditionally classified based on their geometry 
and loading conditions.  The most common types of CHS joints include X-/DT, T-, K- 
and DK- joints.  
 
  
Figure 1-2 Typical tubular joint and definition of symbols 
 
In practice, the capacity of a tubular joint is evaluated based on its non-dimensional 
parameters listed in Figure 1-2. Among the three main parameters, β, γ and τ, the value of 
β has a dominant influence on the behavior of the joint while the effect of γ is also 































effect. Besides, in real structures, the value of τ is normally taken as 1.0 to prevent a 
brace failure prior to a joint failure. Consequently, the joint capacity provisions in the 
major design codes are generally in the form of a combination of β and γ together with 
some empirical numbers due to the complicated interactions among the shell bending, the 
punching shear and the membrane action which forms the basis for the tubular joint 
strength. 
1.2 Motivation  
Traditionally, cement grouts have been used extensively on jacket platforms in two areas. 
• Pile-to-sleeve connections 
Most of the offshore steel jackets are connected to the seabed by tubular piles. The piles 
pass through the main legs, or the skirt pile sleeves, and are driven into the seabed and 
grouted into the predrilled holes, as show in Figure 1-3.  
 






Where a pile passes through a main leg, the connection between the pile and leg is 
usually made by welding the pile to the top of the leg. Traditional practice with the driven 
piles has been to inject cement grout into the annulus between the inside of the leg and 
the pile thus providing a connection which may be additional to, or may replace the 
welded connection. When placing piles into predrilled holes the inside of the piles may 
also be filled with cement grout. Grout reduces the corrosion of a pile and the inside of a 
leg, improves the mechanism of load transfer by achieving continuous transfer along the 
leg, and provides some reinforcement to the brace to leg joints. 
• Strengthening and repair systems 
The use of cement grouts for repair and strengthening is a natural extension of the pile to 
sleeve application.  However, the range of the applications is much greater, which include 
grouted clamp, stressed grouted clamp and grout filled tubular.  When repair work is 
necessary under water, welding becomes an expensive and time-consuming operation 
while the use of a grouted tubular member provides an attractive alternative.   Offshore 
works are minimized and the fabrication tolerances as well as the lack of fit are easily 
accommodated in grouting. 
A grouted tubular member is the one filled with cement grout materials, forming a 
composite load-carry section, as shown in Figure 1-4. With the presence of the infilled 
grout in the tubular member, a new type of tubular joint is introduced. In the present 
study, a grouted tubular joint is defined as the one in which the chord member is filled 
with cement grout materials.  The chord may be completely filled (fully grouted joint), or 
in the case of a pile to sleeve connection, the annulus between the tubes is filled (double 
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skin joint). In either case a composite section is resulted which improve the joint strength 
without any increase in the environmental loading acting on the members 
 
 
Figure 1-4 Grout-filling of tubular member (MSL, 2004) 
 
     
(a) Fully grouted joint                             (b) Double skin joint 
Figure 1-5 Grouted tubular joint 
 
Thousands of jacket platforms have been erected in the water depth of 30m to over 400m 
around the world since the first modern jacket platform was built in the Gulf of Mexico in 
1947. Most those jacket platforms built in the past several decades are still in operation 
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but they have to face the increased imposed loads by placement of additional equipments, 
the increase in operational safety, the increase in service life, damage and regulatory 
requirements. All these require the modification, strengthening and repair of old 
platforms. After the attack of Hurricanes Katrina and Rita in 2005 in Gulf of Mexico, 
these issues have received significant attentions and form an important and integral part 
of offshore engineering. 
The main concern in the modification, strengthening and repair of an old platform is how 
to strengthen or repair the connections between members, since they are normally the 
weakest part. The tubular joins designed using previous codes cannot provide enough 
strength under the current conditions while the strengths of damaged tubular joints also 
need to be re-instated.  Various methods have been proposed to meet these strengthening 
or repair requirements and among them injecting cement grout into chord has been 
recognized as the most efficient and cost-effective one (Tebbett, 1979; Lalani and 
Tebbett, 1985; Trinh and Beguin, 1994). The potential advantages of grouting repair 
techniques are summarized below. 
1. normal fabrication imperfections are easily absorbed by the grout 
2. geometrical damage is easily accommodated  
3. full strength of damaged sections can be restored  
4. where increased strength is required this can readily be provided  
5. repairs can be carried out at any depth within the range of current structures 
However, the use of grouting strengthening systems is limited by the lack of readily 
available design information. There is little guidance available in codes, guidance 
documents or the technical literature.   Besides, there are few data from which robust 
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design guidance can be formulated. Most tests have been conducted in response to 
specific problems and therefore no systematic variation of the pertinent variables has 
been undertaken.  Hence, the strengthening effect of the infilled grout is usually 
neglected in designs. As a result, there is a need to generate data and information on 
grouted joints to develop a detailed design guideline for the practical range of 
applications. 
1.3 Scope and aims of research 
1.3.1 Scope of research 
Double skin joints only appear at pile to sleeve connections, while for strengthening or 
repairing, tubular members normally are fully grouted. Besides, in many cases, the 
internal space of a pile is also filled with grout, which practically formed a fully grouted 
joint. Thus, present study only focuses on fully grouted joints.  
Besides, an X- tubular joint configuration has been chosen to establish the basis for the 
understanding of the behaviors of fully grouted joints. This is because tubular X- joints 
not only are used extensively in offshore jacket structures, but also have a simple 
geometry and clear loading transferring path, so that the factors influencing the joint 
behaviors are minimized. Tubular joints with other configurations are not discussed in the 
present study. 
In addition, there are many special requirements for the cement material applying to 
offshore structures and normally high-performance cement is adopted. In the present 
study, a cement material with high strength (Ducorit D4), which is widely used for 
offshore applications, is adopted so that the research is relevant to engineering practices.  
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Lastly, the present study focuses on the static behavior of joints and thus cyclic or fatigue 
loadings are not within the scope of the study.  
1.3.2 Main objectives of research 
The main objectives of the present research are: 
• To identify the effects of presence of infilled grout on the static behavior of tubular 
joints. 
• To investigate the load transfer and failure mechanisms of fully grouted X- joints 
under different loading conditions. 
• To develop a new failure model for fully grouted X-joints and provide practical 
design equations for the design of fully grouted X-joints. 
• To establish a consistent modeling procedure for the FE analyses of fully grouted 
joints which can include the crack initiation and failure mode in the chord.  
• To generalized the load-deformation characteristics of the fully grouted X-joint under 
different loading conditions. 
1.4 Contents of current thesis 
The whole study comprises of two parts: the experimental investigations and the 
numerical simulations. Chapter 3 explains the details of the arrangement for the 
experimental investigation conducted for X-joints subjected to axial loading and in-plane-
bending (IPB). Chapter 4 summarizes the main test results and identifies the unique 
characteristics exhibited by the fully grouted joints. Two new failure models are proposed 
for fully grouted joints in Chapter 5 based on the main findings in Chapter 4. 
Corresponding design equations are also developed and verified by the available test 
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results in this chapter. In Chapter 6, a consistent modeling procedure is established for the 
numerical analyses of fully grouted joints and is verified by the present test results. 
Chapter 7 proposes a continuum damage mechanics (CDM) approach for the simulation 
of the crack initiations of fully grouted joints.  Based on the assumptions in Chapter 6 and 
Chapter 7, a systemic parametric study is carried out for fully grouted X-joints in Chapter 
8.  The failure models and the design equations proposed in Chapter 4 are further verified 
by the FE results. In addition, a set of formulations for the representation of the load-
deformation characteristics of fully grouted X- joints are also developed in this chapter.  
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Chapter 2 PREVIOUS RESEARCH AND DESIGN 
FORMULATION 
Since the first modern jacket platform was built in the Gulf of Mexico in 1947, 
tremendous efforts have been put into the study of as-welded CHS joints due to the 
industry demands on a sound basis for the design and construction of offshore platforms. 
These efforts have successfully established a complete foundation for the understanding 
of the static behavior of as-welded CHS joints. On the other hand, research on the 
behavior of fully grouted joints is still rare. Considering the similarities between an as-
welded tubular joint and a fully grouted joint, the study on as-welded joints can provide a 
basis for the study of fully grouted joints.  
In this chapter, previous research on as-welded CHS joints is summarized first. The 
analytical failure models for as-welded joints are then reviewed. The criteria for the 
determination of the ultimate strength of as-welded joints are subsequently discussed. 
The available study and design guidelines for fully grouted joints are also presented.   
2.1 Review of research on as-welded CHS joints 
Extensive research has been conducted both experimentally and numerically on as-
welded CHS joints over the last five decades. As a result, the design formulations are 
progressively updated to incorporate the larger geometric ranges and the newly 
discovered failure modes which are the main concerns of most researchers. 
2.1.1 Experimental research  
Experimental research on the strength of tubular joints was initiated in the early 1950s in 
the University of Texas and University of California. Only a few tests were carried out in 
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this period (Toprac, 1961; Washio et al, 1968). The joint configurations and the 
geometric ranges were also quite limited in these tests. Based on the limited results from 
his tests, Toprac (1966) first investigated the effects of the parameters α, β and γ on the 
strength of an as-welded joint and observed some tremendous reserve strengths in simple 
tubular joints. 
In 1970s, there was a rapid development of the research on tubular joints. Many tests 
were conducted and significant results under a wide range of geometric parameters were 
released. The efforts at that time were focused on simplified techniques in obtaining 
elastic stress distributions. Pan et al (1976), summarized the failure patterns of simple 
uni-planar tubular X-, T- and K- joints on the basis of the test results reported by the 
previous researchers and concluded that there were seven possible failure modes for X- 
and T- joints, namely, brace tensile failure, weld tensile failure, tensile crack in the chord, 
plastic deformation of the chord, chord wall buckling, lamellar tearing of thick wall joints 
and local collapse of chord wall. As for K-joints, two additional failure modes were 
observed, which were the crack failure at the weld toe of the tensile brace and the brittle 
tensile failure of the chord. 
Later, Yura et al (1980) summarized the results of 137 ultimate strength tests on simple 
uni-planar tubular joints and proposed a set of ultimate capacity equations for different 
types of joints under brace axial, IPB and OPB loading, together with the suggestion of a 
deformation limit for different loading cases to determine the joint strength. Table 2-1 
shows the geometry range in Yura’s database. 
Yura’s capacity equations have served as the basis for the CIDECT and IIW design 
guidance. However, due to the limitation of the test rig, most of the tests in 1970s were 
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conducted using quite small specimens, which were the main resources for Yura to draw 
his conclusions. Thus, with more results from large scale tests available in 1980s, an even 
larger joint database (747 joint tests, as shown in Table 2-2) was reviewed by Kurobane 
et al (1984) and by introducing two screening criteria to guarantee the reliability of the 
resources, a new set of design equations for X-, T- and K joints were developed by him. 
 
Table 2-1 Geometry range for Yura’s database 
Configuration Load type D0 (mm) β γ θ 
X- Axial 140-457 0.19-1.00 10.3-47.6 90o 
Axial 140-456 0.17-0.84 10.8-46.5 90o 
IPB 219-457 0.19-0.81 11.0-47.6 90o T- 
OPB 165-507 0.19-0.90 18.4-47.6 90o 
Axial 165-456 0.17-0.84 17.5-46.5 90o 
Y- 
OPB 507 0.9 20.8 90o 
Axial 165-508 0.17-0.69 13.8-51.6 30o-90o 
IPB 507 0.64-0.90 22.2 30o-90o K- 
OPB 507 0.64-0.90 22.8 30o-90o 
 
Table 2-2 Geometry range for Kurobane’s database (brace axial load) 
Configuration Load type D0 (mm) β γ θ 
X- Axial 60-1400 0.19-1.00 6.5-49.0 60o-90o 
T-/Y- Axial 60-1400 0.19-1.00 8.5-49.5 45o-90o 
K- IPB 60-1400 0.19-1.00 7.5-51.0 30o-90o 
 
Kurobane et al. (1986) reported the study on the local buckling behavior of CHS K-joints 
under brace axial loading. Eight overlapped K-joints and three gap K-joints were loaded 
up to failure. The local buckling strength formulation was derived from these test results, 
which recommended that the brace diameter to thickness ratio should be limited to 
0.1E/Fy. 
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After the basic aspects tubular joints were investigated extensively and also with the 
improvements in test techniques, the focus of research was turned to the behavior of the 
tubular joints under practical conditions, like combined loadings or failure patterns. 
Stamenkovic and Sparrow (1983) reported the test results on the load interaction behavior 
of CHS T-joints, which is the first study on the brace load interaction for the CHS T-
joints. A linear relationship between the brace axial load and IPB for the joints with 
different β ratios was revealed. Makino et al. (1986) also conducted a series of tests on 25 
T-joints and 10 K-joints under combined brace loads. The interaction between the brace 
axial load and the OPB moment for T-joint can be represented by a straight line, the 
compressive chord stress induced for K- joints under brace IPB can be included in the 
chord stress function proposed by Kurobane (1984). 
Multi-planar tubular joints were hardly investigated in the early research due to technical 
limitations.  Paul et al. (1993) started to study the behavior of this type of joints by 
carrying out tests for 20 multi-planar TT and V-joints and a new equation for the strength 
of the TT joints was proposed. Makino and Kurobane (1994) presented the results of 9 
KK-joint tests and concluded that the ultimate KK-joint capacity was governed by the 
local deformation of the chord wall.  
The effect of the chord stress was first investigated by Togo (1967) and it was found that 
the effect of tensile chord stress was minor. However, the specimens adopted by Togo’s 
investigations were very small (D0=101.6mm). Later, ten large scale X-joint tests under 
the chord axial and IPB stress were reported by Boone et al. (1982), with three brace 
loading conditions (axial, IPB and OPB) and one β ratio (0.67). Weinstein and Yura 
(1985) extended Boone’s investigations with larger geometry range (β=0.35 and 1.0). 
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The effect of compression chord stresses on X-joints subjected to brace axial 
compression was studied by Kang et al. (1998). Thee X-joints with β=0.52 and γ=11.6 
were tested in their investigations. 
2.1.2 Numerical research  
As 2.1.1 shows, a large amount of tests have been carried out regarding most major 
aspects of tubular joints. However, it is impractical to conduct tests to cover all types and 
configurations of tubular joints due to the economic and geometric restrictions. Finite 
Element (FE) method provides an excellent alternative for the experimental investigation.  
The idea of FE was originally present in early 1960s. But due to the restriction from the 
computing capacity, the numerical (FE) research was not initiated until late 1970s, when 
there was a breakthrough in computer industry.  
Hoffman et al (1980) first applied the FE method to the research of tubular joints. They 
investigated the effects and feasibility of different finite elements types and concluded 
that good predictions could be achieved if the technique was properly used. 
Ever since that, FE method has been applied to every aspect of the research on tubular 
joints extensively. In 1995, van de Valk presented an extensive numerical investigation 
on the uni-planar and multi-planar X- and T-joints. He modeled the weld with one 
additional layer of shell elements along brace-chord intersection and the comparisons 
with the test results showed that this simplification could achieve sufficient accuracy.  
Dexter and Lee (1999) carried out a systematic study on the behavior of axially loaded K-
joints through FE method. They suggested that the chord length parameter α should be 
taken as 14 to avoid the chord ends effect. Besides, they proposed a set of criteria for the 
determination of the ultimate strength of a tubular joint in the FE analyses. These criteria 
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included: first peak load in load-deformation curves, brace squash load, a maximum 
plastic strain limit in element (0.2) and Yura’s deformation limit. These criteria proved to 
have the ability to define the joint strength with sufficient accuracy.  
Cofer and Jubran (1992) present a new numerical approach in analyzing tubular joints 
subjected to tensile brace load. To include the possible fracture behavior of tubular joints, 
they incorporated a continuum damage mechanics approach into normal FE analyses. A 
damage variable was introduced to evaluate the failure of materials. The key damage 
parameters were determined by reproducing the results of a standard tensile coupon test. 
Their approach was verified by a series of X- and T-joints and very close correlation 
between test and FE results was observed.  
All these prove the effectiveness of numerical investigations on tubular joints. However, 
the limitation of FE method, like the failure of predicting the crack initiation and hence 
giving an over-estimated ultimate strength, need to be noted. 
2.2 Analytical Model for CHS joints  
Both the experimental and numerical research provide huge database for the estimation of 
the ultimate strength of a tubular joint. However, all these data can only serve as 
reference points for the strength calculation of the tubular joint. Analytical mechanical 
models need to be developed for tubular joints so that a simple equation can be formed 
and serve as the basis of design formulations.  
Due to the complex stress fields and associated failure modes in a tubular joint, it is 
impractical to predict the ultimate strength of a tubular joint with one simple analytical 
model.  Base on the observations from experimental and numerical research as well as 
the plastic theory, three failure models have been proposed, namely the punching model, 
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the ring model and the yield line model.  As the yield line model is mainly developed for 
the rectangular hollow section (RHS) joint and has not been applied to the CHS joints, 
this model is not discussed here. 
2.2.1 Punching shear model 
 
  
Figure 2-1 Punching shear model 
 
In this model, the stress state with the maximum shear stress is considered to be the 











σ−σ+σ+σ=                                                                                              (2.1)  
                           
where Fy is the yield strength of the chord material, σ1 & σ2 are the principle stresses.    
According to Mohr’s circle, the maximum shear stress τmax and the corresponding normal 


















Pure shear condition 
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y 3F τ+σ= τ                                                                                                               (2.3) 
                           




F τ=                                                                                                                           (2.4)                           
 
In punching shear model, the joint failure is caused by the brace load component 
perpendicular to the chord, i.e. Psinθ. The joint resistance is based on the effective 
punching shear area multiplied by the punching shear resistance. Thus the punching shear 










TdKsinP                                                             (2.5) 
 
Where Ka is the effective brace-to-chord intersection length factor and can be calculated 
according to Equation  (4.6), or the following equation can be used as a conservative 
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P                                                                                                    (2.7)                           
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2.2.2 Ring Model 
The ring model was first presented by Togo (1967) and further refined by Paul et al. 
(1993) and van der Vegte (1995).  In this model, the circular chord around the brace-
chord intersection is approximated by a ring with an effective length of Be as 
demonstrated in Figure 2-2. The effective width Be is determined experimentally and 
depends on the β ratio. An average value is Be =2.5D0 to 3D0 (Wardenier, 2002). 
Consequently, the axial load P in the brace can be divided into two loads (0.5Psinθ) 
perpendicular to the chord at a distance c1d at the saddle of brace. These loads are 
transferred as the line loads over the length Be, see Figure 2-2. 
The ring model assumes two plastic hinges at the ultimate limit state as shown in Figure 




1m =                                                                                                                     (2.8) 
 
  
Figure 2-2 Ring model (Wardenier, 2002) 
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2.3 General failure criteria  
Generally, the static strength of tubular joints can be characterized by different criteria, 
which are summarized below, 
• Ultimate load resistance  
• Deformation limit 
• Crack initiation (visually observed) 
 For those joints which show a pronounced peak in their load-deformation diagram, the 
ultimate strength can be well defined as the load corresponding to the first peak. This is 
quite common for the joints loaded in compression (Wardenier, 20002). However, it is 
quite often that a joint would show an increasing resistance with an increasing 
deformation and in such case, the static strength of the joint has to be defined by an 
imposed deformation limit. The application of the deformation limit in defining joint 
strength is particularly important for numerical investigations. Since it is quite difficult to 
include crack initiations in FE analyses, the joint strength is usually defined at a 
deformation limit in such analyses. Hence an appropriated deformation limit is critical for 
the valid identifications of the joint strength in numerical investigations. 
Many researchers have worked towards the establishment of a proper deformation limit 
(Yura et al., 1980; Lu et al, 1994, van der Vegte et al, 2002; Choo et al, 2003a) and 
several deformation limits have been proposed and widely used. 
2.3.1 Yura’s deformation limit  
A practical deformation limit which could be used to define the ultimate joint strength for 
CHS joints was suggested by Yura (1980).  
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For a tubular joint subjected to brace axial loads, a brace member with the length of 30d 
is adopted to establish this limit and the deformation limit is assumed to be reached if the 




y =ε                                                                                                                           (2.10) 
 
Where E is the Young’s modulus and fy is the yield strength of the brace member.  
Consequently, Yura et al (1980) assumed that the limit of the local joint deformation to 
be half the elongation of the brace at this strain level, which gives, 
E
df60
d302 yyYura =⋅ε=∆                                                                                                (2.11) 
 
For a tubular joint subjected to bending moments, imagine a simply supported beam 
under uniform loading and this limit is then set as four times the rotation at the end of this 
beam when the first fiber yields at the mid-span of this beam. The beam length used to 
establish the limit is 30 times the brace outer diameter d (30d). Thus, the Yura limit can 
be easily determined as: 
θYura=
E
f80 y                                                                                                                       (2.12)     
 
Yura’s deformation limit neither corresponds to the serviceability limit state nor the 
ultimate limit state of the joint. It simply reflects the maximum deformation that a brace 
member can achieved in offshore structures (30d is a typical upper limit for the length of 
tubular members in offshore structures).                                                                                                     
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2.3.2 Lu’s deformation limit 
Most deformation limits only apply to certain conditions (Yura’s limits only applied to 
CHS joints). Lu et al (1994) proposed a deformation limit can be used for all types of 
welded tubular joints. 
For CHS joints, an indentation of 1% of the chord diameter (0.01D0) at the chord face is 
defined as the serviceability limit and the corresponding load in brace is refereed as Ps 
(Axial load) or Ms (bending) (Lu et al, 1994).  
Based on the experimental and numerical results where a peak load is found, an 
indentation of 3% of the chord diameter (0.03D0) at the chord face is chosen as the 
ultimate state limit and  the corresponding load in the brace is refereed as Pu (Axial load) 
or Mu (bending).  
According to Lu et al (1994), if Pu/ Ps <1.5 or Mu/ Ms <1.5, the ultimate state is governing 
and the joint strength is taken as Pu (Mu). If Pu/ Ps >1.5 or Mu/ Ms >1.5, the serviceability 
is governing and the joint strength is taken as Ps (Ms). 
This deformation is consistent with the deformation associated with the peak load for 
various joint configurations and has been further verified for RHS T-joints by Zhao 
(2000). 
However, for a tubular joint subjected to bending moments, adopting a fixed local 
deformation of the chord surface means the brace rotation limit is proportional to 1/β. 
This may give too large brace rotations for the joint with a low β ratio (Lu and Wardenier, 
1994). To avoid this, Lu and Wardenier (1994) proposed a fixed brace rotation limit of 
0.1rad. This limit generally gives a conservative prediction for the ultimate strength of a 
tubular joint subjected to bending moments.  
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2.3.3 Plastic limit load approach 
Choo et al. (2003a) proposed a plastic limit load approach for the determination of the 
thick wall joint strength based on Gerdeen’s (1980) definition on the plastic limit. In this 
approach, as a joint being loaded, the plastic work done during the procedure is defined 
as Wp while the corresponding elastic work done is defined as We. The ratio between 




W=λ                                                                                                                             (2.13) 
 
The ultimate state of a joint is assumed to be reached if the critical value of λ is reached. 
Choo et al. (2003a) suggested that the critical value of 3 is appropriated for λ for various 
joints configurations and loading conditions. Besides, it is shown that the joint strength 
predicted by this approach is quite close to that by Lu’s limit. 
2.3.4 Plastic strain limit  
For a CHS joint subjected to brace axial tension or bending, crack initiations may be 
governing. Some researchers (Dexter and Lee, 1990a; van der Vegte et al, 2002) assume 
a plastic strain limit of 0.2 as the reference joint strength limit. Beyond this limit, a crack 
initiation is assumed. The value of this plastic strain limit remains arbitrary in nature and 
technically a serviceability limit (Dexter and Lee, 1990a). Besides, this approach has a 
strong mesh size dependency (Skallerud and Amdahl, 2002).  
2.4 Research on grouted joint 
Research or development programs on the ultimate strength of grouted joints are limited, 
starting from late 1970s.  Most of the research has been conducted on double skin joints 
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or the individual joints commissioned by the Oil and Gas Companies with the geometries 
specific to the offshore platform joints requiring strengthening. 
Tebbett et al. (1979) conducted a series of ultimate strength tests on ten T-joints, in which 
the chords of the five specimens were reinforced with a grouted pile, i.e. grout was 
injected in the annulus and in the pile. The loading types for the tests were axial loading 
and in-plane bending. Tebbett et al (1979) indicated that the strength of the joints was 
enhanced in all the cases by the presence of grouts, and the punching shear failure was 
not possible for fully grouted joints if the brace stresses were wholly compressive and the 
collapse of the brace member was governing in this case. For both the brace axial tension 
and IPB cases, grouted specimens failed by extensive cracking of the chord at the tension 
side. He also implied that mechanism of the failure was modified by the grouted pile and 
the API recommendation for punching shear led to an over-conservative design for fully 
grouted joints.  
Billington (1981) reviewed the available test results for grouted joints and demonstrated 
the benefits obtained when grouted members and connections were used in steel tubular 
offshore structures. 
Tebbett (1982) summarized the available researches on grouted tubular joints and 
reported that grouting of previously un-grouted piles within the jacket legs, or indeed 
grouting of other chord members within a structure could be expected to lead to improved 
performance and could be an economic method of increasing the fatigue life of the parts 
of the structure. He also mentioned that the effects of the local joint could be significant 
and should be in included in structural analyses during reappraisal of jacket structures. 
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Lalani et al (1985) reported an ultimate balanced axial load testing on a non-overlapping 
fully grouted K joint. He concluded that the maximum load achieved was limited by 
brace buckling capacity and it was likely that the design of structures with infilled grout 
would be controlled by member rather than joint performances. 
Trinh and Begum (1994) reported a series of loading tests on 14 large scale double-skin T 
and DT joints, five of which were static strength tests and the rest were fatigue tests. In 
the static test, two T joints were tested under in-plane bending moments and out-of-plane-
bending moments respectively, while two DT joints were tested under brace axial loading. 
One additional DT joint with a higher performance infilled grout was tested under tensile 
loading. The authors summarized the test results and concluded: (1) the grouted joint 
exhibited particular behavior due to unsymmetrical response of the grouting material in 
tension and in compression; (2) confined grout behaved better during loading due to the 
limitation in volume deformation and cracking up to a threshold of about 70 to 80 % of 
the ultimate strength; (3) failure always started from the tensile zone of a joint. 
Under the auspices of a Joint Industry Project (JIP), MSL (1997) conducted the first 
systematic test program encompassing SCF measurements and ultimate load tests in 
bending for fully grouted joints. The geometric range for the specimens in the 
investigation is shown in Table 2-3. A design recommendation for fully grouted joint 
under bending moment has been developed based on the test results 
Maersk (1999) conducted a series of static strength tests on 5 grouted DT joints under 
brace axial loads. Four joints were fully grouted joint and one was double skin joint. It 
was found that all the specimens subjected to brace axial tensions failed by crack 
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initiations at the saddles while all specimens subjected to axial compressions failed by the 
brace collapse. 
Table 2-3 summarizes the specifications of tested grouted joints reported by the above 
literatures. 
Table 2-3 Summary of previous grouted joint tests 
Investigator Joint Type 
D0 









Fully grouted  
Lalani 
(1985) 
K 457 0.89 24.1 1.0 Axial Fully grouted 
Trin 
(1994) 






T 406 0.41, 0.67, 1.0 12.7, 20.3, 25.7 1.0 OPB MSL 
(1997) X- 406 0.41, 0.67, 1.0 12.7, 20.3, 25.7 1.0 IPB 
Fully grouted 
X- 300 0.48, 0.9 1.0 30 1.0 Ten Maeserk 
(1999) X- 300 0.48 30 1.0 Com 
Fully grouted 
 
2.5 Existing Guidance 
2.5.1 Guidance for as-welded CHS joints 
Design guidance for as-welded CHS joints is included in most major standards (API 
RP2A, 2000; AWS D1.1, 1998; CIDECT, 2010; HSE, 1993; NORSOK, 1998). 
Joint capacity provisions are largely empirical due to the complex interactions between 
shell bending and membrane action which form the basis of the tubular joint strength. But 
certain analytical models are used as the basis for determination of the strength formulae.  
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The joint strength formulations in CIDECT (1991) are based on the analytical ring model, 
while the equations in API RP2A (2000) originate from the punching shear model.  
The ultimate strength of a joint is expressed in different formulations in various standards, 
e.g., the allowable punching shear stress is given in API RP2A (2000) while the 
maximum nominal forces in brace is provided by CIDECT (1991).  In the present study, 
the formulation in API RP2A (2005) have been adopted, where the axial capacity, P and 



















0y                                                                                                         (2.14) 
 
Where,  
Fy    = chord yield strength 
T0    = chord wall thickness 
θ      = angle between brace and chord 
d      = brace diameter 
Qu   = geometry modifier, f(β, γ, ζ, etc.) 
Qf    = chord stress modifier 
FS    = Factor of safety 
Table 2-4 summarizes the chord strength factors given in API RP2A 22nd (Pecknold et al, 
2007) and CIDECT (Wardenier et al., 2010) respectively. Table 2-5 gives the chord stress 
factor provided in API RP2A 22nd (Pecknold et al, 2007) and CIDECT (Wardenier et al., 
2010) respectively. The two standards give the similar predictions for the joint strength 
with API RP2A being more conservative. Since API RP2A 22nd (Pecknold et al, 2007) is 
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more relevant to the applications in offshore structures, it is adopted in the present thesis 
for the comparisons in the following chapters. 
Table 2-4 Chord strength factor Qu for X-joint 
Standard Compression Tension IPB OPB 



























Table 2-5 Chord stress factor Qf for X-joint 












































n +=  
 
C1=0.45-0.25  (n<0) or 0.2 (n>0) 
 
Where Pc and Mc are the nominal axial load and bending resultant in the chord; PYC is the 
yield axial capacity of the chord and MPC is the plastic moment capacity in the chord. C1 
and C3 are coefficients depending on the joint type and the brace loading condition, 
which are given in Table 2-6. 
Table 2-6 Chord load factor coefficients C1 and C3 (Pecknold et al, 2007) 
Joint type C1 C3 
T/Y joints under brace axial loading 0.3 0.8 
β≤0.9 0.2 0.5 X joints under brace axial loading* 
β =1.0 -0.2 0.2 
All joint under brace moment loading 0.2 0.4 
* Linear interpolated values between β=0.9 and β=1.0 
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2.5.2 Guidance for fully grouted joint 
The provisions of the major design codes on any respect of grouted joints are limited.  
Based on the test results conducted by MSL (1997), a fully grouted joint criteria is 
addressed for the first time in API RP2A 22nd (Pecknold et al, 2007) for X-joints. Only 
the factor Qu is affected by the presence of infilled grout as summarized in Table 2-7. 
Table 2-7 Qu factor for grouted joint (Pecknold et al, 2007) 
Loading condition  Qu 
Brace axial tension   2.5Kaβγ, where  Ka=(1+1/sinθ)/2 
Brace bending moment  1.5βγ 
 
The formulation here for the bending moment is mainly based on the systematic 
experimental investigations on the fully grouted joints subjected to IPB and OPB by MSL 
(1997). The formulation for the axial tension is actually directly from the original 
punching shear formula discussed in 2.2.1 and is very conservative. 
2.6 Summary  
Extensive research has been carried out for as-welded joints both experimentally and 
numerically. Tremendous test data are available for as-welded CHS joints with wide 
geometric ranges and ample loading conditions. Two major analytical failure models 
have been proposed and widely acknowledged as valid representations of CHS joint 
behavior. Various standards have adopted these two models as the basis for the 
determination of the joint strength formulae. Besides, a series of failure criteria have been 
proposed for the definition of the joint strength and these criteria have been verified by 
the huge database of as-welded CHS joints. 
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On the other hand, the experimental investigations on the strength improvements of 
grouted joints are limited. Most of such research has been conducted on double skin 
joints or individual joints commissioned by Oil and Gas Companies with the geometries 
specific to the offshore platform joints requiring strengthening. The only systematic 
experimental investigation on grouted joints just studied the ultimate strengths of fully 
grouted joints under bending moments. Besides, conventional FE methods can not 
include the dominant failure mode of fully grouted joints (crack initiation). In addition, 
the available analytical failure models cannot represent the stress fields of fully grouted 
joints. Hence, further experimental work needs to be carried out. New treatments on the 
conventional FE method need to be proposed and new analytical failure models for fully 
grouted joints need to be developed. 
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Chapter 3 DESCRIPTION OF TEST PROGRAM 
3.1 Overview of test program 
A series of experiments have been conducted to investigate the static behavior and the 
ultimate capacities of fully grouted X-joints. Given the lack of the information regarding 
to fully grouted joints, the primary aim of the present experimental investigation is to 
understand the load transfer and failure mechanisms of fully grouted joints. On this basis, 
the fundamental differences between fully grouted joints and as-welded joints are 
identified and the effects of the presence of in-filled grout on the behavior of fully 
grouted joints are determined. In addition, the validity of existing empirical formulas and 
guidelines are verified through comparisons between their predictions and the test results. 
Furthermore, the data from the experimental investigation also allow the calibration of 
corresponding FE analyses so that a consistent FE modeling approach can be established 
for fully grouted joints. 
An X-joint configuration has been chosen as the basic specimen type not only because of 
its simple geometry but also because of its clear load transfer path. The popular 
applications of the X-joint configuration in jacket and jack-up structures also make the 
test results relevant to engineering practices. 
The whole experimental investigations comprise two phases.  
Phase 1(2007)  
In-plane bending test: two fully grouted joints and the corresponding as-welded joints 
have been tested to investigate the joint behavior under IPB moments. 
Phase 2(2009) 
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Axial loading test: six fully grouted joints and the corresponding as-welded joints have 
been tested to investigate the joint behavior under brace axial loads. 
The specimen test matrices are summarized in Table 3-1and Table 3-2. The details of the 
test programs in the two stages are described respectively in the following sections. 
Table 3-1 Test matrix for X- joints subjected to in-plane bending moment - Specimen Designation1  
γ β=0.8 β=1.0 
9.48 / X2-G, X2 
16.83 X1-G(τ=1.4)2,X1(τ=1.4) / 
 
Table 3-2 Test matrix for X- joints subjected to axial loading - Specimen Designation 
γ β=0.7 β=1.0 
12.96 X4-G-T,X4 X3-G-T, X3 
20.25 X6-G-T, X6-G-C(τ=1.6), X6 X5-G-T, X5 
28.56 X7-G-T, X7 / 
Note:  
1. “G” in specimen designation is referring to grouted, “T” to tensile loading and “C” to compressive 
loading. 
2. Unless otherwise indicated in bracket, the chord thickness to the brace thickness ratio τ is equal to 
1.0 for all the specimens.  
 
3.2 Description of in-plane bending test 
3.2.1 Test specimens 
The configuration and nominal dimensions for the X-joints are shown in Figure 3-1, 
Figure 3-2 and Table 3-3. 
Table 3-3 Nominal dimensions for X-joints subjected in-plane bending 









d/D0 t/T0 D0/2T0 
Grout 
X1 508 15.09 406.4 21.44 0.80 1.42 16.83 No 
X1-G 508 15.09 406.4 21.44 0.80 1.42 16.83 D4 
X2 406.4 21.44 406.4 21.44 1.00 1.00 9.48 No 
X2-G 406.4 21.44 406.4 21.44 1.00 1.00 9.48 D4 
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Figure 3-1 X1/X1-G configuration and dimensions 
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The actual dimensions of the specimens have been measured. The wall thickness 
measurements are taken using a vernier scale at a 90o interval around the section 
circumference. The diameters are measured at a 45o interval around the section 
circumference using measuring tape. Table 3-4 summarizes the measured diameters and 
wall thicknesses. 
Table 3-4 Summary of the actual dimensions 
chord Brace 
Specimen 
D0(mm) T0 (mm) d(mm) t(mm) 
X1 508 14.38 408 21.71 
X1-G 508 15.09 407 22.91 
X2 407 20.73 406 21.01 
X2-G 406 21.84 406 21.28 
 
3.2.2 Test rig and set-up for in-plane bending test 
All tests have been conducted in the Structural Engineering Laboratory of National 
University of Singapore.  The test rig used is shown in Figure 3-3. This rig has a capacity 
of 10,000kN for compressive loading and 5,000kN for tensile loading. A displacement 
control mode is adopted for the actuator for safety reason.  To generate IPB moments in 
braces,  the top end of the chord of a specimen is fixed at the base of the actuator head 
through a flange connection and the braces are supported on both sides by a set of roller 
support with saddle sitting for the brace (as shown in Figure 3-4). The roller support is 
designed in such way that it can move along the brace axial direction and also can rotate 
freely. During a test, the top end of the chord is pushed downwards by the actuator while 
both brace ends are restrained against movements in the direction of chord axis, which 
lead to an in-plane bending moment in the joint. The compressive load applied is 
recorded by a 10,000 kN dynamometer aligned with the chord axis. The bending moment 
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in the joint is calculated by the recorded compressive load times the horizontal distance 
from the loading point to the support point.  
           
Figure 3-3 A schematic isometric view of the 10,000 kN test rig 
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3.2.3 Instrumentation 
3.2.3.1 Strain gauges 
All the specimens have been instrumented with both rosette gauges and single element 
gauges. A typical lay-out of rosette gauges and that of single element gauges are shown 
in Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 respectively. 16 single element gauges and 9 rosette gauges 
are used for each specimen, giving 43 channels in total (three channels for each rosette 
gauges and one for each single element gauge). All channels are connected to a computer 
through a data logging system. The output from each channel is processed automatically 
by the computer to produce the measured strain value to a nominal accuracy of ±1 micro 
strain. 
Single element Gauges: a single element gauge can measure the strain in one direction at 
one point. Within the elastic range, the measured strains can then be used to calculate the 
stress in that direction. If multiple measuring points are set in one cross section, the 
internal force in this cross section can be determined based on the measurements at those 
points. The details of these calculations are illustrated in Appendix A. In the present 
investigation, single element strain gauges are applied to the outer surface of each brace 
in two cross sections, with four gauges in each section. The bending moments and the 
axial forces in these cross sections can be calculated based on the strain measurements. 
The calculated moments and forces are used to verify the validity of the global load 
recorded by the dynamometer. The details of the single element gauge lay-out are shown 
in Figure 3-5. 
Rosette gauges: a rosette gauge is actually a combination of three single element gauges, 
which allows the measurement of strains in three directions at one point. Based on the 
measured strains, the principal strains and stresses can be calculated within the elastic 
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range at this point. The details of the calculations are given in Appendix A. In the present 
investigations, rosette gauges are applied to the outer surface of the chord of each 
specimen to monitor the stress distributions along the brace-to-chord intersection. Due to 
symmetry in both geometric and loading conditions, the rosette gauges (R1 to R7) are 
applied only along half of the brace-to-chord intersection with a 30o interval between the 
adjacent measuring points. To verify the validity of the assumed symmetrical conditions, 
two additional rosette gauges (R8 and R9) are applied to the symmetrical locations with 
respect to R4, as shown in Figure 3-6.  
The main purpose of this measurement is to investigate the trend of the elastic stress 
distribution in the vicinity along the brace-to-chord intersection. The highly concentrated 
stresses at the weld toe may lead to misunderstanding about the trends. In addition, 
enough spaces around the weld toe need to be reserved for the SCF measurements for 
another investigation.  Thus, the rosette gauges are placed with a distance of 30mm away 
from the weld toe, as indicated in Figure 3-6. 
 
 
Figure 3-5 Typical lay-out of single element gauges on braces 
B1 B2 
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Figure 3-6 Typical lay-out of rosette gauges on chord  
 
3.2.3.2 Electrical displacement transducers 
The electrical displacement transducers are used to measure (1) the global displacement 
of the specimen (T1, T2, T3 and T10); (2) the local deformation of the joint under 
bending moment (T8 & T9), and (3) the global rotation of the braces under the bending 
moments, which are determined by the measurement at two points along each brace (T4, 
T5, T6 and T7). See Figure 3-7 for details. 
3.2.3.3 Application sequence  
All the strain gauges are attached and sealed with silicon before a specimen is placed into 
the test rig. After the installation of the specimen is finished, the strain gauges are 
connected to the data logging system through wires and those wires are secured by glue 
so that they will not cause any damage to the strain gauges when a specimen experiences 
large deformation during the test. After that, the whole surface of the specimen is 
B1 B2 
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whitewashed as shown in Figure 3-4.  The whitewash fall off at the region experiencing 
yielding or plastification during test and thus allow a clear sequence and pattern of 
yielding to be observed. All transducers are placed and connected to the data logging 
system after the whitewash is dried. 
 
Figure 3-7 Typical transducer lay out 
 
3.3 Description of axial loading test 
3.3.1 Specimens  
The configuration of a fully grouted joint specimen and corresponding as-welded joint 
specimen is presented in Figure 3-8. As shown in the figure, for all the specimens, the 
chord length equals 6 times of chord diameter (6D0), while the brace length is 3 times of 
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the brace diameter (3d). The details of nominal dimensions of all the specimens are listed 
in Table 3-5.  
 
Figure 3-8 As-welded and fully grouted joint configuration and dimensions 
 
Table 3-5 Nominal dimensions for fully grouted and corresponding as-welded joints 
Parameters Chord Brace 
Specimen 



















1.0 1.0 20.25 Ø324×8 1950 Ø324×8 970 
Tension 
X6 1.0 Ø219×8 Tension 
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The actual dimensions of all the specimens have been determined by measuring the wall 
thickness and the diameter on the specimens before the test and on the separated pieces of 
left-over pipe materials, from which the specimens are fabricated. The average measured 
dimensions are summarized in Table 3-6. 
Table 3-6 Measured dimensions for specimens 
Chord Brace 
Specimen 
D0 T0 d t 
X3 325 12.05 324 11.95 
X3-G-T 324 11.93 324 12.15 
X4 326 11.94 219 12.08 
X4-G-T 324 12.14 219 12.18 
X5 326 7.52 324 7.46 
X5-G-T 324 7.51 324 7.60 
X6 324 7.54 220 7.43 
X6-G-C 324 7.39 221 12.33 
X6-G-T 324 7.55 219 7.36 
X7 456 7.43 322 7.60 
X7-G-T 455 7.45 324 7.48 
 
3.3.2 Test rig and set up for axial loading test 
Both the compressive and tensile loading tests have been conducted in the Structural 
Engineering Laboratory of National University of Singapore.  The same test rig as that 
for the in-plane bending tests has been used (Figure 3-3). This rig has a capacity of 
10,000kN for the compressive loading mode and 5,000kN for the tensile loading mode. 
Two different set-ups have been adopted for the compressive and the tensile loading tests. 
3.3.2.1 Test set-up for compressive loading test 
The test set-up for an axial compressive loading test is shown in Figure 3-9. The top 
flange of a specimen is connected to the actuator through a ball pin connection while the 
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bottom flange of the specimen simply rests on the deck floor of the test rig. No lateral 
support is applied to the chord (horizontal tube). 
During a test, the top flange of a specimen is pushed downwards while the movement of 
the bottom flange of the specimen is prevented by the rigid floor. Equal axial 
compressive forces are thus introduced in both the braces of the specimen. The applied 
compressive load is recorded by the 10,000kN dynamometer aligned with the brace axis 
throughout the test. 
                     
             (a) Front view                                                                    (b) Side view 
Figure 3-9 Test set-up for compressive loading test 
3.3.2.2 Test Set-up for Tensile Loading Test 
The test set-up for an axial tensile loading test is shown in Figure 3-10.  Two special pin 
connection attachments have been designed and fabricated for the tensile loading tests. 
The top and the bottom flanges of a specimen are connected to the actuator and the floor 
through these pin connections respectively. Each pin can rotate in one direction and a 90 
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connection is introduced on purpose so that the bending effect can be minimized. No 
lateral support is applied to the chord. 
During a test, the top flange of a specimen is pull upwards, while the movement of the 
lower flange is prevented. Equal axial tensile forces are thus introduced in both the braces. 
The capacity of the actuator is reduced to 5000 kN in the tensile loading mode and the 
applied working load is recorded by the dynamometer aligned with the brace axis 
throughout the test. 
     
Figure 3-10 Test set-up for tensile test 
3.3.3 Instrumentation 
3.3.3.1 Strain gauges 
Similar to the in-plane bending test, both single element and rosette gauges have been 
used in the axial loading test for the determination of stress distributions and verification 
of the recorded loads. 
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Rosette gauges: For specimens with β<1.0, 9 rosette gauges per specimen are applied 
along the brace-to-chord intersection to measure the stress distributions in the chord 
(Figure 3-11a). For specimens with β=1.0, due to the geometrical limitation, only 8 
rosette gauges can be applied to the chord (Figure 3-11b) for the measurements.  Out of 
the same concerns as indicated in Section 3.2.3.1, the rosette gauges are placed with a 
distance of 30mm away from the weld toe as shown in Figure 3-11.   
Due to symmetry in both the geometric and loading conditions with respect to the three 
planes (X-Y, X-Z and Y-Z, see Figure 3-8 for illustration of the coordinate system), the 
measuring points are only set along one quarter of the brace-to-chord intersection of each 
specimen.  To verify the validity of assumed symmetrical conditions, several pairs of 
rosette gauges are applied to the symmetrical locations with respect to X-Y plane (R2 & 
R8), X-Z plane (R2 & R7) and Y-Z plane (R1 & R6).  Each pair of the monitor points are 
supposed to give similar outputs. 
For the only specimen (X6-G-C, β =0.7) under brace axial compression, as the chord 
surface stresses are expected to be quite low, the gauges corresponding to R3 an R5 in 
Figure 3-11a have been cancelled, giving a total number of 7 rosette gauges in this case. 
Single element gauges: 12 single element gauges are applied to three sections across the 
braces of each specimen, with two sections in the lower brace and one in the upper brace, 
as shown in Figure 3-12.  The axial forces in the braces are determined in these cross 
sections to verify the validity of the recorded applied load.  
3.3.3.2 Transducers  
12 displacement transducers are applied around each specimen to monitor the global 
displacement (T1, T2, T9 and T10), the lateral displacement (T7 &T8), the joint 
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displacement and the chord deformation (T3, T4 T5 and T6). The movement of the base 
deck is also monitored by T11 and T12 as reference. See Figure 3-13 for the details.                      
       
                 (a) β<1.0                                                                  (b) β=1.0 
Figure 3-11 Lay-out of rosette gauges 
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Figure 3-13 Lay-out of transducer 
 
3.3.3.3 Application sequence 
The same sequence as described in Section 3.2.3.3 is adopted here. Whitewash has not 
been applied to X5 and X5-G-T because a new equipment (ACPD) was applied to these 
two specimens for trial purposes.  
3.4 Welding of Test Specimens 
The weld design is based on the full brace capacity, which is dependent upon the brace 
dimensions and material strength. All welding has been carried out using shield metal arc 
welding (SMAW), in accordance with AWS Structural Welding Code AWS D1.1- 98 
(see Figure 3-14 for welding details). 
Before tests, the weld sizes at the crown and the saddle positions have been measured for 
all the specimens and the measured dimensions are summarized in Table 3-7. As the table 
shows, the real weld size is much larger than the nominal value. The corresponding FE 
analyses have used these measured sizes. 












SIZE IN MM 
(Not to scale) 
 
Figure 3-14 Welding details according to AWS (1998) 
 
Table 3-7 Measured weld size 
Weld size (mm) 
crown Saddle Specimen  
Nominal Measured  Nominal  Measured 
X1 32.2 37 32.2 38 
X1-G 32.2 38 32.2 38 
X2 32.2 40 32.2 40 
X2-G 32.2 39 32.2 45 
X3 18.8 22 18.8 23 
X3-G-T 18.8 25 18.8 25 
X4 18.8 23 18.8 25 
X4-G-T 18.8 25 18.8 27 
X5 12 18 12 20 
X5-G-T 12 20 12 22 
X6 12 20 12 20 
X6-G-C 18.8 21 18.8 25 
X6-G-T 12 20 12 20 
X7 12 21 12 20 
X7-G-T 12 18 12 20 
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3.5 Material Properties 
3.5.1 Circular Hollow Sections 
Due to the change of supplier, different types of steel tubes have been used at phase 1(in-
plane bending test) and phase 2(axial loading test) for the fabrication of specimens. The 
circular hollow sections used at phase 1 are hot-finished seamless steel tubes in 
accordance with ASTM 106 Grade B, while the sections for phase 2 are hot finished 
welded tube in accordance with EN 10210(2006) Grade S355J2H. All the tubular 
sections have been provided with mill certificates and the nominal properties of each 
section have been given in the corresponding certificate. The actual mechanical 
properties Fy (yield strength), Fu (ultimate strength) and the Young’s modulus E of 
different circular hollow sections have been determined by standard tensile coupon tests.  
The true stress-strain curves for these sections have also been obtained through the 
corresponding tests. 
During phase 1, the tubes used for the fabrications of the specimens came from different 
sources. Thus, the coupons have been cut from the un-affected zone (from both braces 
and chords) of each specimen after the test for the determination of the material 
properties. The nominal and the actual material properties of each section referenced by 
the test specimen are summarized in Table 3-8.  
Table 3-8 Mechanical properties of steel tubes for stage 1 referenced by test specimen 
Young’s Modulus E 
(GPa) 
Yield Stress  
(MPa) 
Ultimate Stress  
(MPa) Specimen 
Chord Brace chord (Fy) Brace(fy) chord(Fu) Brace(fu) 
X1 194.6 197.2 295.3 277.3 452.8 476.7 
X1-G 190.2 214.2 334.0 308.8 462.1 495.1 
X2 227.9 239.6 333.7 332.7 522.6 519.4 
X2-G 210.6 205.2 316.2 332.3 524.8 515.3 
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The tubular sections for the fabrications of the specimens at phase 2, on the other hand, 
all came from the same source. In addition, the sections with the same dimension have 
been cut from the same batch of tubes. Thus, the coupons have been cut from the left-
over material of the original tubular sections for the determination of the material 
properties. The nominal and actual material properties of each tubular section referenced 
by the section specification are summarized in Table 3-9. 
 







Nominal Test Nominal Test Nominal Test 
139.7*5.0 404 444 535 521 34 26 
219*8.0 406 408 547 546 33 35 
219*12.5 420 378 540 508 31 39 
273*8.0 375 370 514 519 37 35 
324*8.0 363 363 526 507 33 36 
324*12.5 416 387 542 531 32 37 
406*12.5 411 396 539 552 30 41 
457*8.0 357 384 517 531 30 34 
3.5.2 Grout  
Ducorit D4 has been used as the material for infilled grout. When each grouted specimen 
was casted, three cubes, three cylinders and three prisms were casted from the same batch 
of mixtures as those for corresponding specimen. These cubes, cylinders and prisms were 
then stored under the same condition as that for the corresponding specimen and tested on 
the same day when the corresponding specimen was tested. The compressive strength, the 
static elastic modulus and the tensile strength of the infilled grout have been determined.   
Table 3-10 summarizes the average compressive strengths obtained by testing the 
relevant grout specimens for the specimens of phase 1.  
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Table 3-11 presents the average compressive strengths obtained by testing the relevant 
grout specimens for the specimens of phase 2.   









Nominal Test Nominal Test Nominal Test 
Age 
(Day) 
X1-G 210 184.5 10 10.6 70 62.4 14 
X2-G 210 202.9 10 11.8 70 66.4 14 
 









Nominal Test Nominal Test Nominal Test 
Age 
(Day) 
X3-G-T 210 165.4 10 10.5 70 62.9 117 
X4-G-T 210 183.1 10 11.7 70 63.3 179 
X5-G-T 210 138.7 10 10.6 70 63.1 94 
X6-G-T 210 176.2 10 12.2 70 64.1 172 
X6-G-C 210 178.5 10 12.3 70 63.0 33 
X7-G-T 210 162.3 10 12.9 70 63.2 109 
 
3.6 Grouting procedure for specimens 
The same grouting procedures have been adopted for the specimens from both test series 
(in-plane bending and axial loading test). A typical grouting spread is illustrated in Figure 
3-15. Only one end of the chord of each grouted specimen is sealed by flange.  Before 
casting, an inlet valve is installed in the chord of the specimen to be casted at a position 
near the sealed end. The specimen is then temporarily fixed with the chord member in an 
upright position and the sealed end at the base. After that, the chord member is filled with 
portable water. When the grouting procedure started, cement grout is pumped into the 
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chord member through the valve at the base while the in-filled water is displaced through 
the un-blocked chord end at the top (Figure 3-16) until the whole chord member is filled 
up with cement grout. The grouting procedure is designed in this way so that it can 
simulate the underwater condition in real engineering practice and minimize possible air 
bubbles trapped in the infilled grout. The duration of grouting one specimen ranges from 
30 minutes to one hour depending on the volume of the chord members.  
After the grouting procedure is finished, the grouted specimen is held in its grouted 
position without any disturbance for at least 24 hours and then moved inside the 
Structural Engineering Laboratory for curing. Each specimen has been curing for at least 
14 days so that full strength of the infilled grout can be achieved. The details of curing 
ages of all grouted specimens are indicated in Table 3-10 and Table 3-11. 
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Figure 3-16 The displacement of water by the injected grout 
 
3.7 Test sequence  
3.7.1 Test order of specimens 
The set-ups for all the four specimens subjected to in-plane bending moments are 
essentially the same. Thus the tests have been carried out based on the delivery time of 
the specimens. The details of test sequence and the age of the grouted specimens on the 
day of the test are shown in Table 3-12. 
Table 3-12 Specimen specifications and test date for in-plane bending test  
β τ γ 
Specimen 
D0 
(mm) d/D0 t/T0 D0/2T0 
Casting date  Test date age 
X1 508 0.8 0.7 16.8 / 09/04/07 / 
X1-G 508 0.8 0.7 16.8 17/04/07 30/04/07 14d 
X2 406 1.0 1.0 9.5 / 22/05/07 / 
X2-G 406 1.0 1.0 9.5 12/06/07 25/06/07 14d 
 
The axial loading test is consisted of one axial compressive and eleven tensile loading 
tests. As shown in Figure 3-9, the set-up for the compressive loading test is simple and 
needs no adjustment to the original test rig. Thus the only one compressive loading test 
has been carried out first. The set-up for the tensile loading tests, on the other hand, needs 
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the installation of the special attachments and repeatedly adjustments of the height of the 
actuator to accommodate the specimens with different heights. Consequently, the 
specimens for the axial tensile tests have been grouped into two according to their brace 
lengths and tested from the group with the longest braces to the group with the shortest 
braces so that the adjustments to the test rig  was minimized. The details of the test 
sequence and the age of the grouted specimens on the day of the test are shown in Table 
3-13.    
Table 3-13 Specimen specification and test date for axial loading test 
β τ 2γ 
Specimen 
D0 
(mm) d/D0 t/T0 D0/T0 
Height 
(mm) 
Casting date Test date Age 
X6-G-C 324 0.7 1.6 40.5 1744 04/06/09 23/07/09 33d 
X5 324 1.0 1.0 40.5 2384 / 08/09/09 / 
X5-G-T 324 1.0 1.0 40.5 2384 26/06/09 25/09/09 94d 
X7-G-T 457 0.7 1.0 57.1 2517 16/07/09 15/10/09 109d 
X7 457 0.7 1.0 57.1 2517 / 23/10/09 / 
X3 324 1.0 1.0 25.9 2384 / 30/10/09 / 
X3-G-T 324 1.0 1.0 25.9 2384 09/07/09 06/11/09 117d 
X6 324 0.7 1.0 40.5 1744 / 24/11/09 / 
X6-G-T 324 0.7 1.0 40.5 1744 11/06/09 03/12/09 172d 
X4-G-T 324 0.7 1.0 25.9 1744 11//06/09 10//12/09 179d 
X4 324 0.7 1.0 25.9 1744 / 17/12/09 / 
 
3.7.2 Test procedure 
Pre-loading: Before the final ultimate load test, each specimen has been subjected to 
several cycles of pre-loading within approximately 15% to 20% of the corresponding 
predicted ultimate load. During each cycle, the strain and displacement readings have 
been carefully monitored to ensure that yielding did not occur. The purpose of this phase 
(pre-loading) is to verify the validity of the test set-up and the whole data collection 
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system before the final test. The SCF measurements have also been made in this stage by 
another researcher. 
Final test: During the ultimate load test, the global load is applied continuously until 
final failure occurred.  Since the loading system is under displacement controlled mode, 
the loading rate (applied global displacement per minute) has been modified for several 
times during each test to maintain a relatively consistent load increment (actual applied 
global load per minute). The loading rate normally starts from 0.1 mm per minute at 
beginning when the specimen is elastic and relatively stiff. As the global load reaches 
high level, plastification of specimen becomes significant and the stiffness of specimen is 
reduced remarkably. Consequently, higher and higher loading rates are adopted to 
compensate the decreasing specimen stiffness so that a relatively consistent load 
increment is achieved. The loading rate is topped at 1.0mm per minute and the monitor 
system collected data every 10 seconds throughout each test. A test is stopped after 
noticeable failure occurring (fracture, buckling etc.) or load starting to decrease with an 
increasing deformation. The test duration varies from 2 hours to 4 hours depending on the 
specimens. 
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Chapter 4 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS OF TEST 
RESULTS 
In this chapter, the test results of tubular X-joints under brace axial tension, compression 
and in-plane bending moments are discussed respectively. The differences between the 
failure mechanism of fully grouted joints and those of as-welded joints are identified. The 
characteristics of the static behavior of fully grouted joints are summarized. The recorded 
ultimate strengths of specimens are compared with the predictions by major standards. 
4.1 Axial tensile loading test 
In this section, the static behavior of as-welded joints and those of the corresponding 
fully grouted joints under brace axial tension are reviewed respectively. The differences 
between the failure shapes of these two types of joints are then identified and discussed. 
4.1.1 Failure mechanisms 
4.1.1.1 Summary and discussions of as-welded joint behavior  
Based on the observations during and after the tests, it was found that the static behavior 
of the as-welded joints with β=0.7 and those with β=1.0 showed two different patterns. 
Thus the behavior of as-welded joints is summarized in two groups here based on the β 
ratios.  
1. β=1.0 
This group comprises X3 and X5. Both joints have the same failure pattern and this 
pattern can be divided into three phases during the loading history as described below, 
Phase 1: chord plastification. In this phase, significant chord deformation occurred as 
the load kept increasing and the chord deformation limit (3%D0) was surpassed. Along 
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with the large chord deformation, yielding occurred first between the chord saddle points 
(Figure 4-1a) and extended across the chord at the saddle level (Figure 4-1b). No obvious 
change was found in the braces. 
                
(a) First yielding                                                    (b)Yielding extending    
Figure 4-1 Chord yielding of X3 during Test 
 
Phase 2: brace yielding. As the load increases, the braces started yielding at the region 
near the joint (Figure 4-2a) and soon the whole brace yielded (Figure 4-2b). After the 
whole brace yielded, the recorded global load stopped increasing and oscillated around 
the load level corresponding to the whole brace yielding, although the applied global 
displacement was still increasing steadily. In the mean time, the chord deformation also 
stopped increasing. This suggested that the applied global displacement during this 
phrase all contributed to the brace elongation. 
                         
(a) Braces yielding initiation                                      (b) whole brace yielding           
Figure 4-2 Brace yielding during test 
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Phase 3: crack initiation. Phase 2 ended when the hardening effect took effect in the 
braces. After that, both the load and the chord deformation started increasing again.  
Extensive chord plastification occurred in the whole joint area until crack initiation at the 
saddle point led to final collapse of the specimen. Once crack propagation occurred, the 
joints lost their capacities immediately.  
Figure 4-3 and Figure 4-4 show the failure shapes of X3 and X5 after tests. X5 have been 
cut after the test so that a clear failure pattern could be observed from inside. As Figure 
4-4 shows, although significant chord deformation have happened, the dihedral angle 
between the chord and the brace surface at the crown points are not affected and still 
around 90o. Since the brace-to-chord intersection is much stiffer than the other part of the 
joint, the relative deformation there is small. 
 
                          
Figure 4-3 Failure shape of X3  
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Figure 4-4 Failure shape of X5  
 
2. β=0.7 
This group is consisted of X4, X6 and X7. The failures of the specimens in this group can 
also be divided into three phases. 
Phase 1: chord plastification. Significant chord deformation happened as the load kept 
increasing and the chord deformation limit (3%D0) was surpassed. Along with large 
chord deformation, yielding occurred first between the saddle points and extended in the 
chords between the saddles (Figure 4-5). No obvious changes were found in braces. 
                          
                                   (a)X4                                                                (b)X6 
Figure 4-5 Chord yielding during test 
D
C
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Phase 2: crack initiation 
This occurred shortly after the chord deformation limit was reached. Noticeable crack 
initiated at one saddle point in the chord and extended steadily along the brace-to-chord 
intersection, as shown in Figure 4-6. 
Phase 3: fracture. The specimens did not lose their capacities immediately after the 
crack initiations. On the contrary, the joint resistances maintained at the load level 
corresponding to the crack initiation (X4) or even kept increasing after the crack 
initiations (X6 and X7) for quite a while as the applied global displacement was increased. 
Until the stage when the through thickness cracks were observed at all the four saddle 
points, the specimens in this group collapsed and lost their resistances.   
    
  Figure 4-6 Crack initiation  
           
Figure 4-7 Failure shape of X4 after test 
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Figure 4-8 Failure shape of X6 after test 
     
Figure 4-9 Failure shape of X7 after test 
 
Discussions 
The differences between the failure mechanisms of the as-welded joints with different β 
ratios are caused by their different load transfer mechanisms. For the joints with β = 0.7, 
the load transfer mechanism is consisted of two parts: (1) transfer between the braces and 
the chord through punching shear along the brace-to-chord intersection; (2) transfer 
across the chord through the membrane and bending action in the chord. Since the tensile 
strength of the chord is higher than its shear strength, punching shear along the brace-to-
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chord intersection governs the failure of the joint in this case. On the other hand, for the 
joints with β = 1.0, because the two braces are so close to each other, the brace axial 
loads are transferred across the chord directly primarily through membrane actions in the 
chord between the saddle points. Thus, in this case, the tensile strength of the chord 
governs the capacity of the joints. API RP 2A has noticed the different failure mechanism 
of the tubular joints with large β ratio and provides a different design formula for this 
group of joints (β >0.9), which will be reviewed later. 
Despite the differences in the failure mechanisms, for both groups of the specimens, most 
of the load is transferred at the brace saddles since the chord is stiffer at that part of the 
brace-to-chord intersection.  
In addition, for the β=0.7 case, all the specimens did not fail immediately after the crack 
initiation. Instead, all the three specimens in this group showed significant strength 
reserve after the first crack was observed. This is crucial in real engineering practices 
since it will provide some time for on-site engineers to react after the first crack is 
observed. Thus, compared to the as-welded joints β=1.0, the as-welded joints with 
medium β ratio (around 0.7) is a safer choice in design practices. 
The braces of all the as-welded joints with β=1.0 yielded before crack initiation. This 
implies that for the as-welded joints with β=1.0, the brace member failure is likely to 
govern.  
4.1.1.2 Summary and discussion of fully grouted joint behavior 
To be consistent, the behavior of all the fully grouted joints is also reviewed in two 
groups respectively, based on their β values. 
1. β=1.0 
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This group consists of X3-G-T and X5-G-T. Similar to their corresponding as-welded 
specimens (X3 and X5), the failure of these two specimens can also be divided into three 
phases. 
Phase 1: Through the test, there was no obvious chord deformation except in the 
immediate vicinity of the brace-to-chord intersection. Yielding occurred first along the 
brace-to-chord intersection as shown in Figure 4-10. As the load increased, yielding 
became more significant but still was localized in the vicinity of the brace-to-chord 
intersection.  
 
 Figure 4-10 First yielding along brace-to-chord intersection 
 
Phase 2: As the load reached the squash load of the braces, the braces yielded and the 
recorded load oscillated about this load level.  During this phase, the chord deformation 
stopped increasing and the applied displacement contributed to the brace elongation. 
 
Figure 4-11 Brace yielding of fully grouted joints 
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Phase 3: The recorded load started increasing again. The brace elongation slowed down 
while the chord deformation started increasing again. Shortly after this phase started, 
crack initiation happened near the chord saddles and the specimen lost its resistance 
immediately after crack initiation. 
 
 
Figure 4-12 Typical failure shape fully grouted joint with β=1.0 
 
2. β=0.7 
This group consists of X4-G-T, X6-G-T and X7-G-T. The failure patterns of these 
specimens are similar to those in group 1 (X3-G-T and X5-G-T) but without the brace 
yielding phase. Yielding initiated and was localized in the vicinity of the brace-to-chord 
intersection throughout the test. No obvious chord deformation happened except in the 
immediate vicinity of the brace-to-chord intersection throughout the test. Finally, the 
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crack initiation near the chord saddles lead to the immediate collapse of the specimens. 
Figure 4-13 shows the typical failure shapes of the joints in this group after the tests. 
  
Figure 4-13 Typical failure shape fully grouted joint with β=0.7 
 
Discussions 
For the joints with β=0.7, the load transfer mechanism still is consisted of: (1) transfer 
between the chord and the braces and (2) transfer across the chord.  However, the 
presence of the infilled grout prevents the chord deformation and consequently the 
bending action in the chord is restricted. Thus the load is transferred across the chord 
mainly through the membrane action in the chord. In addition, the presence of the infilled 
grout also changes the chord stiffness along the brace-to-chord intersection.  The chord of 
a fully grouted joint behaves more evenly along the brace-to-chord intersection as 
compared to that of an as-welded joint, which behaves much more stiffly at the saddles. 
As a result, the load is transferred more evenly along the brace-to-chord intersection of a 
fully grouted joint, which is further demonstrated in 4.1.3.  
Local yielding 
Fracture 
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The situation for the joints with β=1.0 is similar. The presence of the infilled grout leads 
to a membrane action dominant condition and an even load transfer along the brace-to-
chord intersection. Thus, despite the two braces are very close to each other at the saddles, 
not all the load is directly transferred between the saddles. Instead, most of the load is 
transferred relatively evenly along the brace-to-chord intersection.  
4.1.1.3 Comparisons between failure shapes   
As shown above, the failure shapes of as-welded joints are quite different from those of 
fully grouted joints. To be consistent, comparisons and discussions here are also made 
respectively for the joints with different β ratios. 
1. β = 0.7  
The differences between the as-welded joints and the fully grouted joints in this group 
can be summarized in several aspects. To make the comparisons easier, X7 and X7-G-T 
have been cut into quarters after tests (the infilled grout have been removed after the cut).  
Chord deformation: As shown in Figure 4-14, the as-welded joint experienced 
significant chord ovalisation while the chord of the corresponding fully grouted joint 
almost kept its original shape.  
Furthermore, the limited chord deformation of the fully grouted joint was localized in the 
vicinity of the brace-to-chord intersection. Due to this highly localized chord deformation, 
the dihedral angle between the chord and the brace surface along the brace-to-chord 
intersection increased significantly after the test. On the contrary, for the corresponding 
as-welded joint, the vicinity of the brace-to-chord intersection were relatively stiffer than 
other parts of the chord and consequently the dihedral angle between the chord and the 
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brace surface along the brace-to-chord intersection almost remained unchanged despite 
the significant overall chord deformation.  
 
    
 Figure 4-14 Comparisons between chord deformation (β=0.7) 
 
Yielding pattern:  As described earlier, fully grouted joints and as-welded joints have 
distinctive yielding patterns from each other.  For an as-weld joint, yielding developed 
extensively between the saddles in the chord while for a fully grouted joint, yielding is 
localized in the vicinity of the brace-to-chord intersection, as shown in Figure 4-15. A 
close look also reveals that despite the crack in the as-welded joint propagating along the 
brace-to-chord intersection, surface yielding is ignorable in the vicinity of the brace-to-
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this region is insignificant and the forces mainly act in a direction normal to the chord 
surface. The vicinity of the brace-to-chord intersection of the grouted joint, on the other 
hand, experiences significant chord surface yielding (Figure 4-16b), which means 
significant tensile forces have been acting here. 
 
   
(a) As-welded joints                                  (b) Fully grouted joints 
Figure 4-15 Comparison between yielding patterns – over all (β=0.7) 
   
(a) As-welded joints                                  (b) Fully grouted joints 
Figure 4-16 Comparison between yielding patterns – close-up (β=0.7) 
 
Crack orientation: For both the as-welded and the fully grouted joints, cracks initiated 
near the saddle points. However, after the initiations, the cracks propagated along the 
brace-to-chord intersection in the as-welded joint case (Figure 4-17), while for all fully 
grouted specimens, the cracks extended in the direction normal to the brace axis (Figure 
4-18) .  
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Since in the direction normal to the brace axis, the load is transferred mainly through the 
membrane action in the chord and it is the tensile forces acting in the observed crack 
plane, the crack initiation in the fully grouted joint is related to the tensile strength of the 
chord.  For the as-welded joints, along the brace-to-chord intersection, the braces loads 
are transfer through the punching shear action and the corresponding shear forces act in 
the direction parallel to the crack plane. Thus, the crack initiation is related to the shear 
strength of the chord. 
 
   
Figure 4-17 Crack orientation in as-welded joints (β=0.7) 
   
Figure 4-18 Crack orientation in fully grouted joints (β=0.7) 
 
2. β=1.0 
The failure mechanism of the as-weld joints with β=1.0 and that of the corresponding 
fully grouted joints are quite similar. X5 and X5-G-T have been cut into quarters after the 
tests to make the comparison.  
X7-G-T 
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Chord Deformation: Similar to the β=0.7 case,  the as-welded joints experienced 
significant chord ovalisation while the chords of the fully grouted joints still kept their 
original shapes.  The deformation of the as-welded joint was spread along the whole 
chord, while the chord deformation of the fully grouted joint was localized in the 
immediate vicinity of the brace-to-chord intersection. 
 
   
Figure 4-19 Comparisons between chord deformation (β=1.0) 
 
Yielding pattern: As shown in Figure 4-20, both the as-welded joints and the fully 
grouted joints in this group experienced serious chord surface yielding in the vicinity of 
the brace-to-chord intersection. This implies that for both types of joints, the membrane 
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Figure 4-20 Comparisons between yielding patterns (β=1.0) 
 
Crack orientation:  As shown in Figure 4-22, for both the as-welded and the fully 
grouted joints in this group, cracks extend in the direction normal to the brace axis. Since 
the load is transferred between the saddles mainly through the membrane action in the 
chord, it is mainly the tensile forces that have been acting on the observed crack plane. 
The crack initiations in both the as-welded and the fully grouted joint with β=1.0 are thus 
related to the tensile strength of the chord. 
       
Figure 4-21 Crack orientation in as-welded joints (β=1.0) 
 
     
Figure 4-22 Crack orientation in fully grouted joints (β=1.0) 
X3 
X3-G-T X5-G-T 
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4.1.2 Load-deflection curves 
Both the global displacement at the loading point and the chord deformation at the crown 
points have been recorded for each specimen. The results are summarized and discussed 
in this section. 
4.1.2.1 Conversion of the maximum chord deformation 
The chord deformation of a tubular joint reaches the maximum value at its crown points. 
The measuring points have thus been set as close as possible to the crown points of each 
specimen. However, due to the constraints in the sizes of the displacement transducers 
and corresponding fixtures adopted, the measurement can only be made at 20-30mm 
away from the actual crown points.  For as-welded joints, since the chord deformation is 
evenly distributed along the chord axis, there is no obvious change between the chord 
deformations at two adjacent points in the vicinity of the brace-to-chord intersection. 
Thus, the difference between the chord deformation at the measuring points and that at 
the crown points is marginal as shown in Figure 4-24a. On the other hand, for fully 
grouted joints, due to the fact that the chord deformation is highly localized in the vicinity 
of the brace-to-chord intersection (Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-19). The difference between 
the chord deformations at two adjacent points in the vicinity of the brace-to-chord 
intersection can be significant. Thus, the chord deformation at the measuring points may 
not represent the maximum chord deformation at the crown points. 
Alternatively, the maximum chord deformation at the crown points can be calculated 
from the recorded global displacement.  Figure 4-23 shows the breakdown of a recorded 
global displacement. As the figure shows, the global displacement is the sum of the brace 
elongation and the chord deformation at the crown points (∆ =δ+*δbrace). Thus,  
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δ= ∆– 2*δbrace                                                                                                                    (4.1) 
 
Where ∆ is the measured global displacement, δbrace is the brace elongation and δ is the 
maximum chord deformation at the crown points. 
 
Figure 4-23  Breakdown of the global displacement  
 
If the applied brace load is under the brace squash load the whole brace is elastic 
throughout a test, which is the case for X4-G-T, X6-G-T and X7-G-T, the chord 
deformation at the crown points can be calculated as, 
 
δ= ∆– 2*δbrace =∆ – 2*l_brace*σnom/E                                                                              (4.2) 
 
Where l_brace is the brace length and E is the Young’s modulus and σnom the nominal 
stress of the brace. 
Calculations have been made for both the as-welded and the fully grouted joints. As 
shown in Figure 4-24, for a fully grouted joint, the chord deformation at the measuring 
point is lower than that at the crown point. For an as-welded joint, the difference between 
 δ
  ∆ 
δbrace
δbrace
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the measured chord deformation and calculated one is ignorable. These agree with the 
previous assumptions. Thus in the following sections, the calculated chord deformation at 
the crown points based on the recorded global displacements are adopted to represent the 
maximum chord deformation of the fully grouted joints, while the measured chord 

































          (a) As-welded joint(X7)                       (b) Fully grouted joint(X7-G-T) 
Figure 4-24 Comparison of measured and calculated chord deformation 
 
However, Equation (4.2) is valid only when the brace is still elastic. The braces of all the 
joints with β=1.0 have experienced significant yielding during the tests. Thus, for X3-G-
T and X5-G-T, the chord deformation at the crown points can only be calculated up to the 
load level corresponding to the brace yielding. 
4.1.2.2 Comparisons between load-global deflection curves  
Figure 4-25 to Figure 4-29 show the comparisons between the global deflection of each 
fully grouted specimen and that of the corresponding as-welded specimen, together with 
the comparison between the chord deformations. The dash lines in these figures represent 
the load level corresponding to the predictions from major design equations or certain 
criteria. The design equations and the abbreviations used are illustrated here:  
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As welded Joint Failure Load (API-AS): 
According to the design formula from API RP2A 22nd Edition (Pecknold et al, 2007) for 







fu                                                                                                                (4.3)  
                           
In the present report, Qf=1.0, FS=1.0, θ=90o, Fy is chord yield strength  
For the joint subjected to brace tensile loading 
Qu=23β (β ≤0.9) or Qu=20.7+(17γ-220)(β-0.9) (β >0.9)                                                  (4.4) 
 
 
Grouted Joint Failure Load (API-GF): 
The grouted joint criteria are given for the first time in API RP2A 22nd (Pecknold et al, 
2007) as follows, 
P=πdT0Ka(0.4Fy)                                                                                                               (4.5) 
 














                                                                                                   (4.6)     
 
                           
Punching Shear Capacity (PS): 
The traditional punching shear capacity for an X- joint is calculated as follows, 
3
F
TdKP y0a ⋅⋅⋅π⋅=                                                                                                        (4.7)  
   
 
Where d is the brace diameter, T0 is the chord thickness and Fy is the chord yield stress. 
Joint Failure Load at Deformation Limits (DL):  
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The deformation limits here is taken as 3%D0, where D0 is the chord diameter. The chord 
deformation was calculated based on the measurements from T3, T4, T5 and T6. 
Crack Initiation (CI) 
The load level at which noticeable surface crack was observed 
Brace Yielding (BY) 
The load level corresponding to the yield load of the brace, which can be calculated as 
follows, 
Py=fy*A                                                                                                                            (4.8) 


































(a)Load-global displacement                             (b) Load-chord deformation 


































(a)Load-global displacement                             (b) Load- chord deformation 






















































(a)Load-global displacement                             (b) Load- chord deformation 
































(a)Load-global displacement                             (b) Load- chord deformation 


































(a)Load-global displacement                             (b) Load- chord deformation 
Figure 4-29 X7 & X7-G-T (β=0.7, γ=28.56) 
 
As the figures show, compared to the corresponding as-welded joints, the stiffness of all 
the fully grouted joints are tremendously enhanced by the presence of the infilled grout, 
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The figures also show that for the joints with β=0.7 (both the fully grouted and the 
corresponding as-welded joints), the chord deformation is quite close to the global 
deflection. In this case, the braces have been elastic throughout the test and the 
corresponding brace elongation is very limited as compared to the chord deformation. 
Thus the global deflection in this case is mainly from the chord deformation.  On the 
other hand, for the joints with β=1.0, the yield load of the braces has been reached during 
the test. Consequently, after the brace yielding, the global deflection of the specimen has 
been mainly from the brace elongation. 
Besides, Figure 4-27 to Figure 4-29 show that the resistances of the as-welded joints with 
β=0.7 maintain (X4) at certain level or keep increasing (X6 and X7) after crack initiation. 
This means that as-welded joints with medium β ratios have very good ductility. 
Further more, as the above figures show, the maximum loads of the fully grouted joints 
with β=1.0 are very close to those of the corresponding as-welded joints, while the 
maximum loads of the fully grouted joins with β=0.7 are much higher than those of the 
corresponding as-welded joints. This is due to the fact that for the β=1.0 cases, both types 
of the joints have similar failure mechanism while for the β=0.7 case, the fully grouted 
joints and the corresponding as-welded joints have quite different failure mechanism as 
discussed in Section 4.1.1. 
However, if the deformation limit (0.03D0) is adopted here for the determination of the 
joint ultimate strength, all the fully grouted joints show significant improvement on the 
ultimate strength, as compared to the corresponding as-welded joints.  
Last but not the least, for all the fully grouted joints, the predictions from the API formula 
significantly under-estimate both the ultimate strength determined by the deformation 
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limit and maximum loads. For the as-welded joints with β=0.7, although the API formula 
underestimated their maximum load, the predicted values are quite close to the load 
corresponding to deformation limit (0.03D0). For the as-welded joints with β=1.0, despite 
a different formula adopted for the joints with large β ratio (β>0.9) in API RP2A, the 
predicted values are still well below the maximum load of corresponding test specimen, 
as well as the load corresponding to the deformation limit (0.03D0). 
Figure 4-30 compares the chord deformation of the fully grouted joints. To make the 
comparison relevant, the global loads have been normalized by Fy*T02, while the chord 
deformation normalized by D0. For the joints with β=1.0, the chord deformation at the 
measuring points are also presented as reference, since the calculated maximum chord 





































(β=0.7)                                                        (β=1.0) 
Figure 4-30 Normalized chord deformation of fully grouted joints (β=1.0) 
 
As shown in Figure 4-30, for all the fully grouted joints with β=0.7, the chord 
deformation at the crack initiations is quite close to 0.03D0. For the joints with β=1.0, 
although the actual maximum chord deformation at the crack initiation is unknown, the 
measured chord deformation at the crack initiation for both the joints are close to and 
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slightly lower than 0.03D0. This suggests that their maximum chord deformation should 
also be around 0.03D0, since the chord deformation at a crown point is slightly higher 
than that at a measuring point.  Thus, the load corresponding to the chord deformation of 
0.03D0 might serve as the lower bound for the maximum load of a fully grouted joint. But 
more test results are needed for a more conclusive confirmation. 
4.1.3 Elastic stress distributions  
Both the stress distributions in the selected brace cross sections and in the chord near the 
vicinity of the brace-to-chord intersection within the elastic range have been monitored 
for every specimen. The results are summarized below. 
Along the two braces of each specimen, the axial stress distributions in three cross 
sections have monitored, as demonstrated in Section 3.3.3.1. Two cross sections (section 
1 and 3) are far away from the joint and the axial stresses are in general evenly 
distributed across both the sections throughout the tests for all the specimens (both the 
fully grouted and the as-welded joints).  The stress distributions in the cross sections near 
the joint (section 2), on the other hand, are quite different for an as-welded joint and the 
corresponding fully grouted joint. Figure 4-31 and Figure 4-32 show the comparisons 
between the axial stress distributions in section 2 of the selected fully grouted joints and 
those of the corresponding as-welded joints with different β ratios under the similar load 
levels. As the figures show, for as-welded joints, the stresses at the saddle points are 
much higher than those at the crown points, which match the established knowledge that 
most of the brace loads are transferred near the saddles of the braces in an X-joint.  For 
fully grouted joints, however, the axial stresses are distributed relatively evenly across the 
cross section near the joint. The differences between the magnitudes of the stresses at the 
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crown points and those at the saddle points are marginal. This suggests that the brace 
loads are not transferred primarily near the saddles of the braces in a fully grouted X-joint. 
Instead, the brace loads are transferred to the chord quite evenly along the brace-to-chord 

































(a) Fully grouted joint (X3-G-T)                                 (b) As-welded joint (X3) 
Figure 4-31 Stress distribution in brace cross section near joint (β=1.0) 





























(a) Fully grouted joint (X6-G-T)                                 (b) As-welded joint (X6) 
Figure 4-32 Stress distribution in brace cross section near joint (β=0.7) 
 
Figure 4-33 and Figure 4-34 show the von Mises stress distribution in the chord near the 
vicinity of the brace-to-chord intersection (from crown to saddle, see Figure 3-11 for the 
description of the monitored points) for both the selected fully grouted joints and the 
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As the figures show, the trend of the stress distribution in the chord along the brace-to-
chord intersection of a fully grouted joint is similar to that of the corresponding as-
welded joint. However, under the same load level, the magnitudes of the stresses in a 
fully grouted joint, as well as the difference between the maximum and minimum stress, 
have been reduced significantly, as compared to the corresponding as-welded joint. This 
means that the presence of the infilled grout can reduce the magnitude of the stresses in 













































(a) Fully grouted joint (X3-G-T)                                 (b) As-welded joint (X) 













































(a) Fully grouted joint (X6-G-T)                                (b) As-welded joint (X6) 
Figure 4-34 Stress distribution in chord along brace-to-chord intersection (β=0.7) 
Fy Fy
FyFy 
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4.1.4 Ultimate strength   
Table 4-1 summarizes the ultimate strengths of all the specimens. To define the ultimate 
strength of a joint, the load levels corresponding to the selected failure criteria have been 
indicated in the table. These load levels are: 
PSL: the load corresponding to the serviceability limit of 0.01D0, which is given in IIW 
(1989). 
PDL: the load corresponding to the deformation limit of 0.03D0. 
PBY: the load corresponding to the brace yielding. The corresponding deformation level is 
denoted as ∆BY 
Pcrack: the load corresponding to the crack initiation. The corresponding deformation 
level is denoted as ∆crack 
Pmax: the maximum load recorded during the test. The corresponding deformation level is 
denoted as ∆max 
In Figure 4-25 to Figure 4-29, none of the load-displacement curves shows a pronounced 
peak load before the collapse of the specimen. Instead, all joints show increasing 
resistances with increasing deformation until the final collapse. Thus, a deformation 
criterion is needed to determine the ultimate strengths of the joints. 
For as-welded joints, it is well established that the deformation limit of 0.03D0 is an 
appropriated representation of the chord deformation at which the ultimate load of a joint 
is reached. Besides, according to Lu et al. (1994), for CHS joints, the ultimate limit state 
of a tubular joint governs and the check at the serviceability limit can be ignored. Thus, 
the ultimate strengths Pu of the as-welded joints here are taken as the minimum of PDL, PB, 
Pcrack and Pmax. 
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For all the fully grouted joints, as shown in Figure 4-30, the deformation limit of 0.03D0 
is very close to the chord deformation at which the maximum load is reached. Thus, the 
load corresponding to the chord deformation of 0.03D0 can be an indicator of the ultimate 
load of a fully grouted joint. Besides, for all the fully grouted joints, it shows that PSL/PDL 
<1.5, which suggests that serviceability strength is not critical and can be ignored (Lu et 
al, 1994). Thus the ultimate strengths Pu of the fully grouted joints here are also taken as 
the minimum of PDL, PB, Pcrack and Pmax. 
 
Table 4-1 Summary of ultimate strength of specimens subjected to axial tensile loading 
Loading level (kN) 
Specimen β γ Τ 
PSL PDL PBY Pcrack Pmax 
Ultimate strength 
Pu (kN) 
X3 2057 2801 4176 4804 4804 2801(PDL) 
X3-G-T 
1.0 12.96 1.0 
3826 / 4220 4810 4810 4220(PBY) 
X5 1031 1536 2752 2834 2834 1536(PDL) 
X5-G-T 
1.0 20.25 1.0 
2373 / 2668 3099 3099 2668(PBY) 
X4 497 847 / 1150 1170 847(PDL) 
X4-G-T 
0.7 12.96 1.0 
2140 2701 / 2713 2713 2701(PDL) 
X6 169 340 / 530 614 340(PDL) 
X6-G-T 
0.7 20.25 1.0 
1186 1558 / 1558 1558 1558(PDL) 
X7 149 356 / 484 648 356(PDL) 
X7-G-T 
0.7 28.56 1.0 
1662 2238 / 2295 2295 2238(PDL) 
 
As shown in Table 4-1, based on the recommendations from Lu et al (1994), for all the 
as-welded joints and the fully grouted joints with β=0.7, the ultimate limit state of the 
joint governs, while for the full grouted joints with β=1.0, the brace member capacity 
governs.  
Table 4-1 also shows that all the fully grouted joints display a substantial improvement in 
ultimate strength Pu as compared to the corresponding as-welded joints. Figure 4-35a 
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plots the ratio of the ultimate strength Pu of a fully grouted joint to that of the 
corresponding as-welded joint against the γ ratio. As the figure shows, for all the fully 
grouted joints, the ratio ranges from 1.5 to 6, which means that the ultimate strengths of 
all the fully grouted joints have been improved at least by 50%. The figure also shows 
that the enhancement in the ultimate strength changes positively with respect to the γ 
ratio while negatively with respect to the β ratio. This suggests that it should be more 
effective to strengthen a tubular joint with a medium β with thin chord wall by grouting, 








































(a) Improvement in Pu                                     (b) Improvement in Pmax 
Figure 4-35 Static capacity improvements of fully grouted joints 
 
Figure 4-35b compares the maximum capacity Pmax of a fully grouted joint and that of the 
corresponding as-welded joint. As shown in the figure, for the joints with β=0.7, the 
enhancement in Pmax is still quite significant, although the magnitude of the enhancement 
is lower than that of Pu. For the joints with β=1.0, on the other hand, there is almost no 
improvement in Pmax at all. As described earlier, the ultimate strengths Pu of the fully 
grouted joints are defined here based on the deformation limit, while the maximum loads 
Pmax of all the fully grouted joints are related to the crack initiation and propagation in the 
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with β=1.0, the crack propagation are governed by the tensile strength of their chord 
material. Thus, the maximum load Pmax of both types of joints with β=1.0 is similar, since 
their chord materials are the same.   
4.1.5 Comparisons with codes   
To verify the validity of the current design codes, comparisons have been made between 
the test values and the predictions from the selected codes. The equations from API 
RP2A 22nd Edition (Pecknold et al, 2007) have been adopted here for comparisons. The 
solid line in Figure 4-36 corresponds to Equation  (4.3) for the as-welded joints while the 
solid line in Figure 4-37 corresponds to Equation (4.4) for the fully grouted joints. 
Figure 4-36 shows the comparisons between the test ultimate strengths and the calculated 
strengths of the as-welded joints, together with the comparisons between the 
corresponding test maximum loads and the calculated values. Figure 4-37 shows the 
comparisons between the test ultimate strengths and the calculated joint strengths of the 
fully grouted joint joints, together with the comparisons between the corresponding test 
maximum loads and the calculated joint ultimate strengths. Both the test loads and the 
























































(a) Pu and prediction                                        (b) Pmax and prediction 
Figure 4-36 Comparison between test results and joint strength equation (as-welded joint) 
API-AS API-AS
























































(a) Pu and prediction                                        (b) Pmax and prediction 
Figure 4-37 Comparison between test results and joint strength equation (fully grouted joint) 
 
The predictions from the API equations match the test ultimate strengths of the as-welded 
joints with β=0.7 quite well. But the ultimate strengths of the as-welded joints with β=1.0 
are significantly underestimated by the API equations. Besides, Figure 4-36 shows that 
the maximum loads of all the as-welded joints are higher than their corresponding 
calculated joint ultimate strengths. This suggests that the API equations provide a 
conservative prediction for the ultimate strength of an as-welded joint. 
On the other hand, Figure 4-37 shows that both the test ultimate strengths and the 
maximum loads of the fully grouted joints are much higher than the predictions from the 
API equations. This means that the prediction based on the API equations for the ultimate 
strength of a fully grouted joint is too conservative and may lead to an un-economical 
solution in structural designs. 
4.1.6 Summary  
In summary, the presence of the infilled grout changes the load transfer mechanism in an 
X-joint subjected to brace axial tensile loading and consequently leads to the unique 
failure mechanism of the fully grouted joint. Based on the present experimental 
API-GF API-GF
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investigation, the static characteristics of a fully grouted X-joint under brace axial tension 
are summarized as below: 
• The presence of the infilled grout improves the ultimate strength of a fully 
grouted joint significantly and the current design codes significantly under-
estimate the capacities of fully grouted joints. 
• The brace axial load is evenly transferred between the braces and the chord along 
the brace-to-chord intersections of a fully grouted joint. The stress concentrations 
at the saddles of the braces of the fully grouted joint are very much relieved, as 
compared to the corresponding as-welded joint. 
• The brace load is transferred between the brace and the chord through a 
combination of shear and membrane action in the chord, while the load transfer 
across the chord is mainly through the membrane action in the chord. The crack 
initiation in a fully grouted joint is mainly caused by the excessive membrane 
actions in the chord. 
• The presence of the infilled grout in the chord enhances the stiffness of a fully 
grouted joint tremendously. The chord ovalisation of a fully grouted joint is 
prevented and the limited chord deformation is highly localized in the vicinity of 
the brace-to-chord intersection. 
• The highly localized chord deformation in a fully grouted joint leads to a large 
relative deformation between the brace and the chord and consequently, a 
significant increase in the local dihedral angle between the chord and the brace 
surfaces along the brace-to-chord intersection after the test. 
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• The chord plastification of a fully grouted joint at the ultimate load is very limited 
and highly localized in the vicinity of the brace-to-chord intersection. 
• For fully grouted joints with a large β ratio (close to 1.0), the brace member 
capacity governs. 
Chapter 5 will further discuss the failure mechanism of a fully grouted joint. 
4.2 Axial compressive loading test 
According to previous research for a fully grouted joint subjected to brace axial 
compressive loading, the brace member capacity governs and a joint failure is not 
observed. This is reasonable since the joint is very strong with the presence of the infilled 
grout in the chord under brace axial compression, unless the infilled grout crushes before 
the brace member failure. To further investigate the behavior of a fully grouted joint 
under brace axial compression, one fully grouted X-joint has been tested. The braces of 
the specimen have been specially strengthened by the adoption of “thicker than chord” 
braces (τ =1.6), to study the possibility of a joint failure. 
The results of the compressive loading test are summarized and discussed below. 
4.2.1 Failure mechanism 
The specimen has been loaded up to failure under compression. As expected, with the 
presence of the infilled grout, the joint is much stronger than the brace members. No 
obvious chord deformation has been observed throughout the test as well as the chord 
plastification. The whole test can be divided into three phrases. 
Phase I: The global displacement was very small. The readings from all the strain gauges 
in the braces showed that the axial stresses distributed evenly in the monitored brace 
cross sections and the bending moment in the braces was negligible.   
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Phase II: The global response was no longer linear. An obvious horizontal displacement 
of the joint was observed. Bending was also noticed at the mid-span of the upper brace 
and the bottom of the lower brace. 
Phase III: A peak was reached in the load-displacement curve. After that, the recorded 
load started to drop with excessive deformation.  
The specimen has collapsed by global buckling at the end of the test, as shown in Figure 
4-38. The failure shape of the specimen is similar to an axially compressed column.  
                               
   
Figure 4-38 Failure shape of X6-G-C 
 
The chord has been cut and removed to observe the conditions of the infilled grout after 
the test. As shown in Figure 4-39, the infilled grout is intact after the test and no local 









No plastification in 
chord 
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been strengthened on purpose, the infilled grout will be strong enough and not fail before 
the member failure in normal cases. 
                               
                    
Figure 4-39 Infilled grout after test 
 
4.2.2 Load-deflection curve 
Both the global displacement at the loading point and the chord deformation have been 
recorded for X6-G-C. Throughout the test, the measured chord deformation has been 
insignificant and is thus not presented here.  The global load-displacement curve of X6-
G-C is shown in Figure 4-41. The load levels corresponding to the selected failure modes 
are also indicated in the figure. 
As welded Joint Failure (API-AS): 








0                                                                                                                (4.9) 
 
Where Qu=[2.8+(12+0.1γ)β]Qβ, Qβ=0.3/ β (1- 0.833β) (β >0.6) or 1.0(β ≤0.6) 
In the present study, the chord stress effect is ignored and the safe factor is removed. 
Thus, 
Qf=1.0, FS=1.0, θ=90o, Fy is the chord yield strength  
Grouted Joint Failure (API-GF): 
This is the same as indicated in Equation (4.5). 
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Punching Shear Capacity(PS): 
This is the same as indicated in Equation (4.7). 
Brace Yielding (BY) 
This is the same as indicated in Equation (4.8). 
Axially Compressed Column Buckling (AC) 
As shown in Figure 4-38, the joint part of the specimen is very strong and the whole 
specimen has behaved like a short column under axial compression. To calculate the 
corresponding failure load, the joint part is ignored and the specimen is treated like a 
column with a uniform cross section (the brace cross section). According to the test set-
up, the boundary conditions for the hypothesized column are shown in Figure 4-40a 
 
  
                                  
 
 
a. Axial compression                      b. eccentrically compression 
        Figure 4-40 Column in compression 
 
Note: The actual total length of the specimen (L) is taken as the distance from the center of the top 
flange to that of the bottom flange for the calculation of the slenderness. 
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Pcr= φAfy==2957kN 
Where, φ is the reduction factor depending on the slenderness of the column. A is the 
area of the brace cross section and fy the yielding strength of the brace. 
Eccentrically Compressed Column Failure (EC) 
An inspection before the test has revealed that there was an 8 mm eccentricity from the 
actual loading point to the centre of the specimen as shown in Figure 4-40b. The 
corresponding reference failure load is calculated for the hypothesized eccentrically 
compressed column.  Based on the API RP2A formulas (API, 2000), the strength of a 









a =+                                                                                                                      (4.10) 
 
where fa and fb are the axial and the bending stress in the column while Fa and Fb 
correspond to the allowable compressive and bending stress. 
The corresponding calculations are straightforward and thus the details are not shown 
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As shown in the figure, the loads corresponding to the joint failure modes are much lower 
than the failure load of the specimen, while the predictions based on the member failure 
modes are quite close to the maximum load. This means that the capacity of a fully 
grouted joint under brace axial compression is governed by its brace member capacity. 
4.2.3 Local stress distributions  
The Mises stress distributions in the chord at the vicinity of the brace-to-chord 
intersection up to the maximum load level are shown in Figure 4-42. Throughout the test, 
the magnitudes of the stresses in the chord have been very small (under 60 MPa) and no 
plastification has happened in the chord. Besides, the stresses have been distributed along 






















Figure 4-42 Mises stress distribution in the chord along the brace-to-chord intersection 
 
4.2.4 Ultimate strength 
As shown in Figure 4-41, there is a pronounced peak in the load-displacement curve 
before the specimen collapse. Thus the ultimate strength is taken as the peak load in the 
curve, as summarized in Table 4-2, together with the loads corresponding to the failure 
modes indicated in 4.2.2. As compared to the predicted joint strength, the fully grouted 
Crown Saddle Crown Saddle 
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joint shows a significant improvement in the ultimate strength. The load level 
corresponding to the deformation limit is not listed since the chord deformation is 
ignorable. 
Table 4-2 Summary of ultimate strength of specimens subjected to axial compressive loading 
Loading level (kN) 
Specimen β γ τ 
PAS PGF PPS PEC Pmax PBy 
Ultimate strength 
Pu (kN) 
X6-G-C 0.7 20.3 1.6 285 786 1134 2546 2652 2992 2652(Pmax) 
 
4.2.5 Summary  
In summary, for a fully grouted joint subjected to brace axial compressive loading, a joint 
failure is not likely to happen even for the joint with artificially strengthened braces. Thus, 
the brace member capacity governs. For the calculation of the corresponding brace 
member capacity, the joint part can be ignored and the hypothesis of a member with a 
uniform cross section between the constrained ends is reasonable. 
4.3 In-plane bending test 
In the following sections, the static behavior of two fully grouted joints subjected to in-
plane bending is reviewed. The difference between the failure mechanism of these fully 
grouted joints and that of the corresponding as-welded joints is identified. The 
improvement in the ultimate strength of the joints due to the presence of the infilled grout 
is summarized. 
4.3.1 Summary of the test observations and the failure modes 
Two fully grouted specimens (X1-G and X2-G) and two corresponding as-welded 
specimens (X1 and X2) have been tested under in-plane bending (IPB) moments. The 
specimens in this test series have been selected in such way that the different failure 
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modes could be observed. The braces of X1 and X1-G have been specially strengthened 
by the adoption of the “thicker than chord” braces (τ =1.42) to reduce the possibility that 
a member failure mode happens before a joint failure mode. 
The failure modes of the specimens can be observed from the cut-away sections shown in 
Figure 4-43. The key responses observed during the test of each specimen are 
summarized as follows. 
   
Crack






                
Crack
 
Figure 4-43 Failure conditions of specimens (with cut-sections) 
 
Specimen X1 (β = 0.8, γ=16.8): At the ultimate load, large plastic deformation of the 
chord wall occurred, with the inward displacement on the compression side and the 
outward displacement on the tension side.  A permanent relative rotation of 
approximately 5o between the longitudinal axes of the chord and the brace was observed, 
with the centre of the rotation close to the brace neutral axis. After this large plastic 
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deformation, a surface crack was observed in the tension side of the chord wall near the 
weld toe. The crack then steadily grew into a through thickness crack and extended along 
the brace-to-chord intersection until the final collapse of the specimen. 
Specimen X1-G (β = 0.8, γ=16.8): The failure mode was yielding of the compression 
sides of the braces followed by extensive crack extending through the chord wall which 
propagated from the tension side of the joint. Minimal distortion of the chord cross 
section was noted except at the immediate vicinity of the joint.  At the maximum load, a 
permanent relative rotation of approximate 3o was observed. A surface crack was 
observed prior to the final fracture of the specimen and the growth of this crack was quite 
stable before the specimen collapse. 
Specimen X2 (β = 1.0, γ=9.5): No noticeable deformation of the chord wall occurred 
through the test. At the maximum load, a crack initiated and extended quickly in the 
tensile side of the chord wall, which led to a sudden collapse of the joint. No surface 
crack was observed before the collapse of the joint. A permanent relative rotation of 
approximately 1.5o was observed, with the centre of the rotation close to the brace neutral 
axis.  
Specimen X2-G (β = 1.0, γ=9.5): No noticeable deformation of the chord wall occurred 
except at the immediate vicinity of the joint. The collapse of specimen was caused by 
fracture of the chord wall at the tension side. Before the final collapse, a through 
thickness crack has been observed in the chord wall at the tension side and this crack 
extended steadily along the brace-to-chord intersection with the increasing load. A 
permanent relative rotation of approximately 4o was recorded at the end of the test. 
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For the fully grouted specimens X1-G (β = 0.8) and X2-G (β = 1.0), the conditions of the 
infilled grout in the chords have been observed after the tests by removing the 
corresponding steel pipes. Those pipes have been removed by gouging carefully so that 
no artificial damage has been introduced during this procedure. A careful inspection of 
the grout reveals that the infilled grout in the chords of both X1-G and X2-G are intact 
after the tests. No local crushing or any crack has been found under the compression sides 
of the joints for both the specimens as shown in Figure 4-44. 
                        
   (a) Grout condition at tension side                       (b) Grout condition at compression side 
Figure 4-44 Grout conditions after test 
 
4.3.2 Load deflection curves 
The in-plane bending (IPB) moment versus in-plane brace rotation curves are shown in 
Figure 4-46. The load levels corresponding to the selected failure modes are also 
indicated in the figures. These load level are defined as follows: 
First Yield (FY, M=My): The moment at which any one of the seven monitored points 
(R1 to R7, as indicated in Figure 3-6) around the brace-to-chord intersection yields 
Chord Plastification (CP, M=MP): The moment at which all the seven monitored points 
(R1 to R7, as indicated in Figure 3-6) around the brace-to-chord intersection indicated 
yield 
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Crack Initiation (CI, M=MC): The moment at which the first noticeable surface crack is 
observed 
Brace Yield (BY, M=MBY): The moment at which full cross section yielding occurs in 
the braces. 
Maximum Load (Max, M=Mmax): The maximum moment recorded during the tests.  
Because of the manner of the global load is applied, the bending moments are linearly 
distributed along the longitudinal axes of the braces of a specimen as shown in Figure 
4-45. The bending moment in a brace cross section can be calculated by half the recorded 
load times the distance from this section to the restrained end of the braces. The moment 
acting on the joint mentioned here and hereafter have been calculated at the crown of the 
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The validity of the load P recorded by the dynamometer have been verified by comparing 
the measured bending moments in the selected brace cross sections and the calculated 
bending moments in these sections based on the distribution shown in Figure 4-45. The 
details of the verification are shown in Appendix C.  
A practical deformation limit which can be used to define the ultimate strength of a 
tubular joint under IPB moments, as suggested by Yura (1980), is indicated in Figure 
4-46. The details of the Yura’s limit are discussed in 2.3.1, which is calculated here as, 
θyura=
E
f80 y                                                                                                                       (4.12)    
 
Where fy and E are the yield strength and the Young’s modulus of the corresponding 
brace respectively.  
A fixed brace rotation limit of 0.1rad (5.73Deg.), which has been suggested by Lu and 








































(a) X1 & X1-G                                                            (b) X2& X2-G 
Figure 4-46  IPB Moment versus rotation curves  
 
As the figure shows, the maximum moments recorded during the tests for all the four 
specimens correspond to the final collapses of the specimens. None of the curves shows a 
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Except for X2, the crack initiation (CI) has been observed before the final collapse during 
the tests for all the other three specimens. After crack initiation (CI), the curve 
corresponding to each of all the three specimens show substantial increase in resistance 
before the final collapse. For X2, on the other hand, crack initiation has led to the 
immediate collapse of the joint. 
Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, the definitions of the first yield (FY) and the chord 
plastification (CP) here are all based on the measurements from the rosette gauges around 
the brace-to-chord intersection. These definitions, though not very precise in terms of 
quantities, can provide an indication to the plastification development condition in the 
chord during the test. For all the four specimens, FY is reached well before the maximum 
load and just lead to the end of the linear response.  Only the two as-welded joints reach 
CP.  For the fully grouted joints, the part of the chord under compression is still elastic at 
the maximum load.  
In addition, for the as-welded joints, the whole brace has been within elastic range 
throughout the tests and no brace yielding has been observed. For the fully grouted joints, 
on the other hand, the braces have yielded before crack initiation, as shown in Figure 
4-46. 
Lastly, for all the four specimens, the maximum brace rotations are well below both 
Yura’s deformation limit and Lu’s limit. Hence, in the present research, it is not 
appropriated to adopt either limit to determine the ultimate strength of a fully grouted 
joint under bending moments. 
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4.3.3 Ultimate strength 
The ultimate strengths of all the specimens are summarized in Table 4-3. The strengths 
associated with the selected criteria (first yield, chord plastification, brace yield, crack 
initiation, and maximum load) are also listed in the table. 
Table 4-3 Ultimate strength and failure modes of specimen 
IPB Moment (kN.m) 
Specimen β γ Τ 
My MP MBY MCI Mmax 
Ultimate strength 
Mu (kN) 
X1 144 223 / 323 355 323(MCI) 
X1-G 
0.8 16.83 1.4 
397 / 731 808 914 808(MCI) 
X2 397 554 / 769 769 769(MCI) 
X2-G 
1.0 9.47 1.0 
766 / 1023 1161 1293 1161(MCI) 
 
The ultimate strength of the joint is defined at the MCI level for all the specimens, despite 
the significant strength reserve after the crack initiation. This is because of the concern 
that once a crack is formed, it may grow under fatigue loading and reduce the maximum 
capacity over time. Thus the value of MCI is more relevant to actual engineering practice. 
On the other hand, the maximum capacities of the joints are of great interest in the 
investigation on the analytical failure model of the fully grouted joints since they are 
related to the ultimate states of the joints. This will be further discussed in the next 
chapter. 
For both the fully grouted joints, although the load corresponding to the brace yielding 
(BY) is lower than that corresponding to the crack initiation, the yielding of the braces 
have been localized in the limited region of the compression side of the brace and have 
not caused any noticeable loss of the joint resistance during the test. Thus the brace 
member failure does not govern here. 
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The fully grouted joints show a significant improvement in both the ultimate strength Mu 
and the maximum capacity Mmax, compared to the corresponding as-welded joints. Figure 
4-47a plots the ratio of the ultimate strength Mu of a fully grouted joint to that of the 
corresponding as-welded joint against the γ ratio. For all the fully grouted joints, the 
ratios range from 1.4 to 2.2, which means that the ultimate strengths of all the fully 
grouted joints has been improved at least by 40%. Besides, the enhancement in the 
ultimate strength changes positively with respect to the γ ratio while negatively with 
respect to the β ratio. This suggests that it should be more effective to strengthen a 
tubular joint with a medium β and a thin chord wall by grouting, than to strengthen a 
tubular joint with a large β and a thick wall. 
Figure 4-35b compares the maximum capacities Mmax of the fully grouted joints and 
those of the corresponding as-welded joints. The trends of the improvements in Mmax 
with respect to the β and the γ ratio are similar to those in Mu. However, the magnitude of 






































(a) Improvement in Mu                                     (b) Improvement in Mmax 
Figure 4-47 Static capacity improvements of fully grouted joints under IPB 
4.3.4 Comparison with design codes 
The test ultimate strengths of the X-joints (indicated as Mu in Table 4-3) have been 
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ISO (2004) and API RP2A 22nd Edition (Pecknold et al, 2007) take the effect of infilled 
grout into account and provide a special formula for the design of the fully grouted joints. 
The formulas in both the codes are based on the same database (MSL, 1997) and also 
quite similar. Thus only the API equation is adopted here.  
Table 4-4 summarizes the comparisons between the test values and the corresponding 
predictions from the selected codes. 
For the as-welded joints, the predictions according to the selected codes and the test 
ultimate strengths are in good agreement, although the deviations of the predicted values 
from the test value for X2 are slightly higher those for X1. This is because X2 has a very 
small γ ratio (9.47) and belongs to thick wall tubular joints, the characteristics of which 
have not been well represented in the current codes.  
For the fully grouted joints, on the other hand, the test ultimate strengths of all the joints 
are much higher than the predictions from the selected codes, which suggest that these 
codes are too conservative and not appropriate for the calculations of the ultimate 
strengths of the fully grouted joints.   
 
Table 4-4 Comparison between test results and prediction of design codes 
Specimen X1 X1-G X2 X2-G 
Ultimate Strength Mu 
(kN.m) 
Mu Mu Mu Mu 
Test Results 
(kN.m) 
348 872 818 1235 
API Prediction MAPI 
(kN.m) 
350 623 725 838 
Mu/MAPI 0.99 1.40 1.13 1.47 
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4.3.5 Local stress distributions in elastic range 
The Von Mises stress distributions in the chord outer surface around the brace-to-chord 
intersection under the selected load levels are given in Figure 4-48. The layout of the 
monitor points is demonstrated in Figure 3-6. The Von Mises stress at each monitor point 
has been determined based on the measured strains from the corresponding rosette 
readings, as illustrated in Appendix A.  As linear strain gauge rosettes are adopted for the 
measurements, the calculated stresses are valid only before the yield strength (Fy) of the 

























































































(c)X2                                                      (d) X2-G 
Figure 4-48 Stress distribution in the chord along the brace-to-chord intersection with brace under IPB 
 
Note: the strain gauge at the location of R3 for X1-G was broke after the load reaching 300kN and the 
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For both the as-welded joints, X1 and X2, the Mises stress distributions along the brace-
to-chord intersection are generally symmetrical with respect to the saddle point (R4) 
within the elastic range, which means the magnitudes of the stresses at the tension side 
(R4 to R7) and the compression side (R1 to R4) of the chord are similar. The stresses in 
the chord reach the maximum value at the crown points (R1 and R7) and the minimum 
value at the saddle point (R4). The outer surface stresses in both the compression and the 
tension sides are proportional to the bending moment M. But the maximum magnitude of 
the stresses in the tension side is always larger than that in the compression side, which 
explains why the cracks initiated at the tension side of the chord wall for both the joints.  
In addition, the stress at the saddle point X1 shows a dramatic increase after the load 
reaching a certain value. This is due to the significant chord plastification of X1 during 
the test at this load level. For X2, on the other hand, the deformation of the chord has 
been limited and consequently the chord plastification is not as serious as X1. 
The pattern of the stress distribution along the brace-to-chord intersection of both the 
fully grouted joints under IPB moments is quite different from that of the corresponding 
as-welded joints (Figure 4-48). Instead of a symmetrical distribution with respect to the 
saddle (R4), the stresses in the chord are distributed in such way that the minimum stress 
appears in the chord crown (R1) close to the compression side of the brace and the 
maximum stress in the chord crown (R7) close to the tension side of the brace, while 
between these two points, the stresses are generally linearly distributed.  Furthermore, 
under the same load level, the magnitude of the maximum stress in the fully grouted 
joints is much lower than that of the corresponding as-welded joints. Besides, the whole 
chords of the fully grouted specimens are under tension along the brace-to-chord 
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intersections, while for the as-welded joints, half of the vicinity of the brace-to-chord 
intersection in chord is in tension and the other half in compression.  
4.3.6 Discussions of test results  
The ultimate capacities of the X-joints are enhanced significantly by the presence of the 
high strength infilled grout.  The enhancement of 158% and 68% in the maximum load 
has been recorded for X1-G and X2-G respectively. The recorded ultimate strengths of all 
the four specimens are associated with crack initiation and subsequent propagation in the 
chord wall at the tension sides.   
For both the fully grouted joints X1-G and X2-G, the braces yielded prior to the joint 
failure. However, the joint resistance continued increasing until the final collapse. This is 
because the brace ultimate strength due to full-section yielding and strain hardening is 
higher than the joint strength. Besides, the yielding of the braces has been localized in the 
limited parts near the joint. Thus the failures of these two specimens are still considered 
to be governed by joint failures instead of member failures. However, as mentioned 
earlier, the braces of X1-G have been specially strengthened by increasing their thickness 
to avoid a member failure. Thus, in real engineering practices, where the wall thickness 
of the braces is generally equal or less than that of the chord, the joint can be stronger 
than braces and the failure of the brace members may govern. 
The ultimate load of X2-G, as compared to X2, also increased significantly (by 68 
percent). This significant increase is of interest because the infilled grout is considered to 
improve the joint strength by restricting the ovalisation of the chord cross-section.  For 
the as-welded joint X2 with γ=9.8 and β=1.0, the chord wall is quite thick and its 
deformation is minimal. Thus this improvement is due to the fact that the presence of the 
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infilled grout changed the stress distribution in the chord along the brace-to-chord 
intersection. This will be further discussed in Chapter 5. 
The load transfer mechanism of a fully grouted joint under IPB is modified by the 
presence of the infilled grout. The transfer of the IPB moment across a joint introduces 
both compressive and the tensile forces acting on the chord. For an as-welded joint, the 
chord deformation is not restrained. The chord deforms inward in the regions under the 
compressive forces and outwards in the regions under the tensile forces, which can be 
seen from Figure 4-43. Consequently, the inward deformation results in the resistance in 
the chord resisting the compressive forces while the outward deformation results in the 
resistance resisting the tensile forces. This is consistent with the stress distributions of the 
as-welded joints recorded (Figure 4-48), which indicate that one half of the joint is under 
compressive stresses while the other half of the joint under tensile stresses. For a fully 
grouted joint, on the other hand, the inward deformation of the chord is prevented and 
consequently the compressive forces from the braces can only be resisted by the infilled 
grout in the chord, which has a high compressive strength. Only the resulting tensile 
forces need to be resisted by the chords, which lead to the outward deformation of chord. 
Again, the confinement from the infilled grout reduced the outward chord deformation 
significant and also makes the tensile resistance relatively evenly spread along the brace-
to-chord intersection. 
Because of the change in the load transfer mechanism, theoretically, the effective load 
acting on the chord of a fully grouted joint can be reduced by half, compared to the 
corresponding as-welded joint under the same IPB moment. This is therefore lead to the 
substantial increase in the joint strength, which has been observed. 
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Chapter 5 NEW ANALYTICAL MODELS FOR FULLY 
GROUTED JOINTS 
5.1 Introduction 
As discussed in Chapter 4, the presence of the infilled grout in the chord changes the 
failure mechanism of a fully grouted joint. Consequently the ultimate strength of the fully 
grouted joint can be significantly improved under the specified loading cases.  
For a fully grouted specimen under brace axial compression, a joint failure cannot happen 
and the brace member capacity governs. Thus the failure model of a fully grouted joint 
under brace axial compression is not of interest here and will not be further discussed. 
For a fully grouted joint under brace axial tension or IPB moments, the joint failure still 
governs. However, the failure of a fully grouted joint shows some distinctive 
characteristics from an as-welded joint. The traditional analytical failure models for as-
welded joints, on the basis of which most current design codes have been formed, cannot 
represent these new characteristics and hence lead to significant under-estimation of the 
ultimate strength of the fully grouted joint. As a result, new analytical failure models 
need to be developed for fully grouted joint so that its new characteristics can be properly 
represented and an appropriate basis can be formed for the development of design codes 
regarding to the ultimate strength of fully grouted joints. 
In this chapter, based on the findings from the current experimental investigations and 
also with references to previous research publications, two new analytical failure models 
are developed for the fully grouted joint subjected to axial tensile loading and in-plane 
bending respectively. The predictions based on these new analytical models are then 
compared with the available test results. 
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5.2 Analytical failure model for a fully grouted X-joint subjected to 
axial tensile loading 
In this section, the failure mechanism of fully grouted X-joint subjected to axial tensile 
loading is summarized. The current failure models for as-welded joints are reviewed. A 
new analytical failure model is then proposed. Afterwards, the comparisons between the 
predictions based on the new failure model and the available test data are made.  
As mentioned earlier, all the fully grouted specimens under brace axial tension have 
failed by the crack initiation and propagation in the saddle points and the recorded 
maximum loads always corresponded to the crack propagation. The analytical model 
discussed here is based on the ultimate state of the joints during tests. The joint strength 
based on this failure model is consequently related to the maximum load recorded during 
the tests. As a result, only Pmax indicated in Table 4-2 are referred in this chapter. 
5.2.1 Summary of the failure mechanism  
As discussed in Chapter 4, the fully grouted joints show some distinctive features during 
their failures under brace axial tension. These new features are summarized in several 
aspects as follows. 
Limited magnitude in chord deformation 
The magnitude of the chord deformation of a fully grouted joint is very limited as 
compared to the corresponding as-welded joint. In the present experimental investigation, 
the maximum chord deformation at the failure of the as-welded specimens ranges from 
10% to 20% of the corresponding chord diameters, while the maximum chord 
deformation at failure of fully grouted joints is around 3% of the corresponding chord 
diameters. 
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High localization of chord deformation 
The chord deformed shape of an as-welded joint is quite different from that of a fully 
grouted joint. The deformation of an as-welded joint is evenly distributed along the whole 
chord in a way that the chord deformation reaches the maximum in the crown position 
and declined smoothly along the chord axis towards the ends (Figure 5-1, see Figure 4-14 
and Figure 4-19 for the experimental photos). Because of the way it deforms, for an as-
welded joint, the difference between the chord deformation at two adjacent points aligned 
along the chord axis in the vicinity of joint are neglectable as long as these two points are 
not too faraway with each other (within 5-10 cm). Consequently, there is almost no 
change in the local dihedral angles between the brace and the chord surface along the 
brace-to-chord intersection before and after the failure (Figure 5-1), which have been 
observed in the photos of all the cut-outs of as-welded specimens in Chapter 4 (see 
Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-19). On the other hand, due the constraints from the in-filled 
grout,  the chord deformation of a fully grouted joint is highly localized in the immediate 
vicinity of the brace-to-chord intersection and other than this small region, there is almost 
no deformation at all (Figure 5-2, see Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-19 for the experimental 
photos). The chord deformation still peaks at the crown points in this case but 
degenerates close to zero in a very short distance away from the brace-to-chord 
intersection. Although the magnitude of the chord deformation of a grouted joint is much 
smaller than that of the corresponding as-welded joint at failure, the significant change of 
the chord deformation within a very short distance near the brace-to-chord intersection 
leads to a significant increase in the local dihedral angle after the fully grouted joint is 
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loaded, as illustrated in Figure 5-2 (also see Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-19 for the 
experimental photos).  
 
 
Figure 5-1 Deformation pattern of as-welded X-joints at failure  
 
 
Figure 5-2 Deformation pattern of fully grouted X-joints at failure  
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Significant yielding on the chord surface near the vicinity of the brace-to-chord 
intersections 
 
           
 
 
     
(a) As-welded joint                                      (b) Fully grouted joint 
Figure 5-3 Chord plastification of joints 
 
Corresponding to the highly localized chord deformation, the chord plastification of a 
fully grouted joint is also concentrated in a very limited region, which is quite different 
from an as-welded joint. For an as-welded joint, associated with its large deformation, 
yielding occurs all over the chord during at the ultimate load, especially in the area 
between the saddle points, as illustrated in Figure 5-3a. Although all the as-welded 
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specimens have failed by the crack initiation and propagation which extends along the 
brace-to-chord intersection, yielding on the chord surface near the brace-to-chord 
intersection is minimal as demonstrated in Figure 5-3a (This is also shown with more 
details in Figure 4-19). Since shear stresses acted in the direction normal to the chord 
surface while tensile stresses act along the chord surface, this suggests that the tensile 
stress related to the membrane action in the chord is relatively small while punching 
shear is dominant and causes the crack propagation in an as-welded joint. In contrast, for 
a fully grouted joint, yielding only happens in a narrow band along the brace-to-chord 
intersection as illustrated in Figure 5-3b and leads to significant chord surface 
plastification here, which suggests intense tensile stresses acting on the chord surface. 
Evenly distributed elastic stresses in braces 
As discussed in Section 4.2.3, for an as-welded joint, most of the brace loads are 
transferred near the saddles of the braces and consequently the stresses in the chord 
highly concentrate near the saddle points, as illustrated in Figure 5-4a (also see Figure 
4-31 and Figure 4-32). For a fully grouted joint, on the other hand, the brace loads are 
transferred relatively evenly along the brace-to-chord intersection and the stresses in the 
braces are distributed quite evenly in the brace cross section, as illustrated in Figure 5-4b 
(also see Figure 4-31 and Figure 4-32). The stresses in the chord still concentrate near the 
saddle points, but the concentration is very much relieved, compared to the corresponding 
as-welded joint (see Figure 4-33 and Figure 4-34).   
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 (a) As-welded X-joint                                        (b) Fully grouted X-joint 
Figure 5-4 Elastic stress distribution in an X-joint 
 
Crack orientation normal to brace axis 
In addition, there is also a difference between the crack orientations. For both as-welded 
and fully grouted joints, cracks initiate at the saddle points. However, after the crack 
initialization, cracks extends along the brace-to-chord intersection in the as-welded joint 
case (see Figure 4-17 and Figure 4-21), while for a fully grouted joint, a crack always 
extends in the direction normal to the brace axis (see Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-22). Since 
in the direction normal to the brace axis, the axial brace load is transferred mainly 
through the membrane action, while along the brace-to-chord intersection the load is 
transferred through the punching shear action, the crack initiation in a fully grouted joint 
is related to the tensile strength of the chord material while the crack initiation in an as-
welded joint corresponds to the shear strength of the chord material. This has been 
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The differences between the failure patterns of an as-welded joints and a fully grouted 
joint imply that the analytical models adopted for as-welded joints may not be applicable 
to fully grouted joints any more. 
5.2.2 Review of Analytical models for as-welded joints 
As mentioned in Section 2.2, there are two major analytical models that have been widely 
used as bases for various design formulae for as-welded joints, namely, the ring model 
and the punching shear model. These two models are reviewed here and compared with 
the failure mechanism of fully grouted joints. 
5.2.2.1 Ring model 
In the ring model, most of the brace loads are assumed to be transferred through a certain 
length along the chord (2.5D0 to 3D0) and several plastic hinges have to be formed at 
certain positions in the chord cross section so that a collapse mechanism is possible, as 
shown in Figure 5-5a. For an as-welded joint, these assumptions are quite reasonable and 
also match the phenomena observed during the tests. However, for a fully grouted joint, 
due to the presence of the in-filled grout, the plastic hinges cannot form in the way as 
they are assumed for the ring model, as shown in Figure 5-5b. As a result, the assumed 
collapse mechanism cannot be formed and no appropriate equilibrium equation can be 
established. Besides, one of the basic assumptions in the ring model is that most of loads 
are transferred at the saddles of the brace, while the loads are transferred relatively evenly 
along the brace-to-chord intersection in a fully grouted X-joint. Thus, the ring model is 
not appropriate for a fully grouted joint. 
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                 (a) As-welded Joint                                                       (b) Fully grouted joint 
Figure 5-5 Ring model 
 
5.2.2.2 Punching shear model 
In the punching shear model, the brace loads are assumed to be transferred purely 
through the punching shear action along the brace-to-chord intersection and the full 




Figure 5-6 Punching shear model 
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In this model, the stress state with the maximum shear stress is considered to be the 











σ−σ+σ+σ=                                                                                                 (5.1) 
 
where Fy is the yield strength of the chord material, σ1 and σ2 are the  principal stresses.    
According to Mohr’s Circle, the maximum shear stress τmax and the corresponding 
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Since the full brace-to-chord intersection is considered to be effective, the maximum 
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Where Ka is the effective brace-to-chord intersection length factor and can be calculated 
according to Equation (4.6). 
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which is the classic punching shear capacity. 
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This model provides quite good prediction for the capacity of as-welded joints and the 
neglect of normal tensile stress coupled with maximum shear stress is also reasonable 
considering the phenomena as observed during the tests. 
For a fully grouted joint, the full brace-to-chord intersection perimeter effective area 
assumption is still appropriate. However, as discussed in the previous sections, the 
evidence from the experimental investigations suggests that significant tensile stress acts 
along the brace-to-chord intersection of a fully grouted joint. Thus the tensile stress 
coupled with the shear stress cannot be neglected in the fully grouted joint case. Besides, 
the early comparison between the test results and the predictions shows that the punching 
shear model significantly under-estimates the capacities of fully grouted joints. This 
suggests that the punching shear model might still be relevant but some substantial 
modifications need to be made to the original model to incorporate the new 
characteristics of a fully grouted joint. 
5.2.3 A modified punching shear model for fully grouted X-joints  
Based on the previous discussions on the characteristics of the load transfer and the 
failure mechanism of a fully grouted joint under brace axial tension, it is reasonable to 
assume that significant tensile force happens along the brace-to-chord intersection of a 
fully grouted joint and the normal stress corresponding to the tensile force cannot be 
neglected. A modified punching shear model is thus proposed for the fully grouted joint 
under brace axial tension, as shown in Figure 5-7.  
In this modified model, the full brace-to-chord intersection is still assumed to be effective. 
But the brace axial load is resisted by both the shear force Vp and the tensile force Tp. 
The critical stress state in the chord is thus represented by the one with the maximum 
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effective stress which is the combination of the maximum shear stress and the 





τ+σ=σ τ                                                                                                                (5.7) 
 
Where 
_σ  is the effective stress in the chord 
Given the assumption that the full brace-to-chord intersection is effective, the maximum 

























                                                                                       (5.8) 
 
Thus, to obtain the expressions for στ and τmax, the tensile force portion Tp and the 
punching shear force portion Vp in the resistance force along the brace-to-chord 




Figure 5-7 Modified Punching Shear Model 





Shear & normal Stress 
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.  
Figure 5-8 Calculation of Vp and Tp 
 
Imagine cutting an infinitely small slice from the brace along the brace-to-chord 
intersection perimeter at the point P, as shown in Figure 5-8. The position of P is solely 
determined by the angel ρ (0o≤ρ≤360o) and the local dihedral angle at P is Ψ =ΨP 
Thus, the tensile and the shear component of the resistance at point P can be calculated as, 
dTp=dP·cos(π-ΨP)= -dP·cosΨP 
dVp=dP·sin(π-ΨP)=dP·sinΨP                                                                                             (5.9) 
 
Where dP is the axial force acting on P and can be calculated as, 







PAnom                                       (5.10) 
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                                                                                                        (5.13) 
 
Once the values of kT and kV are determined, the maximum shear stress and the 
corresponding normal stress can be easily determined through Equation (5.8) and that 
eventually leads to the expression for the joint capacity by combing equation (5.7) and 
(5.8). 
5.2.4 New equations for the ultimate strength of fully grouted X-joints 
As discussed in Section 5.2.3, the development of the new equation for the ultimate 
strength of a fully grouted X-joint under brace axial tension depends on the calculation of 
kT and kV. According to Equation (5.13), to calculated kT and kV, the value of Ψ at any 
value of ρ under the maximum brace load needs to be determined. However, as 
mentioned earlier, the dihedral angle Ψ along the brace-to-chord intersection changes 
significantly after the grouted joint is loaded. Thus it is difficult to determine the actual 
dihedral angel along the brace-to-chord intersection at failure for a fully grouted joint. 
Alternatively, the un-deformed joint geometry is adopted to determine the distribution of 
the values of the dihedral angle Ψ along the brace-to-chord intersection for the following 
calculations. Since for a fully grouted joint, the value of the dihedral angle at any position 
along the brace-to-chord intersection before test is smaller than that at failure, the tensile 
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force portion in the resistant force will be under-estimated under such calculations. 


























Figure 5-9 Distribution of Dihedral Angle Ψ (θ=90o) 
 
The dihedral angle distributions along the brace-to-chord intersection of a tubular joint 
with any θ are provided in AWS D1.1 (AWS, 1998). Figure 5-9 shows the actual 
distribution of the values of Ψ with respect to ρ for a joint with θ=90o. Ψ cannot be 
expressed as a single function of ρ explicitly. Thus, it is difficult to conduct integrations 
directly for above equations using the actual Ψ distribution curves.  
However, for a tubular X-joint with a given geometry, the values of the dihedral angles at 
crown and saddle points are known (Ψcrown=π/2, Ψsaddle =π-cos-1β). Thus, there are two 
ways to simplify the integration procedure, which give the two different equations as 
follows: 
Equation I 
The first way to simplify the procedure is to use the dihedral angle at the saddle point to 
represent the dihedral angle anywhere else (e.g., Ψ =Ψsaddle).Thus, 
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Since the full brace-to-chord intersection is considered to be effective, the maximum 

























                                                                                      (5.15) 
 
Combining Equation (5.7) and (5.15) and let 










γπ=                                                                                                            (5.16) 
 
In Equation (5.14), as β approaching 1.0, TP→P and VP→0, while as β approaching 0, 
TP→0 and VP→P. This implies that for the joints with a large β ratio, the shear action 
tends to be cancelled out and the brace load is resisted only by the tensile force. This 
obviously over-estimates the tensile force portion in the resistance force, since for the 
joint with β =1.0, the shear resistance along the brace-to-chord intersection is still quite 
significant. Thus Equation (5.16) may provide over-estimated predictions for the capacity 
of a fully grouted joint and probably results in an upper bound for the joint capacities. 
Equation II 
The second way to simplify the integration procedure is to use a linear interpolation to 
represent the distribution of the dihedral angle between a saddle point and a crown point. 
Based on the linear distribution assumption, it can be deduced that, 






ψ=ρ=ψ ,     0 ≤ρ≤
2
π                                                                       (5.17) 
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                                                                (5.20) 
 
Combining Equation (5.7) and (5.20) and let 












                                                                                        (5.21) 
 
In Equation (5.19), as β approaching 0, TP→0 and VP→P, while as β approaching 1.0, 
TP→2P/π and VP→2P/π. This suggests that when the brace diameter approaching zero, 
the brace load is transferred purely through punching shear, which is close to the real 
scenario. When the brace diameter is close to the chord diameter, the brace load is 
resisted equally through the punching shear and the membrane action. Thus the punching 
shear portion is not neglected as in Equation (5.14). However, this formula is based on 
the un-deformed joint shape, while the dihedral angle along the brace-to-chord 
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intersection of the grouted joint increases significantly at the failure. As a result, by using 
this formula, the tensile force portion in the resistance will be under-estimated since 
larger dihedral angle results in higher tensile force portion in the resistance force. 
Consequently, equation (5.21) may provide under-estimated prediction for the capacity of 
a fully grouted joint and thus probably results in a lower bound for the joint capacities. 
Equation III 
If the actual dihedral angle values are adopted, kT and kV will need to be determined 
through numerical integration based on the dihedral angle distribution curves shown in 
Figure 5-9. Once TP and VP are determined, through the same procedure as in the two 
previous cases, it can be deduced that the capacity of a fully grouted joint under brace 












βγπ=                                                                                                        (5.22) 
 
Numerical integrations have been carried out for β=0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6 0.7, 0.8, 0.9 and 
1.0 based on Figure 5-9 and Equation (5.13). Figure 5-10 shows the distribution of the 
calculated values of kT and kV with respect to β. The capacity of a fully grouted joint thus 
can be calculated using Equation (5.22) for any β value through the interpolation between 
the calculated points. Note that the calculations here are still based on the un-deformed 
joint shape and consequently the prediction by the corresponding equation may also 
under-estimate the real joint capacity. 
Figure 5-10 also includes the calculated values of kT and kV based on the linear Ψ 
distribution assumption. The differences between the values of kT based on the actual 
dihedral angles and those on the linear distribution assumption are marginal and so does 
the value of kV.  The differences only become significant when the value of β is larger 
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than 0.9 (for kV) or 0.8 (for kT) and yet the differences are still within very limited range. 
This means that the predictions of the grouted joint capacities from equation (5.21) and 
(5.22) are close to each other. Thus the linear Ψ distribution assumption is a reasonable 
approximation to the actual distribution. Later, the comparisons between the predictions 





















Figure 5-10 Distributions of kT and kV  against β 
5.2.5 Comparisons between the test results and the predictions from proposed 
equations 
As shown in the previous section, three equations have been proposed based on the 
different assumptions on the dihedral angle distributions for the calculation of the static 
strength of a fully grouted joint.  The comparisons between the test results and the 
predictions from these equations are made in this section. To make it clear, the three 
equations have been named as follows. In addition to the proposed equations, the 
traditional punching shear equation (Equation (5.6)) is also included in the comparisons 










πγ= , Assuming Ψ =Ψsaddle 
kV- actual  Ψ distribution 
kV- Linear  Ψ distribution
 kT - actual  Ψ distribution 
  kT - Linear  Ψ distribution









































Table 5-1 summarizes the available data for full grouted X and T joints under brace axial 
tension. The test values here are presented in a non-dimensional form, with the ultimate 
load expressed as P/(FyT02).  Both the loads at the chord deformation limit (0.03D0) and 
the maximum recorded loads are included. However, other than the present test, no 
previous tests have provided the information regarding to the loads at the chord 
deformation limit. Thus, the following comparisons only use the maximum recorded 
loads. 
 
Table 5-1 Current database for X and T joints subjected to axial tensile load 
Non-dimensional 













X3GT 324 1.00 13.0 1.0 383 75.0 80.4 
X5GT 324 1.00 20.3 1.0 383 45.1 45.3 
X4GT 324 0.68 13.0 1.0 363 114.1 135.2 
X6GT 324 0.68 20.3 1.0 363 67.0 67.1 
NUS 
X7GT 457 0.71 28.6 1.0 384 91.6 94.1 
X joints 
1D 300 1.00 30.0 1.0 382 / 177.4 
1E 300 0.90 30.0 1.0 400 / 143.4 Maersk 
1F 300 0.48 30.0 1.0 400 / 65.8 
X joint 
Tebbett A12 508 0.33 26.7 1.0 241 / 37.6 T joint, with grouted pile 
Trinh A5 508 0.41 26.7 1.0 241 / 50.6 Double Skin 
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Dependency on β 
The test data for the fully grouted joints have a relatively scattered distribution of the β 
values, while the values of the γ ratios are generally concentrated in 13, 20 and 30. All 
the ultimate load data are thus grouped into three groups according to the γ ratio (13, 20 
and 30). Each group of the data has been plotted against β, together with the curves 
corresponding to the equation NF1, NF2, NF3 and PS at the specified value of γ, as 
shown in Figure 5-11. The curves corresponding to equation NF1, NF2, NF3 and PS at 
γ=40 are also presented here (Figure 5-11d) for illustration purpose, although no test data 



























































































 (c) γ=30.0                                                              (d) γ=40.0 
Figure 5-11 Non-dimension ultimate load against β 
Most of the data points are concentrated at γ =30, which is a common value in jacket 
structures. In contrast to the linear dependency on β of as-welded joints, these γ =30 
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points exhibit an obvious non-linear dependency on β. The similar trend can also be 
found for the data at other values of γ despite the inadequate number of the data points. 
The curves from all the three proposed equations (NF1, NF2 and NF3) highlight this non-
linear trend and fit all available data quite well, while the curves corresponding PS show 
a significant deviation from the data points since it represent a linear dependency on β. In 
addition, under the given geometry ranges, all the data points generally fall in the space 
between the curves corresponding to NF1 and NF2. This suggests that equation NF2 
provides a lower bound to the predictions for the capacities of the grouted joints while 
NF1 provides an upper bound, as mentioned in Section 5.2.4.  
Figure 5-11 also shows that, the differences between the predictions from the proposed 
equations and those from PS are proportional to the β values, or in other words, the lower 
the β value is, the smaller the difference is and vice versa. When the value of the β ratio is 
smaller than 0.5, the differences among all these equations are almost negligible.  
The differences among these equations come from the differences in the ways the tensile 
force portion and the punching shear force portion are determined within the resisting 
forces.  For the traditional punching shear equation PS, the tensile force portion is 
ignored all the way, while for NF1, NF2 and NF3, the tensile force portion is more or less 
included based on the different assumptions. But no matter what the assumption is, as the 
β ratio gets smaller, in all the proposed equations, the punching shear portion within the 
resistant forces become more significant and eventually dominant.  As the β ratio 
approaches zero, the tensile force portions represented in all the three proposed equations 
approach zero. Consequently the predictions from the proposed equations approach those 
from PS.  Since for a joint with low β ratio, all the three equations gives the similar 
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predictions with that from the conventional punching shear model,  NF1 would not 
provides a upper bound. Instead, all the three equations become the lower bound in this 
condition.    
A further check of the tests results revealed that, all the data points also follow the same 
trend as that in the proposed equations, or in other words, the lower the β value is, the 
smaller the deviation of the test results from the predictions by PS is. Thus, the proposed 
equations can be the representation of the real scenario. This also implies that, for a fully 
grouted joint with a small β value, the punching shear action is still dominant around the 
brace-to-chord intersection and the traditional punching shear model is applicable. On the 
other hand, the axial tensile strength enhancement of the fully grouted joint with a small β 
will be limited, since its failure mechanism is similar to the corresponding as-welded 
joint. This will be further discussed in Chapter 8. 
Furthermore, the differences between the predictions from NF2 and NF3 are very small. 
The differences only become noticeable when β >0.9 and yet still in very limited range. 
As we know, NF3 is based on the actual dihedral angel distribution from AWS D1.1 
(AWS, 1998), while NF2 is based on the linear representation of the actual distribution. 
Thus, the linear representation is a very good approximation to the actual distribution. 
Dependency on γ 
To investigate the trend of the strengths of the fully grouted joints with respect to the γ 
ratio, the available data are plotted against γ at β=1.0 and 0.7 together with the curves 
corresponding to the equation NF1, NF2,, NF3 and PS, as shown in Figure 5-12. 
The data points show a strong linear dependency on the γ ratio, which is the same as that 
for the as-welded joints. All the three proposed equations fit the existing data very well 
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and also represent the linear dependency exhibited by the data points. For the joints with 
large β value (1.0 for current case), the differences among the predictions by the different 
equations are relatively large and the test results tend to fall between the predictions from 
NF1 and NF2. For the medium β (0.7) case, the differences among the predictions by the 
different equations are relatively small. The test results still fall between the predictions 
















































 (c) β =1.0                                                                (b) β =0.7 
Figure 5-12 Non-dimension ultimate load against γ 
In conclusion, all the three proposed equations provide good prediction for the ultimate 
strength of a fully grouted joint and also can represent its dependency on the β and γ ratio 
properly. NF1 tends to give an over-estimated prediction, especially for the joint with a 
large β, which is not conservative in an engineering sense. NF3 provides a quite 
conservative and still accurate prediction. But due to the fact that there is no explicit 
formulation for this equation, the application of the equation needs numerical integration 
every time, which is quite tedious and not suitable for daily engineering applications. On 
the other hand, NF2 provides an accurate yet still conservative prediction. The explicit 
and simple formulation of this equation also makes it convenient for applications. Thus, 
NF2 is recommended here as the formulation for the design of fully grouted joint under 
brace axial tensile load. Figure 5-13 illustrates the dependency of the proposed equations 
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on the β and γ ratios.  Table 5-2 and Figure 5-14 show the comparison between the 
predictions from NF2 and all the available test data, together with the comparison 
between the predictions from NF1 and the test data. NF2 provides a conservative 
prediction for all the fully grouted joints with tolerable errors, while NF1 tends to slightly 
overestimate the joint strength.  If more test data available in the future, NF2 may be 
further refined to better represent the additional information. In Chapter 8, NF2 is further 
verified by FEM parametric analyses. 
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(a)Comparisons with NF1                                                (b) Comparisons with NF2 
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(P/FyT02)  NF1/Test NF2/Test 
324 1.00 13.0 1.0 383 80.4 1.19 0.93 
324 1.00 20.3 1.0 383 45.3 0.89 0.79 
324 0.68 13.0 1.0 363 135.2 1.08 0.85 
324 0.68 20.3 1.0 363 67.1 0.94 0.83 
NUS 
457 0.71 28.6 1.0 384 94.1 1.01 0.89 
300 1.00 30.0 1.0 382 177.4 1.24 0.97 
300 0.90 30.0 1.0 400 143.4 1.12 0.89 Maersk 
300 0.48 30.0 1.0 400 65.8 0.88 0.83 
Tebbett 508 0.33 26.7 1.0 241 37.6 0.88 0.86 
Trinh 508 0.41 26.7 1.0 241 50.6 0.83 0.80 
Mean 1.01 0.86 
Standard deviation 0.14 0.06 
 
 
5.3 Analytical failure model for the fully grouted joint subjected to IPB 
In this section, the failure mechanism of a fully grouted X-joint under in-plane bending 
(IPB) moments is presented. The failure models for as-welded joints are reviewed. A new 
analytical failure model is proposed. The comparisons between predictions from the new 
failure model and the available test data are then made.  
5.3.1 Summary of the failure mechanism of fully grouted X-joints subjected 
to IPB 
As discussed in the last chapter, the presence of the infilled grout changed the failure 
mechanism of a fully grouted X-joint subjected to IPB. A fully grouted X-joint under IPB 
moments displays some distinctive features during its failure, as compared to the 
corresponding as-welded joint. The two key features are summarized below. 
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Shifting of the centre of rotation 
For an as-welded X-joint under IPB moments, the chord wall deforms inward at the 
compression side and outward at the tension sides, which is observed in Figure 4-43. 
Accordingly, the center of rotation of the brace is aligned with the brace axis, as 
illustrated in Figure 5-15a. For a full grouted X-joint, on the other hand, the inward 
deformation of the chord wall is prevented by the high strength infilled grout and the 
chord can only deform outward, which results in a deformation shape illustrated in Figure 
5-15b. Thus, the center of the rotation of the brace for a fully grouted joint subjected to 
IPB is shifted by half the brace outer diameter, from the brace axis to the compression 
face of the brace, as indicated in Figure 5-15b. 
Crack




(a) As-welded X-joint                          (b) Fully grouted X-joint 
Figure 5-15 Shifting of rotation center  
Center of rotation
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Change in the stress distribution along the brace-to-chord intersection 
The IPB moment in the brace results in both compressive and tensile forces acting on the 
chord. For an as-welded joint, associated with its deformation shape, both the 
compressive and the tensile forces are resisted by the chord. This results in a symmetric 
stress distribution with respect to the center of the rotation in the chord, as shown in 
Figure 5-16a (also see Figure 4-48 for the test results). One half of the brace-to-chord 
intersection is under compression while the other half under tension.  
For a fully grouted X-joint under the IPB moments, since the chord can only deform 
outward, only the tensile force introduced by the IPB moment is resisted by the chord and 
the whole joint region is under tension as illustrated in Figure 5-16b (also see Figure 4-48 
for the test results). As for the compressive force caused by the IPB moment, the infilled 
grout under the compression face of the brace provides enough resistance because of the 
extra high compressive strength. 
 
 
 (a) As-welded X-joint                                            (b) Fully grouted X-joint 




Compression  Compression 
Tension Tension 
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5.3.2 New analytical failure model for fully grouted X-joint subjected to IPB 
As summarized above, the failure mechanism of a fully grouted X-joint subjected to IPB 
is distinct from that of an as-welded joint. The comparison between the test results and 
predictions from the selected codes in Chapter 4 also shows that all the available design 
equations significantly under-estimate the ultimate strength of a fully grouted X-joint 
under IPB moments. Thus, a new analytical failure model for the fully grouted joint 
subjected to IPB needs to be developed to include its new features during the failure 
properly. 
The punching shear model has been widely used as the basis for the evaluation of the 
ultimate strength of an as-welded joint under bending moments. Similar to the punching 
shear model subjected to axial loading, the full brace-to-chord intersection is considered 
to be effective. Besides, punching shear is assumed to be governing along the brace-to-
chord intersection.  
 
 
(a) First yield                                                                             (b) full plastic 
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Generally, two stress states are considered for the evaluation. One corresponds to the 
state when the maximum shear stress just reaches the shear strength of the chord material 
and the corresponding moment is referred as the first yielding moment My as shown in 
Figure 5-17a. The other one corresponds to the state when the full punching shear area 
reaches the shear strength of the chord material and the corresponding bending moment is 
referred as the plastic moment Mp as shown in Figure 5-17b. 
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Where Ka is the effective brace-to-chord intersection length factor and can be calculated 
according to Equation  (4.6). 
The new analytical failure model for a fully grouted X-joint is still based on the above 
model. The assumptions of the fully effective brace-to-chord intersection and the 
punching shear governing conditions are still adopted. However, as discussed before, the 
stress distribution in a fully grouted joint along the brace-to-chord intersection under IPB 
moments is quite different from that in an as-welded joint. A more appropriate 
representation of the stress distribution in the fully grouted joint is illustrated in Figure 
5-18. 
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Figure 5-18 Stress distributions in punching model under IPB for fully grouted X-joint 
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A comparison between Equation (5.23) and (5.24) shows that, by assuming the new stress 
distribution shown in Figure 5-18, an improvement of 50% is achieved for both the first 
yield moment and the full plastic moment. 
5.3.3 Comparisons between the test results and the predictions from the 
proposed equations 
As shown in Section 5.3.2, the development of the new analytical failure model for a 
fully grouted X-joint subjected to IPB leads to a significant improvement in the 
theoretical joint strength. To verify the validity of the proposed failure model and the 









φ   φ=90o
  φ=0 dA=0.5d·T0·dφ
τ=0.5d·sinφ
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and the available test data have been made in this section. Since only the ultimate loads 
of the joints are of interests in the present investigation and most of the available test data 
only provide the maximum recorded loads, which correspond to Mp, the comparisons 
here are only made between the test maximum moments and Mp.   
Although Equation (5.24) is developed based on the failure mechanism of a X-joint 
subjected to IPB, considering the similarities between the IPB condition and the out-of-
plane bending (OPB) condition, the same equation are also evaluated by the test data of 
the fully grouted X-joints subjected to OPB. Besides, several test results for T-joints are 
also included. 
All the available test data for the fully grouted joints subjected to IPB are summarized in 
Table 5-3 while the data for OPB in Table 5-4. The recorded bending moments have been 
normalized by dT02Fy in the tables. 
Similar to the present test arrangement, all the previous tests have generated bending 
moments in the braces by applying a transverse load at the end of the brace or the chord. 
As a result, the bending moment is linearly distributed along the brace axis instead of 
uniform distribution along the braces in these cases, as illustrated in Figure 4-45. Thus 
there is a difference between the moment at the chord-brace center-line intersection (C.L.) 
and that at the chord-brace surface intersection (C.S.).  
In offshore structures, the brace length is generally much longer than the chord diameter 
and thus the difference between the moment at the C.L. and the C.S. is normally 
ignorable. In the experimental investigations, however, the length of a brace is often 
limited by the test rig size. Consequently, the difference between the moment at the C.L. 
and the C.S. can be quite significant if the loading arm is too short, as shown in Table 5-3, 
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where both the moments at the C.L. and the C.S. are presented. Since the proposed 
equation is based on the stress state at the chord surface, the moment at the chord surface 
is more relevant for the comparisons. Besides, the moment at the C.L. is just a 
hypothetical value while the moment at the chord surface (C.S.) reflects the actual 
moment resisted by the joint. Hence, here and hereafter, the moment at the chord surface 
(C.S.) is adopted for the comparison. 
In Table 5-3 and Table 5-4, the failure modes associated the maximum bending moments 
are also specified and these failure modes include, 
 
FAS: Fracture in chord at saddle 
FAC: Fracture in chord at crown 
BLB: Brace local buckling 
LT: Reaching test rig capacity 
 
Table 5-3 Current database for the ultimate load of X- and T-joints subjected to IPB 
Maximum Moment 
(Mmax/dT02Fy) Ref. Specimen designation 
D0 
(mm) 
β γ τ 
Fy 
(MPa) 
At C.L At C.S 
Failure mode 
X1-G 508 0.8 16.8 1.4 334 34.3 29.6 FAC NUS 
(X-) X2-G 406 1.00 9.5 1.0 316 24.7 21.9 FAC 
DT4 406 0.41 20.3 1.0 334 17.3 13.9 BLB 
DT5 406 0.67 20.3 1.0 335 29.2 25.4 BLB 
DT6 406 1.00 20.3 1.0 335 45.1 41.0 BLB 
MSL 
(X-) 
DT9 406 1.00 25.7 1.0 334 47.8 43.4 BLB 
A18 508 0.33 26.7 1.0 241 28.1 18.7 FAC Tebbett 
(T-) A20 508 0.33 26.7 1.0 242 25.9 16.6 FAC 
Trinh 
(T-) 
C1 508 0.41 26.7 1.0 241 28.7 19.0 FAC 
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Table 5-4 Current database for the ultimate load of X- and T-joints subjected to OPB 
Maximum Moment 
(Mmax/dT02Fy) Ref. Specimen designation 
D0 
(mm) 
β γ τ 
Fy 
(MPa) 
At C.L At C.S 
Failure mode 
DT2 406 0.67 12.70 1.0 334 17.3 13.9 FAS 
DT3 406 1.00 12.70 1.0 335 29.2 25.4 LT MSL 
(X-) 
DT8 406 0.67 25.72 1.0 335 45.1 41.0 FAS 
T1 406 0.41 12.70 1.0 359 9.8 7.9 FAS 
T3 406 1.00 12.70 1.0 359 24.7 22.5 LT 
T5 406 0.67 20.32 1.0 335 27.3 23.8 FAS 
T7 406 0.41 25.72 1.0 332 18.1 14.6 FAS 
MSL 
(T-) 
T9 406 1.00 25.72 1.0 332 60.9 55.3 BLB 
 
Equation (5.24) leads to a linear dependency of the ultimate strength Mp on both the β 
and the γ ratios. The test data are plotted against β and γ respectively to observe the 
trends.  
Dependency on β 
Figure 5-19 plots the maximum non-dimensional bending moment against the β ratio for 
both the IPB and OPB data. Both the equations for Mp based on the traditional punching 
shear model and the new failure model are included in those plots with the former 
referred as PSM and the latter as NM. 
Both the IPB and OPB data show linear dependency on β. The curves corresponding to 
NM catch the trends with respect to β exhibited by the test data at the different γ ratios, 
while the PSM significantly under-estimates the strength of the joints. The accurate 
expression for Ka is adopted here for the calculation of PSM and NM. Since Ka is 
depending on β, the curves corresponding to PSM and NM show some non-linearity. 
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γ=20                                                                        γ=26 
Figure 5-19 Maximum bending moment against β 
 
Dependency on γ 
Figure 5-20 plots the maximum non-dimensional bending moment against the γ ratio for 
both the IPB and OPB data. Both the equations for Mp based on the traditional punching 
shear model and the new failure model are included in those plots. 
Both the IPB and OPB data show linear dependency on γ at the different β ratios. The 
curves corresponding to NM catch the trends display by the test data quite well while the 
PSM significant under-estimates the ultimate strength of the joints. 




















































































β=0.67                                                               β=1.0 
Figure 5-20 Maximum bending moment against γ 
 
Figure 5-21 illustrates the dependency of the proposed strength equation on the β and γ 
ratios. To investigate the accuracy of the predictions based on NM, Table 5-5 and Table 
5-6 compare the test strengths of the fully grouted joints with the predictions from NM 
for the IPB and OPB cases respectively. Figure 5-22 plot all the test data against the 
predictions. 
For both the IPB and OPB conditions, the predictions from the proposed equation match 
the test values quite well in general. For the IPB case, for all the four tests governed by 
joint failures (denoted as FAC), the proposed equation provides conservative and 
acceptable predictions with maximum error of 14%. The four IPB tests reported by MSL 
(1997) all failed by brace local buckling (BLB) because the braces of their specimens 
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were not specially strengthened as the author has did.  Since the proposed equation is 
based the ultimate state of joint failure, for the four MSL tests, the proposed equation 
over-estimates the strength of the joint.  Thus, the proposed equation should be with used 
in conjunction with the brace member capacity calculations. 
For the OPB case, although in an average sense, the proposed equation still could provide 
acceptable precisions, for certain joint the proposed equation could over-estimate the 
joint strength significantly (up to 26% according to current data base). This is because 
that the proposed the equation is based on the ultimate stress stage of IPB conditions, 
while there are still some differences between the stress states IPB and OPB conditions 
despite their similarities.  Thus for the OPB case, the proposed equation should be used in 
conjunction with present API formula to get a conservative prediction. 
In summary, the proposed failure model can represent the key features of the failure 
mechanism of a fully grouted X-joint subjected to bending moments and the design 
equation based on the proposed failure model can provide predictions for the ultimate 
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508 0.8 16.8 1.4 334 29.6 28.1 0.95 NUS 
(X-) 406 1.00 9.5 1.0 316 21.9 20.1 0.91 
406 0.41 20.3 1.0 334 13.9 15.4 1.11 
406 0.67 20.3 1.0 335 25.4 25.8 1.02 
406 1.00 20.3 1.0 335 41.0 43.0 1.05 
MSL 
(X-) 
406 1.00 25.7 1.0 334 43.4 54.5 1.26 
508 0.33 26.7 1.0 241 18.7 16.1 0.86 Tebbett 
(T-) 508 0.33 26.7 1.0 242 16.6 16.1 0.97 
Mean 1.02 
Standard deviation 0.12 
 












406 0.67 12.70 1.0 334 15.9 16.1 1.02 
406 1.00 12.70 1.0 335 21.2 26.9 1.26 MSL 
(X-) 
406 0.67 25.72 1.0 335 32.9 32.7 0.99 
406 0.41 12.70 1.0 359 7.9 9.6 1.22 
406 1.00 12.70 1.0 359 22.5 26.9 1.20 
406 0.67 20.32 1.0 335 23.8 25.8 1.09 
406 0.41 25.72 1.0 332 14.6 19.5 1.33 
MSL 
(T-) 
406 1.00 25.72 1.0 332 55.3 54.5 0.99 
Mean 1.14 
Standard deviation 0.13 
 





































IPB                                                                     OPB 
Figure 5-22  Comparison between test data and predictions 
 
5.4 Summary  
The presence of high strength infilled grout in the chord changes the load transfer and the 
failure mechanism of a fully grouted tubular X-joint under all the specified loading 
conditions. Consequently, the ultimate strength of a fully grouted joint is improved 
significantly in all cases. The previous analytical failure models based on failure 
mechanism of as-welded joints cannot represent the new features displayed by the failure 
of a fully grouted X- joint and consequently significantly under-estimate the ultimate 
strength of grouted joint.  
Based on the present and the previous experimental investigations on the static strength 
of the fully grouted X-joints subjected to brace axial loading and in-plane bending, the 
distinctive features associated with the failure of a fully grouted X-joint are identified. 
Two new analytical failure models and the associated equations are proposed for the fully 
grouted X-joints under brace axial tension and IPB moments. 
For a fully grouted X-joint subjected to brace axial tensile loading, a new failure model 
based on the previous punching shear model is proposed, with a major modification in 
taking both the shear and the tensile force components in the resistance into account. In 
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this model, the weights of the shear and tensile components are divided based the original 
dihedral angle between the chord and the brace outer surfaces along the brace-to-chord 
intersection of the joint. Three assumptions are made for the representation of the 
distribution of dihedral angles along the brace-to-chord intersection with the linear 
interpolation to be the most efficient with an adequate accuracy. A design equation has 
been developed based on this linear interpolation. The comparisons between the available 
test data and the predictions show that the proposed equations can represent the 
dependency of the ultimate strength of a fully grouted joint on the β and the γ ratios 
properly and also can provide predictions with acceptable scatter.  
For a fully grouted joint subjected to IPB, as compared to the corresponding as-welded 
joint, the change of the rotation center of the brace is noticed and the associated change in 
the stress distribution in chord is reviewed. An equation for the ultimate strength of the 
fully grouted X-joint under IPB moments is developed based on the new stress 
distribution. The validity of the equation is verified by the available data and a reasonable 
accuracy is achieved by the new equation. 
For a fully grouted X-joints subjected to OPB, considering the similarity between the IPB 
and OPB conditions, the same analytical failure model and the equation as those for the 
IPB case are adopted. The comparisons between the predictions from the equation and 
the corresponding OPB test data show that it is acceptable to use the equation developed 
based on the failure mechanism of a fully grouted joint subjected to IPB to predict the 
ultimate strength of a fully grouted joints subjected to OPB. 
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Chapter 6 THE BASES AND THE VERIFICATIONS OF THE 
FE ANALYSES 
 
The geometrical ranges and the quantities of the experimental investigations are often 
limited by the equipment capacities and the financial conditions. Although experimental 
investigations can provide strong basis for the understanding of the static behavior of 
fully grouted joints, it is impossible to carry out tests for all types of joints of interest and 
consequently it is difficult to fully understand every aspect of fully grouted joint behavior 
just based on the present and the previous test results. On the other hand, the finite 
element (FE) method proves to be an economical yet reliable research approach. 
However, to guarantee the validity of the FE results, a FE analysis must be carefully 
calibrated. In this chapter, the bases for the current FE analyses are explained in detail. A 
series of sensitivity analyses are carried out to qualify and quantify the effects of the key 
parameters on the FE analysis results. On the basis of those, a consistent procedure is 
established for the modeling and analyses of fully grouted joints, which is verified by the 
present test results. 
6.1 Numerical procedures 
For modeling and calculations, two finite element packages, MSC PATRAN and 
ABAQUS, have been used. The analyses take into account of both material and 
geometric nonlinearities. Material nonlinearities include the effects of yield strength, 
strain hardening and the failure of the material. Geometric nonlinearities include the large 
deformation through the Green strain tensor. 
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6.1.1 Modeling with PATRAN 
MSC PATRAN is an open-architecture, general purpose, 3-D mechanical computer 
aided-engineering (MCAE) software package and the acknowledged leading finite 
element modeler. MSC PATRAN’s analysis preference feature enables the user to 
customize the analysis codes (ABAQUS, ANSYS, etc.). Code-specific menus and forms 
enable the input data required for the analysis code of choice. In the present FE analyses, 
the FE models of the joints have been generated by PATRAN and the associated input 
files have been produced for ABAQUS. Due to the symmetry in both the geometry and 
the loading conditions, only one eighth of each joint needs to be created for the axial 
loading case while one quarter for the bending cases (IPB and OPB), as shown in Figure 
6-1. 
                         
(a)Axial loading                          (b) IPB                                    (c) OPB 
Figure 6-1 Typical FE Model of joints for different loading conditions 
6.1.2 Analysis with ABAQUS 
Both the calculations and the post-processing have been carried out by ABAQUS.  
ABAQUS has been chosen here because of its excellent features in nonlinear analyses, 
especially in contact analysis, which is critical in present numerical simulations. Besides, 
ABAQUS also provides ample constitutive models for the concrete material with 
adequate accuracy for the present calculations. 
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6.2 Material Properties  
6.2.1 Steel  
The yield and inelastic flow of a metal at relatively low temperature, where loading is 
relatively monotonic and creep effects are not important, can typically be described with 
the classical metal plasticity model in ABAQUS. This model, which uses standard von 
Mises yield surface with associated plastic flow and isotropic hardening definitions, has 
been adopted for the simulation of steel in present analyses. 
Steel has approximately linear elastic behavior at low strain magnitudes and thus its 
stress-strain behavior is described by the Young's or elastic modulus. At higher stress 
(and strain) magnitudes, steel begins to have nonlinear behavior and the behavior is 
described by its yield point and its post-yield hardening. The classical metal plasticity 
model approximates the smooth stress-strain behavior of the material with a series of 
straight lines joining the given data points. Any number of the points can be used to 
approximate the actual material behavior; therefore, it is possible to use a very close 
approximation of the actual material behavior. The plastic data define the true yield stress 
of the material as a function of true plastic strain.  
The engineering stress-strain curves have been obtained for all the steel tubes used by 
standard coupon tests. The true stress-strain and the corresponding plastic stress-strain 
curves for each material have also been generated based on the corresponding 
engineering stress-strain curves, as demonstrated in Figure 6-2. The details for the 
conversion are given in Appendix B. The true stress should keep increasing with 
increasing strain. However, because of the necking of the coupons resulting in the 
significant reductions of the cross section area, the true stress-strain curves are not 
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available after necking. The input data for ABAQUS have been capped at the point 
corresponding to the maximum true stress recorded. Alternatively, a power law may be 
adopted for the representation of true stress-strain curves after necking. Nevertheless, 
additional analyses show no noticeable changes with this approximation, as compared to 































Figure 6-2 Material input for steel 
6.2.2 Grout  
The material properties of the cement grout are similar to those of plain concrete and thus 
the material models for concrete in ABAQUS have been adopted for the representation of 
the grout behavior. There are three material models for concrete in ABAQUS, namely, 
the concrete smeared cracking model, the cracking model and the concrete damage 
plasticity model. The cracking model for concrete is designed for applications in which 
the behavior is dominated by tensile cracking, while in the current investigation the in-
filled grout is predominantly under compression. As for the smeared cracking model, it 
tends to introduce sudden changes in the material stiffness associated with the integration 
points and consequently lead to some convergence problems. On the other hand, the 
concrete damage plasticity model is a continuum, plasticity-based, damage model for 
concrete. It assumes that the two main failure mechanisms are tensile cracking and 
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compressive crushing of the concrete material. This model can represent the properties of 
plain concrete quite well without introducing numerical problems and thus has been 
chosen to represent the behavior of in-filled grout in present analyses. The behavior of 
the grout under the tensile and compressive loading has been defined respectively as 
shown in Figure 6-3, where σcu and σtu are the compressive strength and tensile strength 
of concrete respectively. The related grout parameters have been determined from the 
cube tests. 
 
            (a) Under compression                                                 (b) Under tension 
Figure 6-3 Material input for grout 
 
As ultra high strength cement grout has been adopted for the current investigations, the 
test results show that the in-filled grout is still intact after the tests. No crushing or 
cracking has been observed during the test. Consequently, it is reasonable to assume that 
the in-filled grout to be elastic throughout the test. In this case, the material model of the 
in-filled grout should not have much influence on the FE results. Figure 6-4 shows the 
comparisons between the FE analyses with the concrete damage plasticity model for the 
grout and those using simple elastic model for the grout. As the results show, the 
differences between the two cases are marginal. Thus, the choice of material model for 
grout is not critical in the present FE simulations, as long as elastic behavior of grout 
























Concrete model for grout


















Concrete model for grout
Elastic model for grout
 
(a) X-joint under tension                              (b) X-joint under IPB 
Figure 6-4 Comparisons between material models for grout  
6.3 Convergence analysis  
The convergence analyses have been carried out for both as-welded and fully grouted X- 
joints to determine the proper number of finite elements. Five mesh densities have been 
considered for the corresponding joints as shown in Figure 6-5. 
    
 
Figure 6-5 Mesh scheme for convergence analysis 
The results of the convergence analyses are summarized in Table 6-1 to Table 6-4 and 
Figure 6-6. As shown in the figure, the analyses for fully grouted joints subjected to IPB 
are not sensitive to the mesh density and can converge with very coarse mesh (the 
ultimate load obtained using mesh 1 and that using mesh 5 are close with a discrepancy 
less than 3%). On the other hand, the analyses for all the other cases (the as-welded joints 
subjected to all loading cases and the fully grouted joint subjected to axial loading) 
1 2 3 4
5 
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convergence at the mesh density correspond to mesh scheme 4. Besides, for all the cases, 
the differences between the results obtained with mesh 4 and that with mesh 5 are within 
1% while the CPU time for the analyses using the latter are much greater than those using 
the former. Thus, mesh scheme 4 is the most efficient and has been adopted for the 
modeling of the current numerical investigations. 
 












1 424 896 8 23.1 41 
2 842 1587 4 23.0 101 
3 1600 2802 2 22.8 295 
4 3218 5739 1 22.7 861 
5 6484 9853 0.5 22.6 2089 
 












1 232 546 8 15.7 9 
2 391 874 4 14.7 22 
3 688 1476 2 13.6 41 
4 1538 3154 1 12.8 101 
5 4663 7362 0.5 12.8 421 
 












1 212 474 8 71.8 16 
2 421 828 4 69.2 39 
3 800 1446 2 66.9 107 
4 1609 2791 1 66.3 325 
5 3242 5050 0.5 66.2 794 
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1 117 292 8 51.6 6 
2 196 461 4 48.6 9 
3 345 767 2 45.0 17 
4 770 1617 1 42.8 42 


















































                (a) IPB                                                                   (b) Axial tensile loading 
Figure 6-6 Convergence study of FE models 
 
6.4 Boundary conditions 
As indicated in Chapter 3, one of the reasons of choosing an X-joint as the basic joint 
configuration for the present investigation is because of its simple geometry and clear 
transfer load path. Consequently, the factors that would influence the FE analyses are 
minimized and the boundary conditions of the FE models are simplified. 
Only one eighth of each joint needs to be created for the axial loading case. The load is 
applied at the end of the brace in terms of uniform displacements, as shown in Figure 6-7. 
The symmetric boundary conditions with respect to XY, YZ and XZ plane have been 
applied to the three symmetry planes of the joint accordingly. 
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Figure 6-7 Boundary condition for X-join subjected to axial loading  
On the other hand, a pure bending condition is rarely applied in real tests. In practices, the in-
plane bending moment in braces are normally generated by applying axial load in the chord 
with the braces ends being restrained, as shown in Figure 6-9a, which is the approach 
adopted by the present IPB tests. For the out-of-plane bending case, the moment in the brace 
is usually generated by applying transverse load at the brace end with the movement of the 
chord being restrained, as shown in Figure 6-8b, which has been adopted in the OPB tests 
carried out by MSL (1997). 
     
(a) IPB                                                                   (b) OPB 





Z YSYMM: DY=Rx=Rz=0 
ZSYMM: Dz=Rx=Ry=0 XSYMM: Dx=Ry=Rz=0
Applied axial displacement Dx 
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For the both cases (IPB and OPB), the loading conditions and the geometry of the joints are 
symmetric with respect to two planes and thus only one quarter of each joint needs to be 
modeled. 
                   
Figure 6-9 Boundary condition for X-joint subjected to IPB  
 
For the IPB case, the joint is symmetric with respect to the x-y and y-z plane as shown in 
Figure 6-9. Consequently, the symmetric boundary conditions have been applied to these two 
planes, where Dx=Dy=Rz=0 for the x-y plane and Dy=Dz=Rx=0 for the y-z plane. Dx, Dy 
and Dz are the translations with respect to the x, y and z axis respectively while Rx, Ry and 
Rz the rotations with respect to the x, y and z axis respectively. To reproduce the hinge 
support at the two braces ends as shown Figure 6-8a, a rigid plate has been modeled at each 
brace end and a pinned boundary condition (Dy=Dz=0) has been applied to the support point 
as shown in Figure 6-9. The purpose of this rigid plate is to maintain the prismatic brace 
cross section in the nonlinear loading condition so that the boundary and loading conditions 











 x-y plane 
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plates. The presence of the rigid end plate also eases the application of boundary conditions. 
The thickness of the rigid plate equals the corresponding member thickness and the Young’s 
modulus E equals 100 times that of the brace material. The external load is applied in the 
terms of the prescribed displacements at the chord end. The global load P is taken as the 
reaction force from the analyses. 
 
           
Figure 6-10 Boundary condition for X-joint subjected to IPB  
 
For the OPB case, the joint is symmetric with respect to the x-z and the y-z plane as shown in 
Figure 6-10. Consequently, the symmetric boundary conditions have been applied to these 
two planes, where Dx=Dz=Ry=0 for x-z plane and Dy=Dz=Rx=0 for y-z plane. The load is 
also applied in terms of the transverse displacements at the end of the brace while the 
movement of chord is restrained as in the test set-up. 
The test set-up for IPB and OPB in Figure 6-8 results in shear stress in the braces and the 
chord reaction. Consequently, the joint capacity might have been reduced. On the other 
hand, in FE analysis, it is possible to apply a pure bending condition to the braces by 
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have been carried out for the pure bending conditions. Figure 6-12 shows the comparison 
between the moment-rotation curves by applying pure bending moment and those 
through applying horizontal loading at the brace ends of the fully grouted X- joints. As 
can be seen from the figure, the differences between the two loading conditions are 
marginal. Hence the effect of loading conditions is not significant for the fully grouted 
joints and the present test results for IPB and OPB are still relevant. 
 
   
 
 (a) IPB                                                    (b) OPB 







































(a) IPB (β =1, γ=20)                                          (b) OPB (β =0.4, γ=10)                             
Figure 6-12 Comparison between the loading conditions 
6.5 Contact definition 
The interface between the inner surface of a chord and the outer surface of the in-filled 
grout has been modeled using contact pairs consisting of the master and the slave 
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surfaces. Generally, the master surface is chosen as the surface of the stiffer body or as 
the surface with the coarser mesh if the two surfaces are on structures with comparable 
stiffness. However, it is the stiffness of the structure instead of the material that should be 
considered when determining the master and the slave surface. For the present analyses, 
the larger block of the in-filled grout is obviously stiffer than the steel chord wall, though 
the steel has a larger elastic modulus than the grout material. Hence, the inner surface of 
chord has been set as the slave surface and the outer surface of the grout as the master 
surface. 
The interactions between the master surface and the slave surface comprise of both the 
normal and the tangential behavior. A Hard contact has been specified to define the 
normal behavior. This means no pressure would be transferred between the contact 
surfaces before the surfaces in contact while any magnitude of pressures could be 
transferred once the surfaces in contact.  This minimizes the penetration of the slave 
nodes into the master surface and does not allow the transfer of any tensile forces. As for 
the tangential behavior, a penalty method has been adopted. The frictional force between 
the contact surfaces is thus related to the corresponding contact pressure through a 
coefficient of friction, µ. The value of µ has been chosen as 0.6 according to the data 
provided by Densit. Besides, previous research (Rabbat and Russell, 1985) also shows 
that the average effective coefficient of static friction varies between 0.57 and 0.70 for 
steel on concrete or grout.  Before any force is placed on the model, the clearance 
between the steel and the grout surfaces is zero. 
Although the shrinkage of the in-filled grout is minimized because of the adoption of the 
high strength cement grout DENSIT D4, some fine gaps have been observed between the 
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chord and the in-filled grout, as shown in Figure 6-13. Besides, even if the bonding 
between chord and grout existed somewhere, it would only work at very early stage of 
the loading procedure and should have de-bonded at the ultimate strength stage. As the 
current numerical investigation focuses on the ultimate capacity of a fully grouted joint, 
the possible bonding between the chord and the in-filled grout has been ignored and no 
cohesive force has been modeled. 
    
Figure 6-13 The gap between the chord and the in-filled grout 
 
To investigate the effect of the contact definitions, the simulations with three different 
contact conditions have been carried out for the selected specimens.  The three contact 
conditions are standard (µ=0.6), frictionless (µ=0) and rough (µ=10).  Figure 6-14 
compares the FE results under the specified contact conditions with the corresponding 
test results for both the axial tension and in plane bending cases.  
In both the bending and axial loading cases, the initial stiffness of the joint is not 
influenced by the contact conditions. In the bending case, the effect of the contact 
definition on the post yielding behavior of the joints is also not significant, with the one 
with the frictionless condition giving a slightly softer prediction as compared to the other 
two.  For the axial loading case, however, the simulations with the three contact 
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conditions show quite different post yielding behavior for the same joint. The one with 
the frictionless condition shows a much softer behavior than the other two while the one 
with the rough condition shows a slightly stiffer behavior as compared to the one with the 
standard condition.  
The rough contact condition results in the maximum frictional force between the chord 
and the in-filled grout among the three contact conditions while the frictionless condition 
results in the minimum (no frictional force at all). The resulting frictional force between 
the chord and the grout can compensate some part of the force taken by the chord itself 
and consequently reduce the chord deformation. Thus, as compared to the other contact 
conditions, the force in the chord is compensated the most in the rough condition, which 
leads to a stiffer chord behavior. No force in the chord with the frictionless condition is 
compensated, which lead to a quite soft chord behavior.  In elastic stage, since the 
stiffness of the chord is quite large and the chord deformation is small, the effect of this 
compensation is not obvious. As for the bending case, the rotation of the brace depends 
on both the chord deformation and the brace deformation, while the contact conditions 
only affect the chord deformation. Thus the effect of the contact condition in the bending 
case is less significant than that in the axial case. 
The real contact condition is between the rough and frictionless condition.  Thus, an 
appropriate µ value is critical to the present FE analyses. The value of 0.6 is within the 
range recommended by Rabbat and Russell (1985) for the coefficient of friction between 
steel and grout. Current FE analyses also show that the contact condition with µ=0.6 
match the test results very well. Hence, µ=0.6 is adopted for the current FE analyses. 








































(a) Axial tension (X7GT)                                   (b) IPB (X2G) 
Figure 6-14 Comparisons of contact conditions  
6.6 Element type 
There are a number of possibilities regarding to the choice of the element type. However, 
the welds need to be modeled with solid elements (three degrees of freedom (DOFs) per 
node) if the actual geometry of the welds need to be incorporated into the FE models. 
Thus solid elements have been adopted for the present investigation. On the other hand, 
when it comes to the choice of the solid element type, usually it would be argued that the 
20-node element to be more accurate and flexible while the adoption of the 8-node solid 
element could lead to an over rigid result. However, as compared to the 8-node element, 
the adoption of the 20-node element requires significant higher computation time as well 
as more disk spaces and is not very efficient. At the same time, fully grouted joints are 
indeed quite stiff. To investigate the effect of the solid element type on the FE results, the 
analyses with different element types have been carried out for the selected fully grouted 
joint and the results are summarized in Figure 6-15. The differences between the results 
from the FE simulations adopting the 20-node hex element and those adopting the 8-node 
hex element are marginal. Hence, the solid element type is not critical to the FE results 
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and the 8-node hex element has been adopted for the modeling of the fully grouted joints 































   (a) IPB (β=0.8, γ=16.8)                                      (b) Axial tension (β=0.7, γ=20.3) 
Figure 6-15 Comparisons of element type for fully grouted joints  
 
For as-welded joints, however, the element type shows a strong influence on the FE 
results. For joints with small γ ratios, the differences between the FE simulations using 
the different element types are still ignorable, as shown in Figure 6-16a. For joints with 
large γ ratios, on the other hand, the adoption of the 8-node hex element tends to result in 
significant over-estimated joint stiffness as well as the ultimate loads, as shown in Figure 
6-16b. Hence, to be consistent, for all the as-welded joints, the 20-node hex element has 
































   (a) Axial tension (β=0.7, γ=13.0)                                      (b) Axial tension (β=0.7, γ=20.3) 
Figure 6-16 Comparisons of element type for as-welded joints  
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6.7 Profile of welds 
The adoption of solid elements allows an accurate representation of the weld geometry, 
which follows the specification in AWS D1.1 (1998). The weld profile detail is shown in 
Figure 3-14. The weld profile is divided into three separate areas, area A, B and C 
depending on the local dihedral angle ψ, which refers to the angle between the tangential 
lines of the intersection base metal, measured in a plane perpendicular to the weld line. 
The size of the welds depends on the intersection angle between the chord and the brace 
for the different joint configurations. 
In the mesh generation process, the representation of the weld profile employed three 
selected points along the brace-to-chord intersection curve, each from the area A, area B 
and area C. The entire weld geometry was then computed based on the locations of these 
points, as demonstrated in Figure 6-17.       
                      
(a) Section B & C                                                        (a) Section A 
Figure 6-17 Welding Profile in FE model 
 
In the present study, the weld size at point A, B and C has been set to 1.5t, where t is the 
corresponding brace thickness. However, in engineering practices, for a tubular joint with 
thin chord wall, the weld size tends to be larger than the original design. To investigate 
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different weld sizes, one with the standard weld (1.5t) and the other one with the extra 
large weld (2.5t) as shown in Figure 6-18. 
                                
Figure 6-18 FE models with different weld size 
A fully grouted joint and the corresponding as-welded joint have been modeled with the 
specified weld sizes and loaded with axial tension. Figure 6-19 compares the load-
deformation curves of the joints. As the figure shows, the increase in weld size leads to 
an obvious increase of the joint capacity. If the load corresponding to the deformation 
limit of 0.03D0 is taken as the ultimate strength of a joint, for the given as-welded joint, 
an increase of the weld size will result in an increase of 7% in the ultimate strength of the 
as-welded joint, while an increase of 8% for the fully grouted joint.  Because of the 
sensitivity of the FE analysis to the weld size, in the following FE analyses, the weld 


































(a) As-welded joint (β=0.7, γ=28.6)              (b) Fully grouted joint (β=0.7, γ=28.6)           
Figure 6-19 Comparisons between FE models with different weld size 
t t
1.5t 2.5t
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6.8 Verification of FE analysis  
To verify the validity of the FE analyses based on the procedures described in the 
previous sections, numerical simulations have been carried out for all the specimens in 
the present experimental investigation. The geometric parameters and the material 
properties for these joints have been explained in detail in Chapter 3 and hence are not 
repeated here. For the OPB case, the FE analysis is verified against the published results 
for fully grouted X-joint subjected to OPB by MSL (MSL, 1997). The geometric 
parameters and the material properties of the specimen adopted here for the verification is 
shown in Table 6-5. 
Table 6-5 Parameters of the specimen for the FE verification of OPB loading case  
Yield stress (MPa) 
Designation Loading Type 
D0 
(mm) 







DT2 OPB 406 0.7 12.7 1.0 359 355 45.5 
 
The FE models for all the specimens have been created based on the corresponding 
measured dimensions. The material property inputs for the steel pipes and the infilled 
grout are based on the corresponding coupon test and cube test results. The boundary 
conditions of the FE models are based on the actual test-set up as shown in Section 6.4. 
The comparisons between the test results and the FE analyses are summarized below. 
6.8.1 Failure mechanism  
Figure 6-20 and Figure 6-21 show the deformed shapes of the selected FE models 
together with the photos taken for the corresponding specimens at failure. As the figures 
show, for both the as-welded and the fully grouted joints, the FE analyses are able to 
reproduce the same failure patterns with those of the tested specimens. Thus, it is possible 
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to generalize the characteristics of the failure mechanism of the tubular joints though 
observing the deformed shapes of FE models at the ultimate loads. 
    
                  (a) As-welded joint (X1)                                        (b) Fully grouted joint (X1-G)           
Figure 6-20 Comparisons between failure shape of FE model and corresponding specimen (IPB) 
 
       
(a) As-welded joint (X7)                                        (b) Fully grouted joint (X7-G-T)           
Figure 6-21 Comparisons between failure shape of FE model and corresponding specimen (Axial) 
6.8.2 Load-deformation curves  
Figure 6-22 and Figure 6-23 show the comparisons between the moment-brace rotation 
curves by FE analyses and those by the corresponding test for the fully grouted joints and 
the as-welded joints subjected to in-plane bending. As the figures show, the differences 
between the FE analyses and the test results are marginal for the four specimens. 
Figure 6-24 shows the comparison between the moment-brace rotation curves by FE 
analyses and that from corresponding test for the fully grouted joint and the as-welded 
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joints subject to out-of-plane bending. As the figure shows, the FE analysis based on the 


































 (a) As-welded joint (X1)                                        (b) Fully grouted joint (X1-G)           





































 (a) As-welded joint (X2)                                        (b) Fully grouted joint (X2-G)           




















Figure 6-24 Fully grouted joint (DT2) subjected to OPB (β=0.7, γ=12.7) 
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Figure 6-25 to Figure 6-29 show the comparisons between the axial load-chord 
deformation curves by the FE analyses and those from the corresponding tests for the 
fully grouted joints subject to brace axial tensile loading, as well as for the as-welded 
joints. As the figures show, the FE analyses match the test results very well for all the 
cases. The only exception is that for the as-welded joint X4, X6 and X7, the curves by FE 
analyses deviate from the recorded test curves after the points indicated as “CI”. This is 
because these joints do not collapse immediately after the crack initiations (CI), while the 
crack propagation is not included in the current FE analyses. Thus, the FE analyses can 
































(a) As-welded joint (X3)                                        (b) Fully grouted joint (X3-G-T)           































(a) As-welded joint (X4)                                        (b) Fully grouted joint (X4-G-T)           
Figure 6-26 X4 & X4-G-T subjected to axial loading (β=0.7, 12.96) 




































(a) As-welded joint (X5)                                        (b) Fully grouted joint (X5-G-T)           






























(a) As-welded joint (X6)                                        (b) Fully grouted joint (X6-G-T)           

































(a) As-welded joint (X7)                                        (b) Fully grouted joint (X7-G-T)           
Figure 6-29 X7 & X7-G-T subjected to axial loading (β=0.7, 28.56) 
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0.03D0 
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6.8.3 Ultimate strength  
Table 6-6 compares the test ultimate strength for each specimen with the corresponding 
FE prediction. The test ultimate strengths are taken as the loads corresponding to the 
crack initiations. The FE predictions are taken as the loads corresponding to the chord 
deformation when the crack initiations occur in test specimens. 
 As the table shows, the predicted ultimate strengths by FE analyses agree with the 
corresponding test ultimate strengths very well, with the maximum differences within 5%. 
Table 6-6 Comparison of ultimate strength between FE and test  
Ultimate strength 
Specimen Load type 
Test FE 
Test/FE 
X1 IPB 355kN.m 361kN.m 0.98 
X1-G IPB 914kN.m 958kN.m 0.95 
X2 IPB 769kN.m 768kN.m 1.00 
X2-G IPB 1293kN.m 1295kN.m 1.00 
DT2 OPB 425kN.m 403kN.m 1.05 
X3 Axial 4804kN 4890kN 0.98 
X3-G-T Axial 4810kN 4825kN 1.00 
X5 Axial 2834kN 2968kN 0.95 
X5-G-T Axial 3099kN 3275kN 0.95 
X4 Axial 1150kN 1149kN 1.00 
X4-G-T Axial 2713kN 2827kN 0.96 
X6 Axial 530kN 524kN 1.01 
X6-G-T Axial 1558kN 1556kN 1.00 
X7 Axial 484kN 490kN 0.99 
X7-G-T Axial 2295kN 2290kN 1.00 
Average 0.99 
Standard deviation 0.02 
 
However, since the crack propagations are not included in the current FE simulations, it 
is difficult to determine the ultimate strength of a FE model without a test reference. For 
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an as-welded joint, the strength of the joint is usually limited by its deformation and it is 
well established that the load at the chord deformation of 0.03D0 is a good representation 
of the joint strength.   
For a fully grouted joint, the chord deformation is reduced significantly by the presence 
of in-filled grout and the joint strength is controlled by crack initiation in the chord. On 
the other hand, as indicated in Chapter 4, the maximum chord deformation of a fully 
grouted joint is quite close to 0.03D0. This suggests that the load at the chord deformation 
of 0.03D0 might be an appropriate representation of the ultimate strength of a fully 
grouted joint. Table 6-7 compares the test ultimate strengths of the fully grouted joints 
and the loads at the chord deformation of 0.03D0 from the corresponding FE analyses. As 
the table shows, the loads at the chord deformation of 0.03D0 show very good correlation 
with the corresponding test ultimate strengths. Thus the load at the chord deformation of 
0.03D0 can be representative of the ultimate strength of a fully grouted joint. 
Table 6-7 Comparison between test ultimate strengths and FE predictions at deformation limit 
Ultimate strength 
Specimen  Load type 
Test  FE (0.03D0) 
Test/FE 
X1-G IPB 914kN.m 842kN.m 1.09 
X2-G IPB 1293kN.m 1227kN.m 1.05 
DT2 OPB 425kN.m 395kN.m 1.08 
X3-G-T Axial 4810kN 4794kN 1.00 
X5-G-T Axial 3099kN 3238kN 0.96 
X4-G-T Axial 2713kN 2820kN 0.96 
X6-G-T Axial 1558kN 1556kN 1.00 
X7-G-T Axial 2295kN 2218kN 1.03 
Average 1.01 
Standard deviation 0.05 
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6.9 Summary  
A systemic procedure has been established for the modeling of the fully grouted joints 
subjected to various loadings. A proper mesh density has been determined by the 
convergence analyses. The validity of the FE analyses has been verified by a series of test 
results. The effects of element types, weld sizes, contact definitions and material models 
have been discussed. The present FE analyses prove to be valid and can produce 
predictions with acceptable accuracy. In addition, the deformation limit of 0.03D0, which 
is usually applied to as-welded joints, can also be adopted for fully grouted joints. 
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Chapter 7 FE ANALYSES OF GROUTED TUBULAR 
JOINTS USING CONTINUUM DAMAGE MECHANICS 
APPROACH 
7.1 Introduction 
As discussed in Chapter 4, the present experimental investigation reveals that crack 
initiations in the chord govern the failure of the grouted joints subjected to brace bending 
or brace axial tensile loading. Previous researchers (Tebbett, 1979; MSL, 1997) also have 
reported the similar trends. However, as shown in Chapter 6, despite the high accuracy 
achieved, the conventional FE analyses based on continuum mechanics cannot represent 
the crack initiation in the chord which involves material separations and thus invalidates 
the primary assumption in continuum mechanics. Consequently, it is difficult to explicitly 
define the ultimate strength of a fully grouted joint based on the current FE analyses, 
without a reference test. 
In this chapter, a continuum damage mechanics approach is adopted for the 
representation of the crack initiation in the FE analysis of a fully grouted joint. The 
background and the bases for this approach are discussed first. A detailed procedure for 
the application of this approach and the determinations of the related parameters is then 
specified. The validity of the method is verified by the present test results in the end. 
7.2  Background to continuum damage mechanics (CDM) 
At micro-scale levels, material fracture is characterized by the nucleation, growth and 
coalescence of voids. At macro-scale levels, this process is characterized by the 
continuous deterioration of the material stiffness, often called “softening”, as shown in 
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Figure 7-1. The material response is initially linear elastic (a-b), followed by plastic 
yielding with strain hardening (b – c). Point c identifies the material state at the onset of 
softening. Beyond this point, the stress-strain response c - d is governed by the evolution 
of the degradation of the stiffness in the region of strain localization. Curve c – d’ can be 
viewed as the response that the material would have followed in the absence of softening. 
When the softening is large enough to offset the effect of material strain hardening, 
instability occurs in the shear bands, causing unstable propagation of the material defect 
or damage.  
 
Figure 7-1 Softening behavior of materials  
 
Various constitutive models (Borst, 1987; Ngo and Scordelis, 1967; Ewalds and Wanhill, 
1984) have been developed to simulate the formation of voids and cracks, such as the 
smeared crack model, the discrete crack model and fracture mechanics models. However, 
these models become inefficient when applied to a real structure or a large-scale 
laboratory structural specimen with complicated geometry and loading conditions. The 
smeared crack model introduces an instant decrease in the structural stiffness, which may 
not describe the material damage evolution and often cause numerical instabilities. As for 
the discrete crack model, a continuous modification of the topology is necessary to 
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to form at the element boundary and hence the direction of crack is mesh-dependent. The 
main problem associated with fracture mechanics is the need to assume the location and 
the size of the crack before an analysis can be performed. These assumptions can be quite 
subjective and experience based. Moreover, the general application of facture mechanics 
requires the interaction among the three modes of the crack openings and this can be 
quite complicated. 
Continuum damage mechanics (CDM) provides a phenomenological, yet rational 
approach to describe the material damage evolution caused by the fracture failure. The 
damage is treated as an internal variable that describes the state of the continuum at the 
micro scope. The macro constitutive law of the material including the damage then can 
be derived by assuming the existence of a thermodynamics potential of dissipation as a 
scalar convex function of the state variables, which is decomposed into plastic and 
damage components (Lemaitre, 1985). The fundamental assumption for the CDM method 
is that the influence of spatial correlation between defects on the effect properties of the 
continua is of second-order magnitudes, and hence, the exact micro void configuration 
within a representative volume can be disregarded. The idea of describing the damage 
process by a single variable was first proposed by Kachnov in 1958. Many researchers 
(Lemaitre, 1985; Simo and Ju, 1987; Chow and Wang, 1989) have adopted this form of 
damage variable due to its simplicity.  
The present study adopted the damage initiation, evolution and rupture criterions 
established by Lemaitre (1985). Here, the damage variable is defined as the net area of a 
unit surface cut by a given plane corrected for the presence of the existing cracks and 
cavities, as illustrated in Figure 7-2 and Equation (7.1) 




)−=                                                                                                                         (7.1) 
 
 
Figure 7-2 Damaged element (Lemaitre, 1985) 
 
In a general case, cracks and voids are oriented and Dn is a function of the direction 
vector, n. This leads to an intrinsic variable of the damage which can be a second order or 
a fourth order tensor. In the present study, an isotropic damage is assumed and the cracks 
and voids are equally distributed in all directions, as proposed by Lemaitre (1985). As a 
result, Dn does not depend on n and the damage variable becomes a scalar D.  
The effect of damage on stresses is included in CDM through the use of an effective 
stress. The strain caused by this effective stress σ~  in the undamaged material assumes the 
same value as the strain caused by the actual stress σ in the damaged material, or,  
D1
σσ~ −=                                                                                                                        (7.2) 
                           
The general constitutive equation for ductile plastic damage was proposed by Lemaitre 
(1985) as follows: 

































⎛−++=                                                              (7.3)   
                           
where K and M are the hardening parameters for the corresponding material; E refers to 
the Young’s modulus; S0 and s0 defines the material and temperature dependent 
parameters; ν denotes the Poisson’s ratio; p is the equivalent plastic strain and defined as 
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p= (2/3εp:εp)1/2,  where εp is the plastic strain tensor; σH is the hydrostatic stress and σeq is 
the Mises equivalent stress.  
By assuming that the directions of the principal stresses are constant throughout the 
damage process, which is true in most engineering applications, the stress triaxiality ratio 
(σH/σeq) is constant and hence by integrations, a simple relation between the actual value 











DD                                                                                                              (7.4)                           
 
Where Dc is the critical value of the damage at the macro crack initiation and many 
experiments (Lemaitre, 1985) have shown that normally: 0.2 < Dc < 0.8. pd and pR are the 
damage strain threshold and the fracture strain respectively, e.g., when p < pd, D = 0; and 
when p = pR, D = Dc.  
7.3 Effect of stress triaxiality 
Equation (7.4) shows that the determinations of the value pr and pd are crucial for the 
analysis incorporating CDM. However, it is difficult to measure these values through 
tests. On the other hand, the experimental results (Chaboche, 1988) on the material 
rupture indicate that the triaxiality ratio exerts a strong influence on the fracture stain as 
well as the damage stain. This is important for the grouted joint, since the experimental 
results have shown that the crack initiations in the grouted joins are not only resulted 
from the large plastic strains but also from the high level of the stress triaxiality near the 
welds. The fracture strain of the chord of a tubular joint is much lower than that obtained 
from uniaxial tension tests. Hence it is critical to define the relationship between the 
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stress triaxiality and the fracture strain properly. Generally, the fracture stain can be 







σ=ε f                                                                                                                     (7.5) 
 
Where εR is the uniaxial stain at fracture in one dimensional case. 
In addition, as suggested by Lemaitre (1985), it is physically admissible to assume that 
the dependence of pR and pd on the triaxiality is the same, which means the ratio between 
















p =→=                                                                                                                                         (7.6)                           
 
Where εd is the uniaxial damage strain threshold in one dimensional case. 

















































                                                                                         (7.7) 
 
Thus, the damage evolution equation in a general case is transferred to a one dimensional 
case through the function of the stress triaxility. Consequently, instead of the general 
stain at damage threshold and fracture, we just need to obtain the one dimensional 
damage initiation and fracture strain to carry out the analyses. These parameters can be 
easily obtained through the uniaxial tensile tests and will be further discussed in the 
following sections. Besides, some experimental results show (Wei, 1990), for mild steels, 
the values of εd, εR and Dc of are roughly 0.2, 1.0 and 0.1 respectively.  
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A lot of efforts have been put into the investigations on the relationship between the 
fracture strain and the stress triaxility. There are two models that have been widely used. 
One is the McClintock or Rice and Tracey Model (McClintock, 1968; Rice and Tracey, 























R                                                       (7.8) 
 
Where C is a constant and normally taken as 1.5 





















⎛−++=                                                       (7.9) 
 
Lemaitre (1985) showed that for the different values of Possion’s ratio, the domain of his 
models could cover that of McClintock-R.T. model and was also in accordance with the 
available test results (Mudry, 1982; Grumbach, 1972), as shown in Figure 7-3, where 
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Considering the similarities between both the models and the simplicity of the Lemaitre 
model, the latter (Lemaitre model) has been adopted for the present study. 
7.4 Damage model in ABAQUS  
The damage model for metal materials discussed in the previous sections has been 
incorporated into the current material model library of ABAQUS explicit as a progressive 
damage model. ABAQUS explicit is developed primarily for dynamic analyses, but has 
also been widely applied to quasi-static analyses. The applicability of the explicit solver 
will be discussed later. 
The progressive damage material model in ABAQUS explicit adopted the above model 
with further simplifications. The whole damage procedure is divided into two stages: the 
damage detection and the damage evolution. In the first stage, a variable ωD is defined as 











d                                                                             (7.10) 
                           
Where pd is the strain at the damage threshold and a function of both the stain rate and the 
stress triaxiality. For the present study, the effect of the stain rate is ignored and pd 
depends only on the stress triaxiality ratio. As mention early, the Lemaitre model has 
been adopted here, thus, 


































⎛−++=                                   (7.11)                           
This function is defined in ABAQUS in tabular form as shown in Figure 7-4. According 
to Equation (7.11), only the uniaxial damage strain threshold εd needs to be specified, 
which can be determined through uniaxial tensile tests as shown later. 
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Figure 7-4 pd vs. σH/σeq curve defined in ABAQUS 
 
In the damage evolution stage, the value of the equivalent plastic strain at failure, pR, 
depends on the characteristic length of the element and cannot be used as a material 
parameter for the specification of the damage evolution law. Instead, the damage 
evolution law is specified in terms of the equivalent plastic displacement. 
The strain-softening branch of the stress-strain response (cd in Figure 7-1) cannot 
represent the real physical property of the material due to the stress localization during 
the uniaxial tensile test. In addition, assuming such a physical property would introduce 
the mesh sensitivity to the numerical results. Using brittle fracture concepts, Hillerborg 
(1976) defines the energy required to open a unit area of crack, as a material parameter 
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Where, L is an internal variable and defined as the characteristic length associated with 
an integration point. For the solid elements adopted in the present study the cube root of 
the integration point volume is used for L.  
This expression also introduces the definition of the equivalent plastic displacement, u.  
This is the displacement associated with an integration point and measured from the time 
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of the damage initiation. That is, before damage initiation u= u& =0; after damage initiation, 
u is defined with the evolution equation u& =L p& . 
With this approach, the softening response after the damage initiation is then 
characterized by a stress-displacement response rather than a stress-strain response and as 
a result, the mesh dependency of the numerical results is minimized.  
Differentiation of Equation (7.4) with respect to time gives, 










−=                                                                  (7.13)   
 
where uf is the effective plastic displacement at fracture measured from the time of 
damage initiation, which is related to the critical value of Gf,  and can be treated as a 
material constant . 
The damage evolution is then linear with respect to the equivalent plastic displacement 
based on the constitutive equation for ductile plastic damage proposed by Lemaitre 
(1985). Thus only uf and the corresponding Dc need to be specified for the present 
analyses. When u=uf and D=Dc, macro crack initiation or material stiffness reaches the 
maximum degradation. An element is removed from the mesh if D reaches Dc at all the 
integration locations of this element. Instantaneous failure will occur if the plastic 
displacement at failure, uf, is specified as 0, which is similar to the case when the 
smeared crack model is adopted; however, this choice is not recommended because it 
causes a sudden drop of the stress at the material point that can lead to numerical 
instabilities. 
uf is the general effective plastic displacement at fracture and can not be determined from 
the uniaxial test. Combing Equation (7.11) and (7.12) gives:  
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Where uf0 is the corresponding one dimensional plastic displacement at fracture. Now we 
only need to specify the one dimensional plastic displacement at fracture and 
corresponding Dc, which can be determined through uniaxial tensile tests  
7.5 Study on the effect of εd , uf0 and Dc 
As discussed above, in ABAQUS, the definition of damage process reduce to the 
determinations of εd, uf0 and Dc. To investigate the effect of these parameters, a coupon 
necking problem has been studied. The geometry of the specimen is based on the 
previous coupon test carried out by the author (Choo and Chen, 2007). Due to the 
symmetry in both the loading condition and the geometry, only 1/8 of the coupon has 
been modeled and the 8-nodes 3D element (C3D8) is adopted as shown in Figure 7-5.  
The material parameters used here are: E=205 GPa, ν=0. 3 and Fy=355 MPa. 
 
                       
Figure 7-5 Three-dimensional model for a coupon specimen 
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Figure 7-6 Failure pattern of the FE model for the coupon specimen 
 
Various values of εd and uf0 have been applied to the model while Dc is assumed to be 1.0 
and the model has been loaded till failure as shown in Figure 7-6. Figure 7-7a shows the 
effect of εd on the results while Figure 7-7b shows the effect of uf0. As the figures show, 
εd determines the initiation of “softening” in the material. The effect of uf0 is observed 
only after the initiation of “softening”. A High value of uf0 is accompanied with a flat 
“softening” curve, while a low uf0 with a steep “softening” curve. This suggests that uf0 
only effect the softening path after the damage initiation.  
In the general application of the model, however, “softening” at one point does not 
necessarily lead to the “softening” of the whole structure. In many cases, it is the local 
fracture that causes “softening” of whole structure. Hence, the determinations of both εd 
and uf0 are crucial to predict the ultimate strength of a structure component.  
The effect of the value of the critical damage Dc is shown in Figure 7-8, where the values 
of εd and uf0 are fixed to 0.15 and 2.0 respectively. As the figure shows, the value of Dc 
only decides at which point fracture will occur and does not affect the damage initiation 
or the “softening” path. 





















  (a)  Effect of εd (uf0=0.2mm)                             (b) Effect of uf0 (εd =0.2)  


























Figure 7-8 Effect of Dc on the static behavior of the coupon specimen  
 
In summary, the interactions among the three parameters are neglectable and thus they 
can be assumed to be independent of each other. Each parameter only influences one 
aspect of the behavior of the corresponding material and the change of one parameter 
does no interact with the other parameters. This allows each parameter to be determined 
separately by fitting the test curves as discussed later.  
7.6 Determinations of the material constants  
In this section, the procedures for the determinations of the key parameters for the CDM 
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7.6.1 Determinations of the material constants  
In addition to the usual parameters for plasticity, three material constants are required to 
define the initiation and the evolution of the damage, e.g., one dimensional damage 
initiation stain, εd; one dimensional plastic displacement at fracture, uf0; and the 
maximum damage, Dc. The values of εd and Dc can be obtained explicitly from uniaxial 
tests by monitoring the deterioration of the elasticity modulus as the specimen is 
damaged to failure. However, this type of data is often not available. Moreover, the onset 
of necking in the coupon test destroys the uni-axial state of the stress (Yun, 1996) and 
hence it is impossible to get the real fracture strain from the nominal stress-strain curve. 
The values for the three constants are then adjusted to reproduce the experimental, 
nominal strain-stress diagram. 
Damage initiation stain εd 
Lemaitre (1985) indicates that ductile plastic damage generally begins when necking 
starts while other study reveals that the coupon specimen begins to neck when the tensile 
load reaches the maximum value during a test (Yun, 1996). Since when necking just 
starts, the stress localization is still insignificant and the uniaxial state of stress is not 
destroyed yet, it is logical to assume that the strain is still uniformly distributed across the 
coupon cross section at this moment and the corresponding measured strain could 
represent the real strain at the onset of necking.  Hence, εd is taken as the measured true 
strain at the point when the tensile load reaches the maximum value in each coupon test. 
In the present experimental investigation, three coupons have been tested for each type of 
pipe and the average value has been adopted for the corresponding pipe, as summarized 
in Table 7-2. 
True strain-stress curve 
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To start the iteration to reproduce the experimental nominal strain-stress diagram, we 
must get the whole flow curve, including the part after necking. However, because the 
onset of necking destroys the uniaxial state of the stress, it is impossible to determine a 
uniaxial true stress-strain curve relation by a standard tensile test once necking has started. 
If the nominal strain-stress curve is still used to derive the true strain-stress curve after 
necking, a wrong “softening” behavior of the true stain-stress will be observed and 
should be discarded, as the “softening” part indicated in Figure 7-9. In the present study, 
a power law has been used to represent the true stress-strain relation after necking: 
mkεσ =                                                                                                                            (7.15) 
 
Where k and m are the hardening constants determined from the known true stress-strain 
curve before the necking of each material and the determined values of k and m for each 
pipe are summarized in Table 7-2. The true strain-stress used in the present analyses is 















Figure 7-9 Illustration of true stress-strain curve adopted for analyses 
 
Dc and uf0  
Coupon tests have been carried out for all the specimens and the corresponding complete 
stress-strain diagrams have been obtained. The FE models are created for these coupon 
εd 
Necking point 
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specimens, and the true-stress curves based on the test data are applied to the models.  
The values of Dc and uf0 are assumed and varied to match the experimental nominal 




















Figure 7-10 Comparison of experimental and analytical nominal stress-strain diagram  
 
Since the value of Dc only decides when the fracture occurs while the value of uf0 only 
influences the softening path, during the iterations, the value of Dc is assumed to be 1 
first and the value of uf0 is varied to find the softening path fitting the test results the best. 
Once the value of uf0 is determined, the value of Dc is varied so that the FE model would 
fracture at the same nominal strain as that for the corresponding coupon. 
7.6.2 Effect of the element size 
As indicated early, the application of the plastic displacement instead of the plastic strain 
to the damage material model minimizes the mesh dependency of numerical results. To 
investigate the effect of the mesh density on the determinations of the damage parameters, 
additional analyses have been carried out for the FE models with different mesh sizes. 
Four mesh sizes have been adopted for the analyses, e.g., 0.75mm, 1.5mm, 3mm and 
6mm. For each FE model, the corresponding Dc and uf0 have been determined 
Rupture 
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respectively through the procedure described in 7.6.1. The determined parameters for the 
FE models with the specified element sizes are summarized in Table 7-1.  
Table 7-1 Effect of element size 
characteristic length of element  
(mm) 
0.75mm 1.5mm 3mm 6mm 
Dc 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
uf0 0.8 1.4 2 2.7 
 
As the table shows, the critical damage Dc is independent of the mesh size and also in 
accordance with the value reported by Lemaitre (1985) (0.2 to 0.8). On the other hand, 
the plastic displacement at fracture still depends on the element size. Hence, in the later 
joint analyses, the same mesh size has been adopted for the modeling of joint as that for 
the modeling of the corresponding coupon to maintain the validity of the determined 
parameters. 
The determined parameters for each circular hollow section (CHS) used are summarized 
in Table 7-2, together with the corresponding characteristic length of the element (L) 
used. These parameters are adopted for the FE analyses of the fully grouted joints 
incorporating the CDM approach.  










324*8.0 X5-G-T/X6-G-T 3 0.170 0.2 2.2 919 0.24 
324*12.5 X3-G-T/X4-G-T 3 0.152 0.2 2.0 950 0.22 
406*21.4 X2-G 3 0.150 0.2 1.9 892 0.22 
457*8.0 X7-G-T 3 0.160 0.2 2.2 949 0.23 
508*15.09 X1-G 3 0.144 0.2 2.4 893 0.26 
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7.7 Verification of FE analyses adopted CDM approach 
Two fully grouted X-joints subjected to IPB (X1-G & X2-G) and five fully grouted X-
joints subjected brace axial tensile loading (X3-G-T to X7-G-T) have been analyzed. The 
dimensions of the test specimens mentioned here are summarized in Chapter 3. The 
general assumptions regarding to the FE analyses have been discussed in precious chapter 
and thus not repeated here. A typical FE model for the present analyses is shown in 
Figure 7-11. For all the FE models, the region along the brace-to-chord intersection has 
been specially refined so that the elements in this region have the same magnitude of size 
as those in the corresponding coupon FE models.  
                                      
Figure 7-11 FE model of the grouted X-joint 
 
In each analysis, a joint is loaded till failure and the load responding to the crack 
initiation is recorded. All the joints have been failed by the crack initiation of the chord at 
the tensile side near the weld toe, which matches the experimental observations quite well 
as shown in Figure 7-12 and Figure 7-13.  
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Figure 7-12 Failure of X-joint subjected to IPB 
 
                     
Figure 7-13 Failure of X-joint subjected to brace axial loading 
 
Figure 7-14 and Figure 7-15 compare the load-deflection curves between the test results 
and the FE analyses incorporating the damage effect, while the results from the FE 
analyses without damage effects are also included. A very close correlation between the 
numerical and the test diagrams is achieved in all the cases.  
In the FE analyses adopted the CDM model, crack initiations always lead to an abrupt 
loss of the strength and thus the failure of a joint can be defined at this point in the global 
load-displacement curve. Correspondingly, the ultimate strength of the joint can be 
defined as the load at this point, which gives a very close prediction of the joint strength 
to that obtained from the test. The average difference between the predictions by FE 
analyses incorporating CDM approach and test values is less than 1%, as shown in Table 
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7-3. On the other hand, the results from the FE analyses without damage effect fail to 


































































(c) X5-G-T (β=1.0, γ=20.25, Dc=0.2)                            (d) X6-G-T (β=0.7, γ=20.25, Dc=0.2)     

















(e) X7-G-T (β=0.7, γ=28.56, Dc=0.2)                                         
Figure 7-14 Comparison of FE and experimental results (Axial loading) 







































(a) X1-G (β=0.8, γ=16.8,Dc=0.2)                                        (b) X2-G(β=1.0, γ=9.5,Dc=0.2) 
Figure 7-15 Comparison of FE and experimental results (IPB) 
 
Table 7-3 Comparison of experimental and numerical strength 
Ultimate strength 
Specimen  Load type 
Test  FE (CDM) 
Test/FE 
X1-G IPB 914kN.m 918kN.m 1.00 
X2-G IPB 1293kN.m 1342kN.m 0.96 
X3-G-T Axial 4810kN 4570kN 1.05 
X5-G-T Axial 3099kN 2809kN 1.10 
X4-G-T Axial 2713kN 277kN 6 0.98 
X6-G-T Axial 1558kN 1563kN 1.00 
X7-G-T Axial 2295kN 2392kN 0.96 
average 1.01 
Standard deviation 0.05 
 
7.8 Effect of loading rate 
Explicit analyses give the transient response of the problem analyzed. It is 
computationally inefficient for quasi-static problems if the real time is used, because the 
time needed to finish an analysis is proportional to its duration. However, it is often 
possible to scale the real time to a short time period if the response of the structure 
remains basically static. According to classical dynamics theory, when a dynamic system 
is subjected to a linearly rising load, its response can be approximately treated as static if 
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the duration of the loading stage is large compared to the natural period T of the system 
(Figure 7-16). For complex structures, this statement gives no direct advice on the exact 
time duration to use, but provides a general implication that a time duration which has 
been shown to produce a quasi-static response for one problem will be suitable for 
another with similar natural frequencies. One simple fully grouted X- joint has been 
studied using a static solver and an explicit solver with different loading durations, to 
determine the appropriate time range for the complete loading process. It shows that if 
the time period used in explicit is larger than 50T, the response of the system can be 
treated as static. In the current study, the duration of 50T then has been chose to be the 
time period for the analyses, where T is the corresponding natural period for a fully 
grouted joint.  
                                 
 (a) t=T(dynamic response)                                   (b) t=50T(static response) 
Figure 7-16 Comparison of joint response using different time duration 
 
To verify the effect of the loading rate, the total internal energy (IE) and the kinetic 
energy (KE) in the system through the analyses have been monitored for all the grouted 
joint analyses. Figure 7-17 shows the ratio of KE over IE in the whole time duration t (= 
50T) of analyses for two selected joints. As the figure shows, except for the very 
beginning of the analyses, when both KE and IE are very small, the total kinetic energy in 
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a joint is well below 1% of the total internal energy of the joint in each analysis. Hence 
















Figure 7-17 KE/IE distribution along time duration  
 
7.9 Technique to improve the calculation efficiency  
ABAQUS explicit is conditionally stable and there is a maximum stable time increment 
size limit, ∆t. Thus, the explicit procedure integrates through time using many very small 
time increments and consequently, it takes much longer time to do a quasi-static analysis 
by the explicit solver than that by the standard solver.  To improve the computational 
efficiency, the mass scaling technique, which is to increase the mass of the model 
artificially, has been adopted in the present study.  






≤                                                                                                     (7.16) 
 
Where the minimum is taken over all the elements in the mesh, L is a characteristic 
length associated with an element, ρ is the density of the material in the element, and λ 
and µ are the effective Lame's constants for the material in the element 
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As Equation (7.16) shows, the stability limit is controlled by the smallest element 
dimension and the material density. Since minimum L is fixed for a given mesh, we can 
only change the density. Mass scaling is to assign an appropriate density scale factor to 
each element so that a desirable ∆t would be achieved.  As a result, the time increment 
size is increased with some artificial mass being added to the model. The current study 
shows that mass scaling could reduce the computing time significantly and some 
additional analyses also show that the effect of the additional mass is ignorable as long as 
they are relatively small compared to the applied load. 
7.10 Summary  
Based on the Lemaitre’s damage model, a simple damage initiation and evolution 
criterion is incorporated into the FE modeling. FE analyses using ABAQUS prove this 
criterion gives good predictions for the macro crack initiations in fully grouted joints. 
This approach is convenient because the effect of cracking can be added to the existing 
FE model without extensive revisions. 
Close correlation between the test and numerical analyses has been achieved and the 
failure loads of the fully grouted joints have been predicted with an average error of 1%. 
ABAQUS explicit solver can simulate the static response of structures if an appropriate 
time period is adopted. 
A consistent procedure to determine the essential parameters for the damage model in 
ABAQUS through simple uniaxial tensile tests is proposed.  
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Chapter 8 PARAMETRIC STUDY BY FINITE ELEMENT 
METHOD (FEM) 
8.1 Introduction  
The present experimental investigation provides a strong basis for the understanding of 
the static behavior of fully grouted X-joints. Besides, a series of equations have been 
developed for the design of fully grouted X-joints under different loading conditions.  
However, due to the limited number of the tests conducted by the present and previous 
experimental investigations, the following areas are identified as requiring more in-depth 
investigations. 
1. The effect of varying joint geometry. As it has been showed, the joint parameters, β 
and γ exhibit strong influences on the strength of fully grouted joints. A wider range 
of values for the two parameters needs to be investigated. 
2. Further verification of the proposed design equations.   
3. Effect of joint geometry on the improvement of joint strength. The magnitude of the 
improvements in the joint strength by injecting cement grout into the chord is affected 
by the joint parameters, β and γ. Further investigations need to be done to identify the 
relationship between the strength improvements and the joint parameters. 
4. Joint stiffness. A proper representation of the joint stiffness is crucial for frame 
analyses. A consistent representation of the characteristics of a fully grouted X-joint 
needs to be determined. 
In this chapter, a FEM parametric study is carried out for fully grouted X-joints to look 
through the aspects mentioned above. The scope and the bases for the study are 
introduced first. The findings are then summarized according to the loading type. 
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8.2 Scope of parametric study  
The scope of the study reported here is summarized in Table 8-1. Both fully grouted 
joints and the corresponding as-welded joints have been analyzed. The value of β ranges 
from 0.4 to 1.0 because 0.7 to 1.0 is the most popular ratio of β in jacket structures while 
a ratio less than 0.4 tends to lead to brace member failure instead of joint failure. As for 
the ratio of γ, the value around 30 are the most common one for the members in service, 
while those with γ ratio less than 10 are considered to be thick wall and excluded from 
the present study. Three loading types, namely, brace axial tension (tension), in plane 
bending (IPB) and out of plane bending (OPB) are included in the present study. As 
present and previous experimental investigations show that the fully grouted joints 
subjected to brace axial compressive loading are governed by brace member failures, the 
brace axial compression case is excluded from the study.  
For the material input, the average material properties obtained from all the present 
coupon tests has been adopted for the steel tubes while the nominal material properties 
for Densit D4 has been adopted for the  in-filled grout. 
 
Table 8-1 Scope of parametric study  
Variable Description Number of variations 
Joint type Fully grouted and as-welded X-joints 2 
β 0.4, 0.6,0.7,0.8, 0.9, 1.0 6 
γ 10, 20, 30, 40 4 
τ 1.0 1 
θ 90o 1 
Loading type Tension, IPB, OPB 3 
Materials for steel ASTM 106 Grade B, Fy=371MPa 1 
Material for grout  DENSIT D4, σc=200MPa 1 
Note: number of analyses =144 
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8.3 FE considerations   
The FE modeling procedure for the present study has been described in Chapter 6, with 
the CDM approach incorporated into the FE models of the fully grouted joints as 
discussed in Chapter 7. 
For the IPB and OPB loading cases, instead of the transverse load applied at the braces 
ends as adopted by  the experimental investigations, a pure bending condition has been 
applied to the joints by applying the coupled concentrated loads at the braces ends as 
shown in Figure 8-1. 
 
 
   
 
 (a) IPB                                                    (b) OPB 
Figure 8-1 Loading conditions for joints subjected to IPB and OPB 
8.4 Failure criteria  
Four potential failure criteria are considered and checked for each joint as summarized 
below. The load at the first criterion is taken as the ultimate capacity of a joint. 
• Peak Load on the load-deflection load 
If a pronounced peak is found in the load-deformation curve of a joint, the load 
corresponding to the peak is taken as the maximum load of the joint. 
• Member quash load (member failure) 
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The axial load in a tension-loaded brace may potentially reach the respective member 
squash load before joint failure for a fully grouted joint with a large β ratio. In such 
situation, the brace member squash load (given by fy*A, where fy is the yield strength of 
the brace and A the cross-sectional area of the brace member) may be first attained in the 
brace.  
In case of IPB or OPB, the moment in a brace member also may potentially reach the full 
plastic moment (given by M=fy*S, where fy is the yield strength of the brace and S the 
plastic section modulus of the brace member). 
• Chord fracture 
As the CDM approach has been adopted for the present study, it is possible to predict the 
crack initiation in the chords. 
• Chord deformation limit of 0.03D0 
Proposed first by Lu et al (1994) for the evaluation of the capacity of a joint subjected to 
brace axial loading, the chord deformation limit of 0.03D0 (D0=corresponding chord 
diameter) is commonly recognized as a proper indicator for the ultimate strength of an as-
welded tubular joint. The present experimental investigation also shows the loads 
corresponding to this limit are quite close to the maximum capacities of the fully grouted 
joints subject to all types of loading. 
8.5 Results for Axial loading  
8.5.1 Failure mechanism  
Based on the failure criteria specified in 8.4, the failure modes of the fully grouted X-
joints under brace axial tension can be categorized as follows. The details of the failure 
modes of the fully grouted joints analyzed are summarized in Table 8-2. 
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MF: brace member failure  
CF: chord fracture  
CP: chord deformation limits 
Table 8-2 Failure mode of fully grouted joint under brace axial tension 
Failure mode β 
γ 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
10 CF CF CF CF CF MF 
20 CF CF CF CF CF CP 
30 CF CF CF CF CF CP 
40 CP CP CP CP CP CP 
 
As the table shows, All the joints with a γ ratio smaller than 30 fail by crack initiation in 
the chord except for those with β=1.0. As for the joints with a γ ratio larger than 30, the 
joint failure are all governed by the deformation limit. Since most joints in service have a 
γ ratio less than 30, crack initiations in the chord is the most critical failure mode for the 
fully grouted joints subjected to brace axial tensile loading. 
In addition, all the joints with β=1.0 do not fail by chord fracture. For those with a γ ratio 
large than 10, the failure is governed by the chord deformation limit. For the one with γ = 
10, on the other hand, the brace member capacity is governing.  This suggests the failure 
mechanism of a fully grouted joint with a β ratio close to 1.0 is different from the others 
and for this type of joints, the member capacity need to be checked. 
Besides, the present experimental investigation shows that the stresses in the chord of a 
fully grouted joint are distributed relatively evenly along the brace-to-chord intersection. 
The FE analyses also show that the equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ), which can be an 
indictor of the stress level, is distributed evenly in a fully grouted joint while concentrates 
at saddles in the corresponding as-welded joint, as shown in Figure 8-2.  This means the 
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brace loads are transferred relatively evenly along the brace-to-chord intersection of a 
fully grouted joint. 
          
(a) Fully grouted joint                                         (b) As-welded joint 
 Figure 8-2 Equivalent plastic strain (PEEQ) distributions in joints 
 
8.5.2 Effect of joint parameters 
Figure 8-3 shows the distributions of the ultimate strength of the fully grouted X-joints 
against the β ratio for the different γ ratios while Figure 8-4 shows the distributions of the 
ultimate strength of the fully grouted X- joints against the γ ratio for the different β ratios. 
As the figures show, the ultimate strengths of the fully grouted joints predicted by the FE 
analyses show a non-linear dependency on the β ratio and a linear dependency on the γ 
ratio, which are consistent with the trends observed in the present experimental 
investigation as discussed in Chapter 4.  
As discussed in Chapter 5, a new analytical model has been developed for fully grouted 
X- joints and several design equations have been proposed. The curves corresponding to 
the proposed equation NF1 and NF2 (see 5.2.5 for details) are also included in Figure 8-3 
and Figure 8-4. As the figures show, both the proposed equations can catch the trend of 
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most of the FE data points fall in the space between the curve corresponding to NF1 and 
that to NF2. This suggests that NF1 provides an upper bound for the ultimate strength of 
fully grouted X- joints while NF 2 provides a lower bound. 
For the joins with γ=10, the ultimate strength of the joint by FE analyses is larger than the 
predictions by both equations, except for the one with β = 1.0, which fails by member 
failure. Since the joints with a γ ratio less than 10 are normally considered to be thick 
wall joints while the current equations are based on the behavior of the joints with a 
medium γ ratio, this suggests that the proposed equations may underestimate the strength 
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(c) γ=30                                                                    (d) γ= 40 
Figure 8-3 Joint strength against β 













































































































 (a) β=0.8                                                                   (b) β = 1.0 
Figure 8-4 Joint strength against γ 
 
8.5.3 Verification of design equations 
Figure 8-5 and Table 8-3 compare the predictions from NF1 and NF2 with all the FE data 
respectively. Both equations show good agreement with the FE results. NF1 gives better 
predictions in averages sense while NF2 gives predictions with smaller deviation. Since 
NF2 provides a conservative prediction with acceptable errors, it is recommended by 














                                                                                             (8.1) 
 
For the general case where θ<90o, only the force component perpendicular to the chord is 
considered and thus, 
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Table 8-3 Comparison between ultimate strength by proposed equations and FE analyses  
FE/Equation 
Equation  No. of data 
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(a)Comparisons with NF1                                                (b) Comparisons with NF2 
Figure 8-5 Comparison between FE data and proposed equations 
 
8.5.4 Improvements in strength compared to as-welded joints  
Figure 8-6 plots the strength enhancements of fully grouted joints (in term of the ratio 
between the ultimate strength of a grouted joint and that of the corresponding as-welded 
joint) against the β and γ ratio respectively. As the figure shows, in general, fully grouted 
joints show tremendous improvement in ultimate strength compared to the corresponding 
as-welded joints. The ultimate strength of all the fully grouted joints are improved by at 
east 100%, except for the joints with β=1.0, which are improved in strengths by around 
50%.  















































(a) with respect to γ                                        (b) with respect to β                                         
Figure 8-6 Strength enhancement variation with respect to β and γ 
 
As shown in Figure 8-6a, the strength enhancements show linear dependency on the γ 
ratio and change positively with an increasing γ ratio. This is understandable. One of the 
most noticeable outcomes of injecting the cement grout into the chord of a tubular joint is 
the significant reduction in the chord deformation, while the chord deformation of an as-
welded joint with small γ ratio is generally smaller than the one with a large γ ratio. 
Consequently, by injecting cement grout into the chord, the reduction in the chord 
deformation of a joint with a small γ ratio is smaller than that of the joint with a large γ 
ratio. Thus, for a joint with a small γ, the strength improvement due to the reduction of 
the chord deformation is smaller than that of a joint with a large γ. This suggests that as 
an approach of strengthening tubular joints, injecting grout into the chord is more 
efficient in applying to a joint with large γ ratio than applying to a joint with a small γ 
ratio. 
As Figure 8-6b shows, the trend of the strength improvements against the β ratio changes 
for different γ ratios. For the joint with a medium or small γ ratio (less than 30), the 
strength improvement reaches the maximum value between the β ratio of 0.8 and 0.6 and 
declines as the β ratio approaching either 1.0 or 0.4. For the joint with a large γ ratio (40), 
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however, the strength improvement does not decline as the β ratio approaching 0.4. 
Accordingly, in Figure 8-6a, at the large γ ratio (40), the curve corresponding to β=0.4 is 
above other curves since the maximum strength improvement of the joint with γ=40 is 
reached at β=0.4, while at the small γ ratio (10), the curve corresponding to β=0.7 is 
above the other curves since the strength improvements reach the maximum value at 
β=0.4. As a result, there is a “cross” between the curve corresponding to β=0.4 and the 
other curves in Figure 8-6a. 
For the joints with a β ratio close to 1.0, the membrane action in the chords is governing 
with or without the in-filled grout. Thus, the strengthening effect of in-filled grout is 
limited. 
For the joints with a small β ratio, on one hand, the smaller the β ratio is, the more likely 
the punching shear is governing even with the in-filled grout in the chord. On the other 
hand, the larger the γ ratio is (or the thinner the chord wall is), the more likely the 
membrane action (related to the tensile force) to be dominant.  Thus, for the joints with a 
small β ratio and medium or small γ ratio, the effect of the γ ratio can not compensate the 
effect of  the small β ratio and punching shear is still dominant after the chord is filled 
with the grout, which result in the reduction in the strength improvement when β ratio 
approaching 0.4.  For the joints with a small β ratio (0.4 in the current case) and a large γ 
ratio, the effect of the large γ ratio overcomes the effect of the small β ratio and punching 
shear is not governing, which explains why there is no reduction in the strength 
improvement as the β ratio approaching 0.4 for the joints with γ=40.  If the β ratio of the 
joint is further reduced and close to 0, punching shear will be governing again. But that is 
not a realistic case. 
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8.5.5 Representation of joint stiffness  
Accurate predictions of the static collapse and the push-over analyses of jacket structures 
become progressively important due to the increasing number of the aging platforms 
worldwide. On the other hand, the proper representation of joint behavior is crucial for 
the accuracy of a frame analysis. This section summarizes the nonlinear joint load-
deformation characteristics based on the present FE analyses for the fully grouted X-


































(a) γ=10                                                               (b) β=0.4                                         






































(a) γ=10                                                               (b) β=0.4                                         
Figure 8-8  The logarithm of load deformation characteristic of fully grouted joints 
 
The typical load deformation curves of the fully grouted joints subjected to axial tensile 
loading are shown in Figure 8-7, where both the loads and the chord deformations have 
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been normalized.  Figure 8-8 plots the logarithm of the normalized axial loads against 
those of the normalized chord deformations for the same joints. As the figure shows, the 
curves in Figure 8-8 could be represented by a bilinear model perfectly. Thus the load-
deformation characteristic of a fully grouted joint can be represented by the combination 






















P                                                                       (8.3) 
 
Where Pu is the ultimate strength of the joint and 0<c<1.0.  
As a result, the representation of the joint characteristic of a fully grouted joint subjected 
to axial tension loading is reduced to the determinations of k0, kn, n and c. 
8.5.5.1 Determination of k0 
k0 represents the initial joint stiffness and is obtained from the initial step of a FE analysis 
carried out in the present study, when the stress state in a joint remains essentially elastic. 
A curve fitting exercise has been performed for each joint for the determination of k0. The 
curve of the logarithm of normalized axial load against that of the normalized chord 









+δ=                                                                                        (8.4) 
 
The obtained k0 for all the joints are plotted against the β and γ ratio as shown in Figure 
8-9. The dependency of k0 on β and γ is determined by a regression analysis. The 
obtained formation for k0 and the statistical comparison with the corresponding FE data is 
tabulated in Table 8-4. 




























(a) Against β                                                               (b) Against γ 
Figure 8-9 Distribution of k0 
Table 8-4 Initial stiffness of fully grouted joints subjected to brace axial tensile loading 
FE/k0 







Mean Standard deviation No. of data 
Axial 349e2.083βγ0.194β+0.605 1.00 0.04 24 
 
8.5.5.2 Determination of kn and n 
kn represents the joint stiffness in plastic stage while n represents the hardening factor. 
Both parameters have been obtained from the curve of the logarithm of the normalized 
axial load against that of the normalized chord deformation. As Figure 8-8 shows, there 










+δ⋅=                                                                                    (8.5) 
 
A curve fitting exercise is performed for each joint for the determination of k0 and n. The 
obtained kn for all the joints is plotted against the β and γ ratio as shown in Figure 8-10. 
The dependency of the value of n (corresponding to the slope of the curve) on β is 
neglectable and thus n is assumed to be only dependent on γ. The dependency of kn and n 
on β and γ is also determined by a regression analysis. The obtained formations for kn and 
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n as well as the corresponding statistical comparisons with the FE data are tabulated in 
Table 8-5. As the table shows, the predicted values of n show very good correlation with 




























(a) Against β                                                          (b) Against γ 
Figure 8-10 Distribution of kn 
 
Table 8-5 of kn and n for fully grouted joint subjected to brace axial tensile loading 












⎛ δ=  
Mean Standard deviation No. of data 
Axial kn =6.25β1.069γ1.225 1.00 0.04 24 
Axial n=0.0044γ+0.1385 1.00 0.09 24 
 
8.5.5.3 Determination of c 
The value of c represents the end of the elastic joint behavior and the start of the plastic 
deformation. As shown in Equation (8.3), to maintain the continuity of the curve, when 
































⎛ δ=                                                             (8.6) 
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As in the present study, NF2 (see Equation (8.1)) is taken as the formulation for the 
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Where the formulations for k0, kn and n are given in Table 8-4 and Table 8-5. 
Figure 8-11 plots the calculated c against the ratio β at different values of γ. As the 
figures show, the value of c ranges from 0.3 to 0.9 dependent on the value of β and γ. The 
value of c changes negatively with increasing β or γ, which suggests that the higher the 





















Figure 8-11 The value of c against β 
8.6 Results for IPB 
8.6.1 Failure mechanism  
Based on the failure criteria specified in 8.4, the failure modes of the fully grouted X-
joints subjected to IPB can be categorized as follows. The details of the failure modes of 
the fully grouted joins analyzed are summarized in Table 8-6 
BLB: brace local buckling  
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CF: crack initiation at the chord crown    
BLB& CF: the combination of crack initiations and brace local buckling  
                         
(a)CF                                   (b) BLB                             (c) CF & BLB 
Figure 8-12 Failure of fully grouted joint subjected to IPB 
 
Table 8-6 Failure mode of fully grouted joint subjected to IPB 
Failure mode β 
γ 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
10 CF CF CF CF CF CF 
20 CF CF CF CF CF BLB & CF 
30 CF CF CF CF BLB BLB 
40 CF CF BLB & CF BLB & CF BLB BLB 
 
As the table shows, most of the joints fail by the crack initiations at chord crowns. 
However, as the γ ratio increases, the brace local buckling tends to govern the failure of 
the joints. Some joints fail by the combination of the crack initiation of the chord and the 
brace local buckling. For this type of failure, the maximum capacity of the joint is still 
governed by the crack initiation of the chord while an obvious brace local buckling 
happens before the crack initiation without causing any reduction of the joint resistance. 
For the joints with a β ratio close to 1.0, the brace local buckling tends to govern the 
failure of the joints. For this type of failure, the brace local buckling occurs before the 
crack initiation of the chord and a pronounced peak appears in the load-deformation 
curve of the joint before the crack initiation. 
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The distribution of the failure modes shown in Table 8-6 suggests that the crack initiation 
in the chord governs the failure of the fully grouted X-joints subjected to IPB in most 
cases. However, if the γ ratio of a joint is larger than 30 or its β is close to 1.0, the brace 
member capacity will govern. 
8.6.2 Effect of joint parameters  
Figure 8-13 shows the distributions of the ultimate strengths of the fully grouted X- joints 
under IPB moments against the β ratio at different γ ratios while Figure 8-14 shows the 
distributions of the ultimate strengths of fully grouted X- joints against the γ ratio at 
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(c) γ=30                                                                    (d) γ= 40 
 
Figure 8-13 Joint strength against β 


























































(a) β=0.8                                                                   (b) β = 1.0 
Figure 8-14 Joint strength against γ 
 
The ultimate strengths of the fully grouted joints predicted by the FE analyses show a 
linear dependency on both the β ratio and the γ ratio, which is in accordance with the 
trends observed in the present experimental investigation discussed in Chapter 4.  
As discussed in Chapter 5, a new analytical model has been developed for the fully 
grouted X-joints subjected to IPB and the corresponding design equation has been 
proposed, which is referred as NM here (see Equation (5.23)). The curves corresponding 
to the equation NM are also included in Figure 8-13 and Figure 8-14. As the figures show, 
the proposed equation catches the trends of the joint strengths against the joint parameters 
displayed by the FE data very well. In addition, the curves fit the FE data with very small 
errors. 
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For joints with a β ratio close to 1.0 and a γ ratio larger than 30, the proposed equation 
tends to give an over-estimated prediction. This is because these joints tend to fail by 
brace local buckling and it is the member capacity that is governing in these cases. Hence 
for the fully grouted joints with the geometry parameters within this range, the joint 
capacity needs to be checked together with the brace member capacity. 
8.6.3 Verification of design equation  
Figure 8-15 and Table 8-7 compare the predictions from NM with all the FE data 
respectively. The proposed equation shows a good agreement with the FE results. 
Consequently, the equation is recommended by author for the design of the fully grouted 







u βγπ=                                                                                                                (8.8) 
 
Although Table 8-7 shows that in average, the predictions of Equation (8.8) are slightly 
higher (3%) than the calculated strengths by the FE analyses, an incorporation of a proper 


















Figure 8-15 Comparison between test data and proposed equations 
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Table 8-7 Comparison between ultimate strength by proposed equations and FE analyses  
FE/Equation 
Equation  No. of data 








βγπ=  24 0.97 0.07 
 
8.6.4 Improvement in strength comparing with as-welded joints  
The ultimate strength enhancements for the fully grouted joints subjected to IPB are 
summarized in Figure 8-16. The enhancement is calculated as the ratio of the ultimate 
strength of a fully grouted joint over that of the corresponding as-welded joint. As the 
figure shows, by injecting cement grouts into the chord, the ultimate strength of a tubular 
joint can be improved by 50% to 150% depending on its β and γ ratio. The strength 
enhancements are generally proportional to the γ ratio, which means that the higher the γ 
ratio is, the more efficient the approach (injecting cement grout) is for the strengthening. 
On the other hand, the effect of the β ratios on the strength enhancements is insignificant. 




































(a) with respect to γ                                        (b) with respect to β                                         
Figure 8-16 Strength enhancement variation with respect to β and γ 
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8.6.5 Representation of joint stiffness 
Similar with the axial loading cases, it is found that if the logarithm of normalized IPB 
moment (M/FydT02) is plotted against that of the joint rotation (φ , Deg.) for each joint, 
the produced curve can be perfectly represented by a bilinear model. Thus the load-
deformation characteristic of a fully grouted joint subjected to IPB is also represented by 













M                                                                          (8.9)  
 
Where Mu is the ultimate strength of the joint calculated according to Equation (8.8) and 
0<c<1.0.  
8.6.5.1 Determination of k0 
k0 represents the initial joint stiffness and is obtained from the initial step of a FE analysis 
in the present study, when the stress-state in a joint remains essentially elastic. A curve 
fitting exercise is then performed to determine the value of k0. The curve of the logarithm 
of normalized axial load against that of the normalized chord deformation is adopted for 





+φ=                                                                                          (8.10) 
 
The obtained values of k0 for all the joints are plotted against the β and the γ ratio in 
Figure 8-17. The dependency of k0 on β and γ is determined by regression analyses. The 
obtained formation for k0 and the statistical comparison with the corresponding FE data 
are tabulated in Table 8-8. 































(a) Against β                                                               (b) Against γ 
Figure 8-17 Distribution of k0 
Table 8-8 Initial stiffness for fully grouted joint subjected to IPB 
FE/k0 




Mean Standard deviation No. of data 
IPB 29.612β1.226γ0.659 1.00 0.07 24 
 
8.6.5.2 Determination of kn and n 
kn represents the joint stiffness in plastic stages while n represents the hardening factor. 
Both the parameters are obtained from the curve of the logarithm of the normalized axial 





+φ⋅=                                                                                    (8.11) 
 
A curve fitting exercise is performed for the determination of kn and n. The obtained 
value of kn for all the joints are plotted against the β and the γ ratio in Figure 8-18. 
Similar with the axial loading case, the dependency of the value of n (corresponding to 
the slope of the curve) on β is neglected and thus n is assumed to be only dependent on γ. 
The dependency of kn and n on β and γ are determined by regression analyses 
respectively. The obtained formations for kn and n as well as the corresponding statistical 
comparisons with the FE data are tabulated in Table 8-9. As the table shows, the 
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predicted values of n show a very good correlation with the FE data which proves the 






























(a) Against β                                                          (b) Against γ 
Figure 8-18 Distribution of kn 
Table 8-9 of kn and n for fully grouted joint subjected to brace axial tensile loading 







M φ=  
Mean Standard deviation No. of data 
IPB kn =2.887β1.096γ0,865 1.00 0.02 24 
IPB n=0.0033γ+0.1563 1.00 0.08 24 
 
8.6.5.3 Determination of c 
The value of c represents the end of the elastic joint behavior and the start of plastic 
deformations. As shown in Equation (8.9), to maintain the continuity of the curves, when 



















⎛=⇒φ=φ=                                                                       (8.12) 
 
As in the present study, NM (see Equation(8.8)) is taken as the formulation for the 



























⎛=== −                                                                 (8.13) 
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Where the formulations for k0, kn and n are given in Table 8-8 and Table 8-9. 
Figure 8-19 plots the calculated values of c against the β ratio at different γ ratios. As the 
figure shows, the value of c ranges from 0.4 to 0.7 depending on the value of β and γ. The 
value of c changes negatively with an increasing β ratio or γ ratio, which means that the 





















Figure 8-19 The value of c against β 
 
8.7 Results for OPB 
8.7.1 Failure mechanism  
Based on the failure criteria specified in 8.4, the failure modes of the fully grouted X-
joints subjected to OPB can be categorized as follows. The details of the failure modes of 
the fully grouted joins analyzed are summarized in Table 8-6 
CF: the crack initiation at the chord saddle 
BLB: brace local buckling  
BC: Brace collapse 
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(a)CF                                                 (b) BLB                                    (c) BC                             
Figure 8-20 Failure of fully grouted joint subjected to OPB 
 
Table 8-10 Failure mode of fully grouted joint subjected to IPB 
Failure 
mode β 
γ 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 
10 CF CF CF CF CF BC 
20 CF CF CF CF CF BLB 
30 CF CF CF CF BLB BLB 
40 CF CF CF CF BLB BLB 
 
Most joints fail by crack initiations at chord saddles, as shown in Table 8-10. However, 
as the γ ratio increases or the β ratio approaches 1.0, the brace local buckling tends to 
govern the failure of the joints. For all the joints with β=1.0, the brace member capacity is 
governing. Especially, for the one with a thick wall (γ=10), the brace collapses before the 
joint failure because the fully plastic moment is reached first in the brace. This means that 
when a fully grouted X- joint with β=1.0 is subjected to the OPB, the joint part will be 
very strong and the brace member capacity will govern. 
Since the length of the brace member in real jacket structures (normally around 35d) is 
much longer than the one used in the present FE study (3d) and these brace members are 
normally under distributed load, the bending moment in the mid span of the brace will be 
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much larger than those at the brace ends. Thus, the brace capacity governs when a fully 
grouted X-joint with a β ratio close 1.0 is subjected to OPB in real structures. 
8.7.2 Effect of joint parameters  
Figure 8-21 shows the distributions of the ultimate strength of the fully grouted X- joints 
under OPB moments against the β ratio at different γ ratios, while Figure 8-22 shows 
those against the γ ratio at different β ratios. As the figures show, the ultimate strength of 
the fully grouted joints under OPB moments predicted by the FE analyses generally show 
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(c) γ=30                                                                    (d) γ= 40 
Figure 8-21 Joint strength against β 
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(c) β=0.8                                                                   (d) β = 1.0 
Figure 8-22 Joint strength against γ 
 
As discussed in Chapter 5, a new analytical model has been developed for the fully 
grouted X-joints subjected to IPB and the corresponding design equation has been 
proposed, which is referred as NM here (see Equation (5.23)). As indicated in Chapter 5, 
although NM is developed based on the behavior of the fully grouted joints subjected to 
IPB, the comparisons with the available test data show it is also can be applied to the 
OPB loading case with acceptable accuracy. Thus the curves corresponding to the 
equation NM are also included in Figure 8-21 and Figure 8-22. As the figures show, the 
proposed equation catches the trends of the joint strengths against the joint parameters 
displayed by the FE data very well. In addition, the curves fit the FE data with very small 
errors. 
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For joints with a β ratio close to 1.0, the proposed equation tends to give over-estimated 
prediction. This is because these joints are governed by the brace failure. Hence for a 
fully grouted joint with a β ratio close to 1.0, the joint capacity needs to be checked 
together with the brace member capacity. 
8.7.3 Verification of design equation  
Figure 8-23 and Table 8-11 compare the predictions from NM with all the FE data 
respectively. The proposed equation shows very good agreement with the FE results. 
Consequently, the equation is recommended by author for the design of a fully grouted 







u βγπ=                                                                                                              (8.14) 
 



















Figure 8-23 Comparison between test data and proposed equations 
 
Table 8-11 Comparison between ultimate strength by proposed equations and FE analyses  
FE/Equation 
Equation  No. of data 








βγπ=  24 0.96 0.03 
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8.7.4 Improvement in strength comparing with as-welded joints  
The corresponding as-welded joints have been analyzed for all the fully grouted joints 
and the same failure criteria specified in 8.4 have been applied to these analyses for the 
determinations of the ultimate strengths of the joints. Figure 8-24 plots the ratio of the 
ultimate strength of a fully grouted joint over that of the corresponding as-welded joint 













































(a) with respect to γ                                        (b) with respect to β                                         
Figure 8-24 Strength enhancement variation with respect to β and γ 
 
As the figure shows, after injecting cement grout into the chord, the enhancement in the 
ultimate strength of a tubular joint subjected to OPB is tremendous. Under the given joint 
geometry range (10<γ<40, 0.4<β<1.0), after grouting, the joint strength is improved by 
50% to 600% depending on the γ and β ratio. The strength enhancements general increase 
with an increasing γ ratio, which means that grouting is more efficient for the 
strengthening of a tubular joint with a thin chord wall. The dependency of the strength 
enhancement on the β ratio is not significant for the joints with β<0.9. However, as the β 
ratio approaches 1.0, there is an obvious drop in the strength enhancements of all the 
joints, which means that the strengthening effect of in-filled grout is limited for the joints 
with a β ratio close to 1.0. Nevertheless, the ultimate strengths of the joints with β=1.0 
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are still improved by 50% to 100% compared to those of the corresponding as-welded 
joints. 
Hence, for the tubular joints subjected to OPB, injecting cement grout into the chord is an 
effective approach for strengthening, especially for a joint with a thin chord wall and 
β<1.0. 
8.7.5 Representation of joint stiffness 
Similar to the axial loading and the IPB cases, the load-deformation characteristic of a 
fully grouted joint subjected to OPB is also represented by the combination of a linear 













M                                                                         (8.15) 
  
Where Mu is the ultimate strength of the joint calculated according to Equation (8.14) and 
0<c<1.0.  
8.7.5.1 Determination of k0 
k0 represents the initial joint stiffness and is obtained from the initial step of  a FE 
analysis in the present study, when the stress-state in a joint remains essentially elastic. A 
curve fitting exercise is performed for each joint for the determination of k0. The curve of 
the logarithm of the normalized moment against that of the joint rotation is adopted for 





+φ=                                                                                          (8.16) 
 
The obtained values of k0 for all the joints are plotted against the β and γ ratio in Figure 
8-25. The dependency of k0 on β and γ is determined by regression analyses. The 
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obtained formation for k0 and the statistical comparisons with the corresponding FE data 
































(a) Against β                                                               (b) Against γ 
Figure 8-25 Distribution of k0 
 








Mean Standard deviation No. of data 
OPB 827.4exp[(β-1)(7.32-0.14γ+0.0026 γ2)+ 0.0034 γ2] 1.00 0.08 24 
 
8.7.5.2 Identification of kn and n 
kn represents the joint stiffness in plastic stages while n represents the hardening factor. 
Both parameters are obtained from the second linear part of the curve of the logarithm of 
the normalized moment against that of the joint rotation. Similar to the axial loading and 





+φ⋅=                                                                                    (8.17) 
 
A curve fitting exercise is performed for each joint for the determination of kn and n. The 
obtained values of kn for all joints are plotted against β and γ ratio in Figure 8-26. Similar 
to the axial loading and the IPB cases, the dependency of the value of n (corresponding to 
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the slope of the curve) on β is neglected and thus n is assumed to be only dependent on γ. 
The dependency of kn and n on β and γ is determined by regression analyses. The 
obtained formations for kn and n as well as the corresponding statistical comparisons with 
the FE data are tabulated in Table 8-13. As the table shows, the predicted values of n 
show very good correlation with the FE data which proves that the neglect of the 

















(a) Against β                                                          (b) Against γ 
Figure 8-26 Distribution of kn 
Table 8-13 of kn and n for fully grouted joint subjected to brace axial tensile loading 







M φ=  
Mean Standard deviation No. of data 
OPB kn =0.852e0.851βγ0,57β+0.502 1.00 0.03 24 
OPB n=0.0043γ+0.1683 1.00 0.06 24 
8.7.5.3 Determination of c 
The value of c represents the end of elastic joint behavior and the start of plastic 
deformations. As shown in Equation (8.15), to maintain the continuity of the curve, when 



















⎛=⇒φ=φ=                                                                       (8.18) 
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As in the present study, NM (see Equation (8.8)) is taken as the formulation for the 



























⎛=== −                                                                 (8.19) 
 
Where the formulations for k0, kn and n are given in Table 8-12 and Table 8-13. 
Figure 8-27 plots the calculated c against the ratio β at different γ ratios. As the figure 
shows, the value of c ranges from 0.4 to 0.7 depending on the β and the γ ratios. The 
value of c changes negatively with an increasing β or γ, which means that the higher the β 
























Figure 8-27 The value of c against β 
 
8.8 Summary  
A numerical parametric study has been conducted for the fully grouted X- joints under 
brace axial tension, IPB moments and OPB moments. For all the fully grouted joints 
β<0.9 under the three selected loading conditions, the crack initiation in the tension side 
of the chord is the dominant failure mode. For the joints with a β ratio equal to 1.0, 
however, the capacity of the brace member tends to govern. For a fully grouted X-joint 
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with β=1.0 under brace axial tension, the squash load of the brace may be reached before 
the joint failure. For a fully grouted X-joint with β=1.0 under IPB moments, the brace 
local buckling at the compression side of the brace occurs before the crack initiation in 
the chord. For a fully grouted X-joint with β =1.0 and a large γ ratio (>30) under OPB 
moments, the brace local buckling at the compression side of the brace occurs before the 
crack initiation in the chord. For a fully grouted X-joint with β=1.0 and small γ ratio 
(close to 10) under OPB moments, the brace member collapses before the joint failure. 
Four failure criteria are specified for the determination of the ultimate strength of a joint. 
All the predicted ultimate strengths of the fully grouted X-joints by the FE analyses are 
compared with the predictions by the strength formulation proposed in Chapter 5. The 
proposed strength formulations prove to be able to provide predictions with acceptable 
accuracy. 
The strength enhancements of the fully grouted joints are determined by comparing their 
ultimate strengths with those of the corresponding as-welded joints. Injecting cement 
grout into the chord proves to be able to effectively improve the static strength of a 
tubular joint under brace axial tension and OPB, with an average improvement of 300%. 
For the joints subjected to IPB, the improvement in the ultimate strength ranges from 
50% to 250%, which is also quite significant. Besides, the improvement in the strength of 
a fully grouted joint is proportional to its γ ratio under all the three loading conditions. 
This means that, as an approach of strengthening or repair, injecting cement grout into 
thin wall chords is more effective that into thick wall chords. In addition, for the joints 
with β=1.0, the strengthening effect of in-filled grout is limited compared to the other 
joints, with an improvement from 50% to 100% depending on the γ ratio.  
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The joint characteristics of the fully grouted joints under the three loading conditions are 
also summarized. The load-deformation characteristics of a fully grouted joint under the 
three loading conditions can be represented by the combination of a linear equation and a 
power law. Four parameters are identified to be critical for the representation of the joint 
characteristics. A series of regression analyses have been performed for the 
determinations of these parameters and the corresponding equations for these parameters 
have been established with acceptable errors. 
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Chapter 9 CONCLUSIONS 
9.1 Main findings  
9.1.1 Experimental investigations on the behavior of fully grouted joints 
A systemic experimental investigation has been conducted for fully grouted X-joints 
under brace axial tension, compression and in-plane bending moments. A total of 15 
large scale specimens have been tested with the maximum load applied close to 5000 kN. 
The selected specimens covers a wide geometric range for tubular joints, with 0.7<β<1.0 
and 9.5<γ<28.6. 
The test results show that the presence of the infilled grout in the chord changes the load 
transfer mechanism of an X-joint subjected to tensile loading and consequently lead to a 
unique failure mechanism for the fully grouted joint. The observed characteristics of a 
fully grouted X-joint subjected to tensile loads are summarized below: 
• The presence of the infilled grout improves the ultimate strength of a fully 
grouted joint significantly and the current design codes significantly under-
estimate the capacity of the fully grouted joint. 
• The brace axial load is evenly transferred between the braces and the chord along 
the brace-to-chord intersection of a fully grouted joint. The stress concentrations 
at the saddles of the brace are significantly reduced as compared to those for an 
as-welded joint. 
• The brace axial load is transferred between the braces and the chord through a 
combination of shear and membrane action in the chord, while the transfer across 
the chord is mainly through the membrane action in the chord. The crack 
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initiation in the chord of a fully grouted joint is mainly caused by the excessive 
membrane action in the chord. 
• The presence of the infilled grout in the chord enhances the stiffness of a fully 
grouted joint tremendously. The chord ovalisation of a fully grouted joint is 
prevented and the limited chord deformation is highly localized near the vicinity 
of the brace-to-chord intersection. 
• The highly localized chord deformation leads to a large relative deformation 
between the brace and chord. Consequently, the local dihedral angle between the 
chord and the brace outer surface along the brace-to-chord intersection increases 
significantly after the test. 
• The chord plastification of a fully grouted joint at the ultimate load is very limited 
and highly localized in the vicinity of the brace-to-chord intersection. 
• For the fully grouted joints with a large β ratio (equal to 1.0 in the present study), 
the brace member capacity governs. 
For a fully grouted joint subjected to axial compressive loading, a joint failure is not 
likely to happen even for the joint with artificially strengthened braces. The brace 
member capacity is thus governing. For the calculation of the corresponding brace 
member capacity, the joint part can be ignored and the hypothesis of a member with 
uniform cross section between constrained ends is reasonable. 
Based on the test observations and the failure shapes of the specimens, as well the local 
stress distributions along the brace-to-chord intersection of the fully grouted joints 
subjected to in-plane bending (IPB), the load transfer and failure mechanism of a fully 
grouted joint subjected to IPB can be summarized as follows: 
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The transfer of the IPB moment between the braces and the chord introduce both 
compressive and tensile forces acting on the chord. For an as-welded joint, the chord 
deformation is not restrained. Thus the chord deforms inwards at the part subjected to the 
compressive force and outwards at the part subjected to tensile force. Consequently, the 
inward chord deformations result in the joint resistance to the compressive force, while 
the outward chord deformations result in the resistance to the tensile force. For a fully 
grouted joint, on the other hand, the inward deformation of the chord wall is prevented 
and consequently the introduced compressive force is resisted by the infilled grout, which 
has a high compressive strength. Only the introduced tensile force is resisted by the chord, 
which results in the outward deformation of the chord wall. Again, the confinement from 
the infilled grout reduces the outward chord deformation significantly and also makes the 
tensile resistance evenly spread along the brace-to-chord intersection. 
Because of the changes in the load transfer mechanism, theoretically the effective load 
resisted by the chord of a fully grouted joint is reduced by half as compared to the 
corresponding as-welded joint under the same brace IPB moment. This therefore leads to 
a substantial increase in the joint strength, which has been observed. 
9.1.2 New analytical failure model 
The presence of the high strength infilled grout in the chord changes the load transfer and 
the failure mechanism of a fully grouted X-joint under the specified types of loads and 
consequently the ultimate strength of the joint is improved significantly.  The existing 
analytical failure models based on the failure mechanism of as-welded joints cannot 
represent the new features displayed by the failures of fully grouted X- joints and 
significantly under-estimate the joint strengths. Based on the present and the previous 
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experimental investigations on fully grouted X-joints under brace axial tension and 
bending moments, the distinctive features associated with the failures of fully grouted X-
joints have been identified. Two new analytical failure models and the associated 
equations are proposed for the fully grouted X-joint subjected to axial tensile loading and 
in-plane bending (IPB) respectively. 
For the fully grouted X-joints subjected to brace axial tensile loading, a new failure 
model based on the classical punching shear model is proposed, with the major 
modification in considering both the shear and tensile force components of the chord 
resistance into account. The relative weights of the shear and tensile components are 
determined based on the original dihedral angle between the chord and the brace outer 
surfaces along the brace-to-chord intersection. Three assumptions have been made for the 
representation of the distribution of dihedral angles along the brace-to-chord intersection. 
A linear interpolation has been found to be the most efficient with acceptable accuracy. 
The design equation has thus been developed based on this linear interpolation. The 
comparisons between the available test data and the predictions show that the proposed 
equation can represent the dependency of the joint strength on the β and γ ratio properly 
and also provide predictions for joint strengths within reasonable error ranges.  
For the fully grouted joints subjected to in-plane bending (IPB), the shift of the rotation 
center of the braces has been noticed and the associated changes in the stress distribution 
in the chord along the brace-to-chord intersection have been examined. The equation for 
the ultimate strength of a fully grouted X-joint under IPB moments has been then 
developed based on this new stress distribution. The validity of the equation has been 
verified using the available test data.  
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For a fully grouted X-joint subjected to out-plane bending (OPB), considering the 
similarities between the IPB and OPB conditions, the same analytical failure model and 
equation as IPB are adopted. The comparisons between the predictions from the equation 
and the test data for the fully grouted joints subjected to OPB show that the equation 
based the failure mechanism of a fully grouted joint subjected to IPB can be used to 
predict the ultimate strength of a fully grouted joint subjected to OPB with tolerable 
errors. 
9.1.3 Application of CDM approach in analyses of tubular joints  
Base on the Lemaitre’s damage model, a simple damage initiation and evolution criterion 
is proposed. The FE analyses using ABAQUS using this criterion are found to provide 
good predictions for the macro crack propagation in the fully grouted joints. This 
approach is convenient because the effect of the crack initiation can be added to the 
existing FE model without extensive revisions. 
A close correlation between the test and the numerical analyses has been achieved. The 
average difference between the test ultimate joint strengths and those predicted by the FE 
analyses adopting this approach is up to 5%. 
ABAQUS explicit solver is found to simulate the static response of tubular structure well, 
if an appropriate time period is adopted. The present study shows that if the time period 
adopted for an explicit joint analysis is larger than 50T, where T is the natural period of 
the joint, the response of the joint will be static. 
The progressive damage model in ABAQUS can be used as a unified approach for the 
ultimate strength analyses of the fully grouted joints without special treatment required to 
consider the propagation of macro cracks.  
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A consistent approach to identify the essential parameters for the damage model in the 
ABAQUS by simple uniaxial tensile tests has been proposed.  
9.1.4 Numerical investigations on the static behavior of fully grouted joints 
A consistent procedure has been established for the modeling of the fully grouted joints 
subjected to various loadings. The proper mesh density has been determined by the 
convergence analyses. The validity of the present FE analyses has been verified by a 
series of test results. The effects of the element types, the weld geometry, the contact 
conditions and the material models on the FE results have been evaluated. 
Lu’s deformation limit, which is normally applied to as-welded joints, can still be 
adopted for the definition of the ultimate strength of a fully grouted joint.  
A systematic numerical parametric analysis has been conducted for the fully grouted X- 
joints subjected to brace axial tension, IPB and OPB loading, with a total number of 144 
joints analyzed and a wide geometric range (0.4<β<1.0 and 10<γ<40). For the fully 
grouted joints under the three specified loading conditions, crack initiation in the chord is 
the dominant failure mode for the joints with β<0.9. For the joints with β=1.0, however, 
the brace member failure tends to govern. For a fully grouted X-joint with β=1.0 under 
brace axial tensile load, the yield load of the brace member is reached before the joint 
failure. For a fully grouted X-joint with β=1.0 subjected to IPB moments, the brace local 
buckling at the compression side occurring before the joint fracture. For a fully grouted 
X-joint with β=1.0 and large γ ratio (larger than 30 in the present study) subjected to OPB 
moments, the brace local buckling at the compression side occurs before the joint fracture. 
For a fully grouted X-joint with β=1.0 and small λ ratio (equal to 10 in the present study) 
subjected to OPB moment, the brace member collapses before the joint failure. 
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Four failure criteria are specified for the determination of the ultimate strength of a joint. 
All the predicted ultimate strengths of the fully grouted joints by the FE analyses are 
compared with the predictions by the proposed ultimate strength equations for fully 
grouted joints. The proposed strength equations prove to make predictions with sufficient 
accuracy. 
The strength enhancements of the fully grouted joints are evaluated by comparing their 
ultimate strengths with those of the corresponding as-welded joints. In general, injecting 
cement grout into the chord can effectively improve the static strength of a tubular joint, 
especially for the joint subjected to brace axial load or OPB moment, with an average 
improvement of 300%. For the joints subjected to IPB moment, the improvement in the 
strength of the joints range from 50% to 250%. Besides, the improvement in the strength 
of a fully grouted joint is proportional to its γ ratio under all the three loading conditions. 
This means that, as an approach of strengthening or repair, injecting cement grout into 
thin wall chords is more effective that into thick wall chords. In addition, for the joints 
with β=1.0, the strengthening effect of injecting cement grout into the chord is limited 
under all the three loading conditions as compared to the other joints, with an 
improvement  from 50% to 100% depending on the γ ratio.  
The joint characteristics of the fully grouted joints under the three loading conditions are 
also summarized. The load-deformation characteristics of the fully grouted joints under 
all the three loading conditions can be represented by a combination of a linear equation 
and a power law. Four parameters are identified to be critical for the representation of the 
joint characteristics. A series of regression analyses have been performed for the 
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determinations of these parameters and the corresponding equations for these parameters 
have been established with tolerable errors. 
9.2 Future work 
As the present study focuses on understanding the unique failure mechanism of fully 
grouted joints, a simple yet extensively used joint configuration (X-joint) has been 
adopted so that the range of influence factors could be minimized. In real jacket 
structures, various joint configurations exist. Thus, further study can be conducted on 
joints with different configurations, like multi-planer TT, K, DT, KK, etc.  
The present experimental investigation indicates that crack initiations in the fully grouted 
joints and those of corresponding as-welded joints show quite different characteristics, 
with the former behaving like mode I fracture while the latter close to Mode II or III. 
Since in most current standards the predictions regarding to fracture are based on Mode I 
fractures, further study can be conducted on the fracture behavior of the tubular joints. 
The strengthening of certain tubular joints in an overall structure will influence the global 
behavior of the whole jacket structure. With the proposed representations of the joint 
stiffness, further study can be conducted on the effects of grouting certain members or 
connections in a jacket structure to investigate the global response of this type of 
structures. 
Double skin joints are quite common in existing jacket structures for the arrangement of 
insert pile within jacket leg and the annulus grouted.  Current practices generally ignore 
the strengthening effect of the infilled grout in the annulus of these joints.  Further study 
can be carried out on the static behavior of double skin joints. 
Conclusions 
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The critical loadings on jacket platforms include dynamic loading generated by the waves 
or the impact of ships. With the presence of infilled grout, the stress concentrations in 
tubular joints are very much reduced. Further study can be conducted on the resistances 
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A-1 Monitor internal force with four single gages 
 
For a lay-out of single gages shown in Figure A-1, the internal force in the cross section 
can be calculate as, 
 
monitor4321 A)(4








⋅ε−ε⋅=      
 
Where Amonitor is the cross-sectional area of the monitor section, Ix and Iy are the moment 








−π== ), D and D1are the outer  and inner diameter of corresponding CHS 
respectively.  
A.2 Rosette gage 
Single gage can effectively measure strain in only one direction. To determine the three 
independent components of plane strain, three linearly independent strain measures are 






Figure A-2 Typical layout of rosette  
 
Consider a strain rosette attached on the surface with an angle α from the x-axis. The 
rosette itself contains three strain gages with the internal angles β and γ, as illustrated on 
Figure A-2. Suppose that the strain measured from these three strain gages are εa, εb, and 
εc, respectively.  
The following coordinate transformation equation is used to convert the longitudinal 
strain from each strain gage into strain expressed in the x-y coordinates,  
                                                                             (A.2) 
 
Applying this equation to each of the three strain gages results in the following system of 
equations,  
 
                                   (A.3) 
 
These equations are then used to solve for the three unknowns, εx, εy, and εxy.  
Note: 
The above formulas use the strain measure εxy as opposed to the engineering shear strain 
γxy. To use γxy, the above equations should be adjusted accordingly. 
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The free surface on which the strain rosette is attached is actually in a state of plane stress, 
while the formulas used above are for plane strain. However, the normal direction of the 
free surface is indeed a principal axis for strain. Therefore, the strain transform in the free 
surface plane can be applied. 
Special Cases of Strain Rosette Layouts 
Case 1: 45º strain rosette aligned with the x-y axes, i.e., a = 0º, b = g = 45º.  
                             
Figure A-3   45º strain rosette 
 
For case 1: 
 


















                                                                      (A.3) 
 
   
Case 2: 60º strain rosette, the middle of which is aligned with the y-axis, i.e., a = 30º, b = 
g = 60º.  
 
                
 Figure A-4   60º strain rosette 
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Principal Directions, Principal Strain 
  
The normal strains (εx’, εy’) and the shear strain (εx’y’) vary smoothly with respect to the 
rotation angle q, in accordance with the transformation equations given above. There 
exist a couple of particular angles where the strains take on special values.  
First, there exists an angle θp where the shear strain εx’y’ vanishes. That angle is given by,  
 
                                                                                                                          (A.4) 
 
This angle defines the principal directions. The associated principal strains are given by,  
 
                                                                                        (A.5) 
 
The transformation to the principal directions with their principal strains can be 
illustrated as follow:  
 
Figure A-5 Transformation of strains from given coordinates to principal directions 
 
Maximum Shear Strain Direction 




                                                                                                        (A.6) 
 
The maximum shear strain is found to be one-half the difference between the two 
principal strains,  
 
                                                                                      (A.7) 
 
 
The transformation to the maximum shear strain direction can be illustrated as follow:  
 
 





Appendix B Conversion of Engineering Strain & Stress 
 
The relationship between true strain and nominal strain is established by expressing the 













ll                                                                                            (B.1) 
Adding unity to both sides of this expression and taking the natural log of both sides 
provides the relationship between the true strain and the nominal strain:  
)1ln( nomε+=ε                                                                                                                    (B.2) 
The relationship between true stress and nominal stress is formed by considering the 
incompressible nature of the plastic deformation and assuming the elasticity is also 
incompressible, so  
lAAl 00 =                                                                                                                           (B.3) 
The current area is related to the original area by  
l
lAA 0=                                                                                                                           (B.4) 
 













nom                                                                                                 (B.5) 
where 
0l
l  can also be written as ( nom1 ε+ ) 
Making this final substitution provides the relationship between true stress and nominal 
stress and strain:  
)1( nomnom ε+σ=σ                                                                                                               (B.6) 
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Appendix C Verification of Recorded Loading 
C.1 In-Plane Bending Test  
The comparisons between calculated moments in monitored cross sections based on 
measured strain and those based on recorded global load are shown in Figure C-1. The 
close correlation between measure moment and calculated moment in elastic range 

































































































X2                                                      X2-G 
Figure C-1 
C.1 Axial loading Test 
The comparisons between calculated axial load in monitored cross sections of braces 
based on measured strain and those based on recorded global load are shown in Figure C-
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2. The close correlation between measure axial load and calculated axial load in elastic 


























































































































































































X7                                                  X7-G-T 
Figure C-2 
 
